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ABSTRACT

This thesis studies some central problems in the
phonological analysis of Tiberian Hebrew (TH). Chapter 2
contains a detailed account of the accentual system of the
language and an analysis of those aspects of the segmental
phonology which interact with the accentual system. The
account is set within a framework, the principles of which
are formalized and justified in Chapter 1. I argue that the
assignment of stress involves rules of tree construction and
the interpretation of these trees in a metrical grid by
rule. The theory of stress assignment adopted allows for a
greatly simplified account of TH stress in which there is
only one set of stress trees instead of the three postulated
in previous metrical accounts. It is suggested that there
are two different binary alternations in the lang.uage -

stress and reduction - which are not perfectly aligned. The
rules of Vowel Reduction and Stress Assignment are both
taken to involve the construction of metrical trees with
each set of trees interpreted by a different rule. The
stress trees are interpreted by rules of grid construction
and the reduction trees are interpreted by a segmental rule
which only indirectly affects the process of grid
construction. The ultra-short vowels of the traditional
literature are identified as those vowels with no grid
representation. These vowels are ignored by the rhythmic
rules of the language which are formulated as operations on
the grid. I argue that a theory using only a metrical grid
with no recourse to metrical trees has difficulty dealing
with certain stress shift phenomena which are at the heart
of the TH accentual system and are dealt with naturally in
the framework adopted here.

ChapterS3 presents a solution to a classical problem in
the morphological analysis of the TN verbal system. it is
shown that although triconsonantal roots may be associated
with one of three prosodic templates, at the deepest level
of analysis there are only two such templates available to



the morphology and that one of the templates is derived from
another by rule. The solution makes crucial use of an
autosegmental representation of morphemes and involves the
postulation of two morphological strata in the TH lexicon.

Thesis Supervisor: Morris Halle
Title: Institute Professor
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Chapter 1

I ntroduct ion

This thesis addresses some problems in the phonology

of Tiberian Hebrew (TH) - the language of the Old Testament

- in light of recent advances in phonological theory.

Chapter 2 contains a detailed analysis of the accentual

system of the language and an analysis of those aspects of

the segmental phonology which interact with the accentual

system. Chapter 3 offers a solution to a classical problem

in the morpho'ogical analysis of the Hebrew verbal system.

This study does not aspire to be an exhaustive account of

the phonology and morphology of the language. Rather, its

aim is to see how current theory can shed I ight on

particular problems which have until now resisted

satisfactory so lution, on the one hand, and to see what the

phonology of Tiberian Hebrew can tell us about issues in

current theory which remain controversial, on the other.

The phonology of Tiberian Hebrew is one of the best-stidIed

linguistic systems, and the present study is heavi ly

indebted to the penetrating insights of previous generative

accounts of Hebrew - Prince (1975) , McCarthy (1379) and
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Dresher (1981a,b) - which in turn draw on a rich

philological literature. I will not, in this study, engage

in extensive morphological analysis, or motivate the

underlying representations of the words analyzed, except

where such motivation is crucial for the discussion at

hand. The reader is referred in particular to Prince's

study for detailed morphological analysis.

In this introductory chapter I will introduce the

various principles of the subcomponents of phonology which

are adopted in the thesis. Section I reviews at length the

particular version of metrical theory on which the analysis

of Chapter 2 crucially depends. Since there is much

controversy in the current literature concerning the

appropriate representation of stress and the formal

apparatus for generating stress contours, I compare and

contrast the theory adopted here with other metrical

theories of stress and try to pinpoint exactly how the

theories differ and the k inds of evidence which he lp choose

between the theories. Section 2 introduces the theory of

autosegmental phonological and morphological representation

used throughout the thesis. Finally, Section 3 briefly

introduces the principles of lexical phonology upon which

the analysis in Chapter 3 is based.

- a -



LI. Metrical Phono logy

The basic insight of metrical theories of stress has

been that the stress contours of languages are a reflection

of a hierarchical structure imposed upon a stress domain,

which expresses the relative-grominence among the

constituents. There is, however, much controversy

concerning the appropriate mechanism for representing stress

hierarchies and the kinds of rules needed for generating the

hierarchical structure.

Early metrical theory (Liberman (1975), Liberman and

Prince (1977)) employed three sets of rules for generating

the stress contours of languages. First, the feature

[+stress] was assigned by a context sensitive rewrite rule

of the familiar kind to various syl lab les of a word. Then

the reIlative prominence among the various syIlIables marked

E+strese) was represented by a hierarchical tree structure

produced by the 'second set of rules, whose primitive is the

binary branching tree, with one node labeled S (strong) and

the other W (weak). Finally, a third set of rules

constructed a metrical grid which interpreted the abstract

prominence relations of the tree structure and encoded the

stress directly.

- 9-



Later theory, (Selkirk (1980) and Hayes (1981))

dispenses entirely with the feature Estress]. In the newer

theory, stress is the property of a sylleable being the

strong or sole member of a constituent called the foot. The

first set of rules assigning the segmental feature Estress]

is abandoned and stress is then generated by two sets of

rules; the first set includes rules employing trees which

mark off prosodic categories such as fee t, and o ther rules

which manipulate foot structure; the second set of rules

interprets the abstract relations encoded in the tree in a

metrical grid which represents the rhythmic beat of the

language. Most of the research conducted in the metrical

framework concentrated on the first set of rules, and very

little, if any, attention was paid to the rules governing

the construction of the grid or the nature of the grid

representation.

Recently, Prince (1983) has argued that the set of

rules erecting tree structure is superfluous and that the

stress contours of languages can be generated directly with

operations on the grid. Other phonologists (Hayes (1983),

Hal le and Vergnaud (forthcoming) argue for the empIloyment of

both grids and trees. In their theorleb the prominence

relations between the sylIlab les of an utterance are

represented in the hierarchies of the me trical grid, but

trees are still used to generate the basic patte rn of stress

in the grid.
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In this section, I first outline the metrical theory

I am adopting in this thesis. The theory employs both

metrical trees and a metrical grid. What I try to show is

that there is a natural division of labor between the two

constructs, and that there is in fact need for both. The

section includes an inventory of the types of rules

available to the theory and the parameters associated with

each rule. I then briefly compare it with earlier versions

of metrical theory, such as the one developed in Hayes

(1981) in which metrical trees played a much more prominent

role than it does in the theo advocated here. Finally, I

compare the theory with the one outlined in Prince (1983)

which dispenses entirely with trees, emp loy ing only a

metrical grid.

1.1.1 The Present Theory

1.1.1.1 Feet and Tree Construction

I follow the practice of many metrical phonologists

in assuming that generating the stress pattern of a language

involves, first of all, parsing the stress domain into

constituents. One of the most common stress patterns is

that of binary alternation. For examp le, stress in Warao is

described in Hayes (p.5l) as falling on the penulIt and on

alternating sylIlab les preceding the penult, as in the words

be Ilow.
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yapurukitanehase

nahoroahakutai

"verily to climb"

"the one who ate"

In the theory adopted here, assigning stress in

Warao involves parsing the word into constituents, each

containing two syl lables, as in (2).

(2)

CEyapu)[ruki][tane]Chase]]

[Enaho] Croa)haku)]Eta i]]

The left syl

prominence.

constituent,

constituents

sylI lables as

lab le in each constituent is marked for

I will call each such syl lable the head of the

and assume that parsing the stress domain into

always involves singling out one of the

the head.

As far as the appropriate notation for encoding the

constituency, several alternatives present themselves. The

first is the imposition of a bracketing on the string as in

(2), with some additional convention for singling out the

syllable which serves as the head. The information encoded

in the bracketed string in (2) can equally well be expressed

in a tree structure as in (3).

- 12 -
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(3)

yapu ruki tane hase

In (3) the head of each constituent is dominated by a

vertical line, while the other syllables are dominated by

diagonal lines.

I wilI adopt the tree notation of (3) for reasons

which will become immediately clear. The word in (3) is

represented as parsed into constituents each of which

contains two syllables. In fact, not all aspects of the

phonological string are relevant for the purposes of

assigning stress. Perhaps the most pervasive generalization

to emerge from the study of stress systems is that the

nature of the onset is never relevant for the calculation of

stress placement, and the rules of strers assignment should

embody this generalization. Using tree notation, we can

exclude certain elements of the phonological string from

consideration, by defining the terminal elements (TE's) of

the trees. So we may say that, universally, the TEs of

stress trees may only be the rimes of syllables.

Equivalently, we say that stress trees are rooted in rimes.

So, stress in Warao is not really assigned to every other

sylIlable, but rather every other rime.

I will cal I the cons tituents created by the stress

- 13 -



trees feet, and rules for parsing the stress domain into

feet with metrical tree rules of tree construction and foot

formation interchangeably. The tree refers to the construct

used to demarcate the domain of the foot and the foot refers

to the constituent itself. To Hayes (1981) we owe the

insight that trees come in two sizes: maximally binary and

unbounded. We have just seen binary trees i'n the Warao

example. 'The unbounded tree forms a constituent from the

entire string in the stress domain, unless other

complicating factors such as accent (see be low (1.1.1.3))

arise. It is used to derive the stress pattern in languages

in which stress is just plain final or initial. As with the

binary trees, each unbounded tree has a head.

The head of any tree, binary or unbounded, must be a

peripheral TE, either the leftmost or the rightmost.

(4)

a. b. c. d.

R R R R R R ... ... R R R

In the diagram above, (a) represents a tree demarcating a

binary foot, whose left member is marked as the head. I

willI call this a left-headed bounded tree. (b) represents

the right-headed counterpart. (c) represents the tree

demarcating an unbounded foo t whose leftmost membe r is

marked as the head. This is the left-headed unbounded
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tree. (d) is its right-headed counterpart. In this workI

will sometimes call the position of the head the dominant

position of the tree and a non-head position a recessive

one.

That maximally binary trees are the only bounded

trees employed by the phonologies of natural languages is a

very strong claim and by no means an obvious one, since it

surely does not reflect a surface-true generalization.

Languages such as English, with a basic alternating pattern

of stress aboundd in unary and ternary feet. Hayes's

important insight is that despite the surface deviations

from strictly binary alternation, the rules employed for the

initial calculation of stress assignment are best formulated

in terms of binary or unbounded trees. In the course of

this overview I will review the most common sources for

deviations from smooth binary alternations in languages with

a basically alternating pattern of stress.

When binary trees are constructed for the purposes

of stress assignment, the direction of iteration must be

specified in addition to the headedness of the trees. To

see why this is so, consider a hypothe tical language in

which the stress pattern of words with an odd number of

sylI lables is as in (5)a and that of words with an even

number of syl lab les is as in (5)b.
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(5)

/ / / /
a. R R R R R R R

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

/ / /
b. R R R R R R

1 2 3 4 5 6

This pattern can be derived by constructing left-headed

trees from right to left.

(6)

a. R R R

b. R R R R R R

If the trees were constructed left to right , the

following pattern would be derived.

(7)

a. R R R R R R R = R R R R R R R

b.N N-/ / /

PR R PR R RPR = P P P PR% Rr

These examples show an important property of tree

construction: when a ru le assigning binary trees encoun ters

a domain with one sy llable, it marks that syl ab le as the

- IA -



sole member of a unary foot. This is one of the most common

sources for divergence from smooth binary alternation.

BelowI adopt a principle suggested in Halle and Vergnaud

(forthcoming) that any tree construction rule must cover the

entire domain to which it appl ies. In the case under

consideration, each rime must be assigned to a foot. Since

every foot must by definition have a head, the sole member

of a foot is marked as the head of that foot.

The parameters of d'rection of iteration and

headedness have been shown to be independent. Hayes (1981)

gives examples of languages for each combination of

direction of iteration and headedness. Maranunku is

reported to be characterized by a system which constructs

left-headed trees left to right, while Warao constructs

left-headeo trees right to left. The alternating stress

pattern of Weri is derived by assigning right-headed trees

from right to left , while that of Southern Paiute is

derived by assigning right-headed trees from left to right

(pp. 50-53).

Once the system allows for the specification of the

terminal elements of the trees, we may expect the TEs of

stress trees to vary from language to language. Indeed they

do. Some languages take the subconstituents of the rime,

the mores to be the T~s of stress trees, For examples, the

stress pattern of Southern Paiute is described in Hayes

- 17 -



(1981) as being calculated with the use of binary trees

rooted in moras, since a sequence of two vowels, whether or

not they are members of the same syllable, count as two

terminal elements for the binary count. This is illustrated

in the following examples:

(8)

/ \4

mantcaAqaA "to hold out one's hands"

/ \
maroOqway'4-qWM "I stretch it"

The stress pattern of Southern Paiute is generated

with the use of right-headed feet constructed right to left,

where the terminal nodes of the trees are the

subconstsituents of the rimes. (The final mora is excluded

from the domain of stress by means of the extrametrical ity

diacritic (see below 1.1.1.4).)

Even more strik ing is the example of a Ianguage

which employs two stress rules each based on a count of

different terminal e lements. Such a language is Auca,

described by Pike (1964). According to Pike, Auca has two

stress rules assigning al ternating stress. The domain of

the first is the stem, and It assigns alternating stress

from left to right. The domain of the second ru le is the

string of suffixes, and it assigns alternating stress from

right to left. Interestingly, the rule which operates in

the stem treats a sequence of two vowelis, whethe r or no t

- 18 -



they are identical, as two TEs for the stress trees, but the

rule which operates in the domain of the suffixes, trEats a

sequence of two vowels as a single terminal element for the

stress trees.

In Chapter 2, 1 argue that the calculation of stress

placement in Tiberian Hebrew ignores certain phonologically

identifiable rimes, and express this formally be excluding

these rimes from the class of terminal elements of the

stress trees.

The basic property of the binary foot is that each

terminal element of the trees - each element relevant for

the calculation of stress assignment - is marked in an

alternating fashion as either a head or a non-head. The

overriding constraint is that any element which is a

non-head must be adjacent to a head. The converse - that

each head must be adjacent to a non-head - does not hold.

Languages which have been called quantity-sensitive

typically display patterns of stress which are not strictly

alternatiny due to the adjacency of heads. Below (1.1.1.3)

I discuss how the theory adopted here handles the problem of

quantity sensitive alternations.

1.1.1.2 Main Stress and the Word Tree

So far we have seen how the theory parses domains

into fee t for the purposes of stress assignment. In most

- 19 -



languages with more than one stress per domain, one of the

stresses is perceived as most prominent - the main stress.

Just as the unbounded metrical tree can be used to gather

all the rimes of a domain into a constituent and single one

out for stress, so an unbounded tree - the word tree - can

be used to gather the heads of the feet into a constituent

and single out one of them for heightened stress. To do

this, the word tree takes as its terminal elements only the

heads of feet and marks one of them as the head of the word

tree, as shown in (9). Notice that, in absence of accent,

an unbounded tree can only single out a peripheral element -

the leftmost or the rightmost. It is indeed a fact that it

is usually the leftmost or the rightmost stress which is

singled out as the main stress.

(3)

It is important to note that I do not take the fee t

and the word tree to form a nested constituent structure.

The terminal elements of the tree are not fee t -.they are

the and- of the feet. Just as the feet ignore parts of the

segmental string - such as the elements in the onset -so

the word tree ignores all nines which are not marked as

heads of feet.

YidinY (Dixon (1977)) and B'ubatu labal (Voeglin

- 20 --



(1935)) are described as having alternating stress patterns

in which all stresses are equally prominent. Presumably,

these languages lack a word tree.

It has been suggested (e.g. Magnus (1983), Prince

(1983) p.51) that the headedness of a word tree predicts the

direction of the iteration of the bounded feet, so that a

language with a right-headed word tree will assign its feet

from right to left and a language with a left-headed word

tree will assign its feet from left to right. Judging from

the stress systems of languages with which we are familiar,

this appears to be the most prevalent pattern. This could

be made to fall out of the theory if it is assumed that main

stress is always assigned non-iteratively, and that

secondary stress always radiates out from the primary

stress. However, this cannot be an absolute restriction

since the generalization is counterexemplified by a number

of languages. One such language is Piro whose stress sytem

is described as follows (Hal le and Clements (1983 p. 191)):

a. Primary stress falls on the penultimate syllable.
b. Secondary stress falls on the initial syliable.
c. Tertiary stress falls on every other syl lable

following the initial syllable, except that the
antepenult Is always stress less.

Ignoring the distinction between secondary and tertiary

stress, this system can be derived by constructing bounded

left-headed fee t from right to left, constructing a

right:badaed word tree, and including a rule whi ch removes

- 21 -



stress from a syllable immediately preceding the main

stress. Other languages which display such a pattern are

Cairene Arabic, and Seneca, where main stress falls on the

final vowel marked for stress, but where the binary feet

must be constructed from the beginning of the word.

Hal le and Vergnaud in fact do not allow for the

non-iterative formation of any feet. Trees must, in their

system, cover the entire stress domain (disregarding the

effects of extrametricality (see below)). In their system,

the stress pattern of a language with alternating stress,

for example, must be derived by forming bounded feet and

singling out the head of one of these feet with a word

tree. It cannot be derived by forming a non-iterative main

stress foot, and then forming secondary stress feet

iteratively in the domain not covered by the main stress

foot. The stress systems of a number of well -studied

languages, English and Tiberian Hebrew among them, have in

the past been characterized by non-iterative main stress

foot formation and iterative secondary stress foot formation

filling out the domain no't covered by the main stress foot.

In the next subsection we will see that the rules for

assigning main stress and secondary stress in English can be

identified as one. The case of Tiberian Hebrew is a bit

more complicated since it has been argued that a number of

rules must be ordered crucially between main stress foot

formation and secondary stress foot formation. I show,

- 22 -



however, in my analysis of TH stress in Chapter 2, that it

is in fact possible to construct all the bounded trees of

Tiberian Hebrew at once; the rules of main stress and

secondary stress foot formation are one, and the analysis is

greatly simplified. It remains to be seen whether other

languages which have been described with the non-iterative

formation of bounded feet can be reanalyzed as welI

according to the restrictions set out in Halle and

Vergnaud 's system.

Just as each rule of tree construction must cover

the entire domain, it must do so uniformly. Thus, when a

rule constructs left-headed bounded trees, for example, the

entire domain of the rule must be covered exclusively with

left-headed bounded trees. The theory excludes the

possibility of a domain covered partially with bounded trees

and partially with unbounded trees or partially with

left-headed trees and partially with right-headed trees.

1.1.1.3 Accent

So far we have seen one source for adjacent stresses

in a language with a basically alternating pattern of

stress. The situation arises under ce rtain circumstances

when a binary tree construction rule encoun teri a domain of

a single sy llab le and makes that sy llable the head of a

unary foot. We now turn to another common source for

- 23 -



adjacent stresses in languages with alternating stress -

quantity sensitivi ty. It has long been noticed that

syl lable weight often plays a crucial role in stress

systems. Languages which have a basic alternating pattern

of stress are often sensitive to the prominence of heavy

syllables so that all heavy syllables are marked for stress

and in a sequence of light syl lab les every other one is.

The most common light/heavy opposition is one which

considers all syllables with branching rimes as heavy and

all with non-branching rimes as light. The next most common

pattern is that which considers syllables with long vowels

heavy and those with short vowels - whether open or closed -

to be light. The basic property of languages with quan tity

sansitive alternations is that certain rimes obligatorily

serve as heads of feet. In earlier metrical theories the

branchingness of heavy syIlIables was taken to be the primary

property of these syIlIables and the process of foot

construction was made sensitive to the branchingness of the

terminal elements. (Cf. below 1.1.2.2.) It has become

increasingly clear, however, that properties of

branchingness play much less of a central role in metrical

systems than was previously supposed. Halle and Vergnaud

(forthcoming) show moreover, that even in languages with

quantity sensitive alternations, the phonological properties

of nimes are not always sufficient for de termining stress

con tours. Heavy sylIlab les in certain positions may pattern

- 24 -



like light syllables, and conversely, certain light

syltables may pattern as heavy. Halle and Vergnaud suggest

that the process of tree construction is never sensitive

directly to the internal geometry of rimes. Rather, an

element which a language considers to be obligatorily a head

is marked with an accent to which the process of tree

construction is sensitive. An accented rime, regardless of

its position, must be marked as the head of a foot. When it

is entirely predictable from the phonological shape of the

syl table that it must serve as the head of a foot, then the

accent will be assigned to all such syltables by rule. In a

language with what has been called a quantity sensitive

pattern of alternation, the effect of accenting certain

rimes is to interrupt the pattern of smooth atIternati on.

As an example, consider the stress pattern of

Tubatulabal, which is described as follows: (Prince (1983

p. 63))

a. Final syl lables are always stressed.
b. Long vowels are always stressed.
c. Certain morphemes contain inherent stress.
d. In a sequence of short vowels with no stresses

derived from a c, stress alternates right to
left.

This pattern can be derived as follows:

a. Certain morphemes contain inherently accented
syl lables.

b. Accen t sylIlab lesiwith long vowe ls.
c. Form right-"headed feet right to left.

- 25 -



Example outputs (accented syllables are underlined):

(10)

wa gaghaja "it might flame up"

anaqnin-+mut "he is crying (distr)

wita ahatal "the Tejon Indians"

In effect, introducing the accent elliminates

quantity sensitivity as a parameter for tree construction.

All tree construction rules are sensitive to accent, and

languages just differ with respect to the extent to which

they make use of accent. Although this greatly increases

the use of diacritics such as accent, the result is also a

simpler process of tree construction.

In the case of English, the use of accent allows the

rule of primary stress assignment to be collapsed with the

rule of secondary stress assignment. Hayes (1981)

identifies two rules of foot formation for the generation of

Eng lish word stress. The first, called the English Stress

Rule (ESR), forms a left-headed quantity sensitive bounded

foot at the right edge of a word (see be low 1.1.1.4 for more

extensive discussion). The second, the Strong Retraction

Rule (SRR) fills the domain not covered by the ESR with left

headed quantity insensitive bounded feet. With the use of
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the accent, the two rules can be collapsed into a single

rule which forms bounded left-headed feet from right to

left, with the quantity sensitivity of the final foot

encoded in a series of accent rules which mark certain final

and penultimate syllables as obligatory heads. Hayes in

fact notes that the SRR always respects the structure

erected by ESR. This follows without any stipulation'if the

two rules are real l'y one. Furthermore, no phono logical rule

has been suggested to be ordered between the ESR and the

SRR, lending further support to the idea that the rules are

to be identified as one. I return to a discussion of this

issue below.

Consider now the effect of introducing accent into a

language employing unbounded trees. In the case of

unbounded trees, no adjacency constraint is placed on the

non-head so that only those elements which are taken to be

obligatory heads are marked as such. When no such element

is found in the stress domain, the peripheral element

-initial if the tree is left-headed and final if the tree is

right-headed - is made the head. A language which has

unbounded feet and accent is Koya, whose stress pattern is

reported in Hayes (1981 p.56 ):

Primary stress falls on the ini tial sylIlable and
secondary stress on closed sy I IablIes or sy Ilab les
with a long vowel.

The Koya system, disregarding once again the distinction
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between primary and secondary stress, can be derivod Ny

accenting all branching rimes and then constructing

unbounded left-headed trees rooted in rimes. Notice that in

the case of unbounded feet the direction of iteration is

unimportant.

1.1.1.4 Extrametricality

So far we have seen smooth binary alternation

interrupted by the adjacency of heads of feet. Deviation

from strict binary alternation also arises from feet which

appear to be ternary. One common source for apparent

ternary feet is extrametricality. I will illustrate the

effects of extrametricality with examples drawn from English

stress.

The pattern of stress for Eng1lish words is basically

an alternating one. The effects of cyclic assignment of

stress (see below 1.1.1.7) often obscure the smooth

alternation, but the basic pattern is most clearly visible

in long underived words.

(11)

Apalachicola hamamelIidanthemumn Ticonderoga

From words like Ticonderoga which have two adjacent stresses

word initially, we see that tree construction in Engl ish

proceeds from right to left and forms left-'headed fee t.
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When we look at a wider range of underived nouns, the

generalization emerges that when the penult of a noun is

light, main stress falls on the antepenult, and when it is

heavy (is closed or contains a long vowel), it fal ls on the

penult. This pattern holds regardless of the we ight of the

final syllable.

(12)

America metropolis arsenal labyrinth

Arizona agenda appendix eIlitist

If we sinmply forned left-headed bounded feet from right to

left, the wrong stress pattern would result for the words in

(12).

(13)

N NVI
America metropolis labyrinth

In fact cross-l inguistically, it is very common for

the patterns of stress at the edge of stress domains to

deviate from the pattern found domain-internally. To

account for a wide range of data which falIs under the

general rubric of stress-devilance at the periphe ry of s tress

domains, Hayes develops a theory of extranwetricality from a

notion introduced in Nanni (1977) and Liberman and Prince

(1977). The ex trame tricality diacritic may be assigned to a



constituent at the periphery of a stress domain to make that

constituent invisible to the process of tree construction.

In the case of English nouns, Hayes suggests a general rule

of Noun Extrametricality, which makes the final rime of a

noun extrametrical.

(14)

Rime --- > C+ex)/__ I
N

In this work, I will indicate the extrametrical ity of a

constituent by placing that constituent in parentheses. In

the case of the nouns under consideration, the final rime,

after being marked extrametrical, is outside the stress

domain, so the feet wil I be constructed as in (15) and main

stress will fall in these nouns on the antepenult.

(15)

Americ(a) metropol(is) arsen(al)

Despite the fact that the rule for foot formation

wil l mark the initial syllable in America and metropolis the

head of a foot, these words surface without stress in the

initial syllable, and thus corntrast with words l ike

Tlconderoga with adjacent stresses in the first two

syl lables. The initial s tresses in America and metropolis

are removed by a rule of Pre-stress De-stress ing discussed

In Hayes(p.71), which removes stress from a non-branching



rime immediately preceding another stress. Stress is not

removed from Ticonderoga because it has a long vowel, hence

a branching rime, in its initial syllable. ITwil return to

this de-stressing ru le be low. In the case of words Iike

agenda and elitist the stress is penultimate due to the

effects of a rule which accents heavy penults in nouns.

The combined effects of extrametrical ity and binary

tree construction can derive antepenultimate stress, as in

(13). It is extremely difficult for the present theory to

derive pre-antepenultimate stress, with no other stresses

between it and the edge of the stress domain.

1.1.1.5 Grid Construction

So far we have dealt with the rules for calculating

stress placement9 We have not, however, dealt with the

actual representation of stress assumed to be employed by

the phonology. Central to the analysis in Chapter 2 is the

assumption that the stress trees are themselves inherently

uninterpreted (this 1' in fact the assumption made

original ly in Liberman and Prince (1977)) and that they are

interpreted by rule at a given point in the phonological

der ivat ion.

The construct used for inte rpreting the stress fee t

is the metrical grid. The grid can be seen as a

represen tation of the rhythmic beat of the language encoding



the heightened prominence of certain beats.

example, the representation in (16).
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(17)

Word Row
Cola Row
Foot Row
Basic Beat Row

A language then may uti lize up to three sets of trees to

determine the placement of grid marks, with each set of

trees used to place marks in a particular row in the grid.

English is assumed to employ only two sets of trees - one to

mark off binary feet and the other to derive word stress.

The derivation of Arizona is given below. (The final rime

is extrametrical (see 1.1.1.4) and the penult is marked with

an accent, as all heavy penults in nouns are):

(18)

IN
Ar i zon(a)

Ar I zon(a)

* *

Arizona

Foot Construction

Word Tree Construction

Grid Construction

Notice that the word tree marks the head of the

penult for main stress, and hence a mark is entered into the

word row of the grid over that syllable. A mark is then

automatically entered in the row beneath in the same

am q33 -

quo O



column. As mentioned, English employs only two sets of

trees for determining stress placement. Other languages,

for example Paasamaquoddy (Stowell (1979)), use trees to

gather the heads of feet into higher binary constituents -

cola - so that the heads of alternating feet are marked for

a degree of prominence between that of word stress and

tertiary stress.

1.1.1.6 Operations on the Grid

Processes such as stress retraction and deletion

which have previously been assumed to be formulated as

operations on trees (Kiparsky (1979) and Hayes (1981)) are

argued by Prince (1983) and Halle and Vergnaud (forthcoming)

to be most perspicuously formulated as operations on the

grid. (For very extensive discussion of these issues see

these works.) In Chapter 2, 1 argue that the Tiberian

Hebrew Rhythm Rule cannot be formulated as an operation on

tree structure but has a natural formulation as an operation

on the grid. Here I will illustrate how these authors

demonstrate that both the structural description and the

structural change of rules such as stress retraction can

easily be defined on the grid.

The structural description of a stress retraction

rule is normally a s ituation of s tress clash. Prince argues

convincingly that the defini tion of a stress clash may be
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formulated over grid configurations. He defines a stress

clash as a grid configuration in which a single row n in the

grid contains two adjacent grid marks, where adjacency

arises when there is no intervening grid mark on row a-1.

Consider, for example, the representation of the phrase

achromatic lense taken from Prince (1983):

(19)

*

* *

* * *

* * ** *

achromatic lense

On the third grid row, there are two adjacent grid marks

even though the syllables are not linearly adjacent, because

there is no grid mark on the second grid row intervening

between them. This example shows clearly how the grid can

represent much of the hierarchical structure encoded in tree

representation. In the case of a phrase like (19), the

clash is r1 ;o lved by stress retraction. The retraction

cannot be formulated over a simple linear representation of

the syllables, since tlhe landing site for the retracted

stress is defined over the hierarchical structure of the

grid. In English, stress is always re tracted to the nearest

syl lable bearing the highest degree of stress. In the case

of (19), the stress is re tracted to the first sy llable of

the phrase. The rule, Prince suggests, can be formulated as

one which moves the grid mark frorm one column to anothe r in

0ICZ



the same row.

(20)

*

* 4---o *
* * *

* * * * *

achromatic lense

1.1.1.7 De-stressing and Cyclic Application of Stress Rules

In the discussion of Extrametricality, we

encountered the rule of Pre-stress De-stressing. Here I

will show how this rule can be fed by the cyclic application

of stress and can also give rise to apparent ternary feet.

One of the major results of the study of English

stress in SPE was the demonstration that the stress of

derived words in English is determined by the stress of the

subconstituents. To see how this is so, consider the

examples below. The antepenult of each word in the left

column surfaces reduced, while the corresponding vowels in

the words in the right column surface unreduced.

(21)

adjectival objectivity

compensation condensation

Since in English only vowels bearing no stress may

be reduced, the reduction contrast indicates that the
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non-reduced vowels bear some degree of stress. If the

stress rule were not sensitive to the internal structure of

the words in the right column, the wrong stress contour

would be derived, as in (22). In the examples below, I omit

the rules of accent assignment and tree construction.

(22)

* *

* *

condensat(ion) objectivit(y)

In order to derive the correct stress pattern, stress is

first assigned to the inner constituents.

(23)

* *

* *

* * 4 * *

[condense] Cobject ive)

On the outer cycle, the stress rules apply once more,

constructing and interpreting left-headed bounded trees, and

leaving in tact the stress assigned on the earlier cycle. A

general convention (corresponding to the SPE stress

subordination convention) ensures that the stress assigned

on the last cycle receives main stress. The means for

imp lementing this need no t concern us here. The effect of

the convention is to remove the word row grid mark from the

inner constituent.
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(24)

* *

* *

*k * *

[condensation) Cobjectiv ity]

However, it is not always the case in derived words

that the stress of an inner constituent is maintained.

Consider, for example, the word extraposition derived from

extrapose. If we assigned stress cyclically, then the

following stress contour would be derived.

(25)

*

*

* * *

* * * * *

ECextrapose) i tion]

In fact, however, no stress surfaces on the antepenult. We

have already seen that English has a rule which removes

stress from a non-branching rime before another stress.

This rule removed stress from the initial syllable in words

such as America and metropolis. This rule of De-stressing

will also remove stress assigned on one cycle if it ends up

adjacent to a stress assigned on a subsequent cycle.
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(26)

* *

* *

extrapose [extrapose[ition] -I--

*

* *

* * ** *

extraposition

As a result, the first foot in extraposition is ternary.

This De-stressing rule Is easily formulated as one which

removes a grid mark from a position immeJiately preceding

another stress.

1.1.1.8 Partial Interpretation of Trees

The systemI have been describing here makes use of

two formal constructs: trees and grids. What I have tried

to show in the preceding discussion is that there is a

natural division of labor between the two; they are

functional ly distinct. The relations of stress prominence

among syllables is directly represented in the hieracrchies

of the grid. The trees are not used to express stress

hierarchies but are used rather as abstract markers for

dividing a domain into constituents and singling out one

element per constituent to be affected by a phonological

rule. Trees themselves are inherently uninterpreted, and

must be interpreted by rule. The rule we have been
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considering here is that of grid construction.
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ifoc i

A A
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A/IA
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A / A
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"my puppy
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"one to sight at one" (Haas p.203)
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constructed left-to-right. Significantly, however, not all

the trees are interpreted. Rather, a right-headed unbounded

word tree is constructed over the heads of al I the feet, and

the tone is associated with the syl lable which is the head

of the word tree. The other feet remain uninterpreted.

(28)

isimahicita

The Creek example demonstrates first, that the metrical tree

may be interpre ted by means of a ru le of tonal association

rather than grid construction, and that the interpretation

may not necessarily be full.

Although not alI trees need to be interpreted, there

are severe restrictions on partial interpre tation. So, for

example, one would not expect a language which constructed

bounded trees but which interpreted only the fourth tree

from the right. In the present theory, the only way to

single out one of a series of feet is by means of the

unbounded tree. The unbounded tree will only single out a

domain-peripheral constituent, so that it may only sing le

out the first or the last of the feet for interpre tation,

unless one of them is marked extrametrical.

We have seen that ru les such as stress retraction

and de le tion, which were previouslIy conside red rules
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manipulating tree structure can best be formulated as

operations on the grid. A question to ask at this point is

whether any phonological rule other than that which

interprets the tree structure makes reference to the tree

structure. A priori we would expect there to be rules which

are defined on tree structure, if such structure is given

ontological status in the phonology. In Chapter 2, I

suggest that the stress-sensitive rule in Tiberian Hebrew of

Pretonic Lengthening is in fact triggered by the presence of

the head of a word tree. I suggest, moreover, that the rule

applies before the tree structure is given a grid

interpretation.

I have claimed that metrical trees are interpreted

by rule. Grid construction is one such rule but by no means

the only one. Central to my analysis of the Tiberian Hebrew

accentual system is the idea that there is a metrically

defined rule of Vowel Reduction in that language, which

operates independently of stress. I claim that the Vowel

Reduction trees are interpreted not by a rule of grid

construction but by a rule which affects the segmental

features of a vowel in the recessive position of such a

foot.

In general I propose that the me trical tree is the

device made available to the phonology for the app lication

of Iterative ru les and the expression of non-local
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phonological dependencies. It is a fact that rules of

stress assignment are not the only ones which may operate in

an iterative binary fashion. In Chapter 2 1 show that the

TH Vowel Reduction rule is another. There are languages in

which rules of syllable quantity modification are sensitive

to an odd-even count just as some stress ru les are. In

certain cases, these rules are demonstrably defined

independently of stress. For example, TUbatulabal has both

an alternating vowel lengthening rule and alternating stress

rule. What is striking about the Tubatulabal case is that

the stress rule appl ies from right to left, while the vowel

lengthening rule applies left to right.

The claim made here is that the 0etrical tree is the

device made available for the proper ap lication of all

these rules. What this means, of course is that a word may

have a number of simultaneously represented tree structures

associated with it. In some sense, we may think of the

independent trees as represented on distinct tiers,

analogous to the representation of different morphemes or

different features on separate tiers (see section 3).

1.1.2 Previous Metrical Theories

The conception of tree structure Just outlined

differs markedly from that assumed in previous tree-bhasedi

theories. Hayes's (1981) study re~resents an attempt at a
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careful formalization of a metrical theory of stress

systematically applied to a wide range of languages. The

theory Hayes develops is in many ways richer than the theory

adopted here, in that the former makes use of constructs and

operations not available to the latter. Moreover, that

theory, unlike the one advocated here, has the entire

utterance dominated by a hie-rarchical tree structure which

represents the stress prominence re lations. In this

section, I review the essence of Hayes's theory and briefly

show how much of the additional apparatus is not really

needed. Many of the observations contained herein are due

to Prince's (1983) insightful and incisive critique of

tree-based me trical theory.

1.1.2.1 Binary Branching Trees

The primitive construct of Hayes's theory is the

binary branching tree. We are familiar with the binary tree

from looking at languages with a basically alternating

pattern of stress. In earlier theory, the unbounded tree is

derived from the binary tree by recursion on one of the

branches; one branch of the binary tree is allowed itseIf to

dominate a branching tree.
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(23)

Corresponding to what we have called the headedness

of a tree, the theory requires that the dominance of each

binary branch be specified. In a left-dominant tree, the

left node is dominant and the right node is recessive, while

in a right-dominant tree the right node is dominant and the

left node recessive. The overriding constraint on tree

construction is that a recessive node may not dominate a

branching structure. Since trees must be either left or

right dominant, it follows then that they must also be

uniformly left or right branching. The requirement of

uniformity of dominance ( uniformity of branching) rules

out a structure such as the one in (30).

(30)

*

In the cases of languages with quantity sensitive

patterns of stress, the branchingness of the rime is

considered a special case of tree branching, on par with the

branching external to the syllable. The effect of this is
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of course that heavy syllables in such languages must be in

the dominant position of a binary tree. In the case of an

unbounded tree, the heavy syllable is restricted to a

peripheral position. Since a heavy syllable counts as a

binary branch, placing a heavy syllable in a non-peripheral

position would violate the uniformity of branching

requirement.

(31)

*

heav $

1.1.2.2 Labeling Conventions

In addition to the specification of the dominance of

a tree, the theory employs labeling rules for trees. Each

binary branch represents the relative prominence between the

daughter constituents. For each binary branch one node is

labeled strong and the other weak. The dominance of a set

of trees determines how the trees are aligned with the

string of syl lables in the domain of the stress ru le. The

labeling encodes the prominence re lations among the terminal

elements of the trees.

The unmarked ru le for labe ling trees is: label1
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dominant nodes strong and recessive nodes weak. This yields

the following labelings for a left dominant bounded tree and

a left dominant unbounded tree:

(32)

s w s

w w

As we have seen, not all heads of feet are always

equally prominent, since one is often singled out for

primary stress. In earlier metrical theory, feet are

themselves gathered into a binary branching word tree,

labeled with the same labeling *onventions as the fee t

themselves.

(33)

s w s w s w

If in most cases each dominant node is labeled

strong and each recessive node is labe led weak, why emp loy

label min rules at allI? In Hayes's theory labe ling ru les are

emp loyed for two reasons. The firs t is that under certain

conditions trees may be relabeled to e xpress a shift in the

prominence re lations of the terminal e lements of a tree.
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The second is that there are assumed to be languages which

employ labeling rules different from the common one which

labels dominant nodes strong. The second most common

labeling rule is taken by Hayes to be : label dominant nodes

strong iff they branch. One language which is purported to

have such a labeling rule is Tahitian (Hayes p. 114). The

stress pattern of Tahitian is described as follows:

a. Stress the left most long vowel or diphthong
b. In a word with no long vowel or diphthong,

stress the penult.

If rimes with long vowels or diphthongs are the only rimes

considered branching, then the stress pattern can be derived

as follows:

a. At the left edge of the word, form a right
dominant unbounded foot.

b. Label dominant nodes strong iff they branch.
c. Form a left dominant word tree.

(34)

p w w
tiare "flower" tamaaroa "boy"

?oh ipa "wo rk " f are "house"

The tree construction procedure for the final two examp les

yie lds a sing le foot encompassing the en tire word. Since
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only in the case of words lacking long vowels the last

dominant node does not branch, only in these cases is the

most embedded binary branch labeled Csw].

The theory supported here dispenses with labeling,

making do with the concept of headedness. Moreover, while

the present theory employs both bounded and unbounded trees,

the unbounded trees are "flat," not derived from stacking up

binary trees.

Is anything crucial lost by dispensing with

structures such as the one in (35), and the labeling rules?

(35)

s

A
s w w w

In (35), the labeling telIs us that the first

terminal element is more prominent than the second, and the

second more prominent than the third, etc. Significantly,

however, Liberman and Prince (1977) note that all speakers

perceive in a stress pattern represented by a structure like

(35), is that the leftmost e lement is more prominent than

the rest. This is precisely what is encoded in (36) and no

mo re.

-w



(36)

Furthermore, it appears that the information

conveyed by the depth of embedding in a structure like (29)

plays no role in any phonological rules in Hayes's system.

What about labe ling rules? We have already seen

that the cases of stress shift formerly handled by

relabeling rules are naturally formulated as operations on

the grid. When a tree is labeled in such a way that

dominant nodes are strong, then labeling is redundant, since

all the information is encoded in the dominance of the

tree. What remains then to be accounted for are the

labeling rules which depart from dominant=strong. We have

seen that the most common one is dominant=strong iff it

branches, which was used by Hayes to generate the Tahitian

stress pattern. Notice, however, that the stress pattern of

Tahitian may be derived by constructing a right dominant

unbounded tree and marking the last rime extrametrical.

This then removes one of the major motivations for retaining

labeling feet in addition to establishing their headedness.

1.1.2.3 Stray Syllable Adjunction

Another kind of rule which is employed in Hayes's
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theory but is absent in the theory adopted here is Stray

Syllable Adjunction. In Hayes's theory, the prominence

relations of the syllables are read directly off of the

metrical tree. For this reason, all the syllables of an

utterance must be assigned a place in the overall

hierarchical tree structure. Constituents which are

precluded from the process of foot formation because of

extrametricality are, at some point in the derivation, then

stray2.J2ined to existing tree structure as weak sisters.

(37)

Ssixww
Americ(a) --- > America

The same is taken to be true for syIlIables introduced by

rules of epenthesis after foot formation, and syIlIables

which are de-footed by de-stressing ru les.

Under the approach adopted here, where prominence

relations are read off the grid, operations I ike stray

adjunction are unnecessary. What stray adjunction says,

basically, is that sy llab les which have been excluded from

foot formation remain unstressed. This information is

con tained in the grid represen tation of America, in which

the last sy llab le has no foot level grid mark.
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(38)

*

*

*

America

In certain cases Hayes relies on SSA to derive a

branching foot which plays a crucial role in a particular

stress system. Stray Syl lable Adjunction plays such a role

in Hayes's analysis of Tiberian Hebrew. In Chapter 2 I show

that there is a much more natural way to deal with the

Tiberian data without resorting to a rule of SSA.

1.1.2.4 Foot Preservation

Kiparsky (1982) and Hayes (1981) discuss the

conditions under which the metrical structure constructed by

one rule may override that constructed by another. For

example, Hayes observes that the SRR (see 1.1.1.3) always

respects the domain covered by the ESR on the same cycle.

As we noted above, this is precisely what we would expect if

both rules were one. Hayes observes, however, that the SRR

may override structure created on a previous cycle. For

examp le, the derivational history of parental in Hayes's

analysis is:
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(39)

s w

IA[par(en+)1 ESR, SSA

sw
£parent(al)) ESR, SSA, De-stressing

It is significant, however, that in case after case of

metrical structure overriding previously existing metrical

structure, a syllable original ly marked weak is marked

strong by the later rule. In no case do we find a later

rule marking weak a syllable originally labeled strong.

This however is precisely the effect which is captured if we

assume that the grid structure is preserved from cycle to

cycle. On each new cycle, trees may be used to calculate

the placement of stress in the domain to which no grid marks

have yet been assigned.

In Chapter 2, 1 review previous metrical accounts of

Tiberian Hebrew phonology which employ the whole range of

descriptive apparatus not available to the theory advocated

here. I show that, not only is there an analysis available

which does not make use of the additional apparatus, but in

fact the analysis presented in the more restrictive

framework is superior to the earlier analyses.
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191.3 A Grid Only Theory

Much of the insight on which the critisim of earlier

metrical theory in the previous section is based, derives

from Prince (1983). In a radical departure from the

accepted view of metrical structure, Prince advocates a

theory of stress in which the stress contours of a language

are derived by direct operations on the grid, with no

intermediate step of constructing trees and designating

certain elements as heads, He argues that all the well

attested patterns of stress can be generated by two basic

operations on the grid. The first, the End Rule,

strengthens, or marks for prominence, an element at the

periphery (beginning, end) of a domain. The second is a

process called Perfect Grid (PG) which fills a domain with

an alternating pattern of stress.

In Chapter 2, an attempt is made at providing a

grid-only analysis of the Tiberian Hebrew stress system.

The attempt founders on certain phenomena which are at thb

heart of the TH stress system. Whi le I have no doubt that

with sufficient ingenuity it is possible to devise a

grid-only analysis which will handle all the data, the point

made in that chapter is that a theory making limited use of

trees in addition to the grid provides a maximal ly simp le

and natural account. In this section 1 review the
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essentials of Prince's theory and then go on to compare it

with the theory advocated here.

Prince recognizes three separate sources for

stress. The first, the End Rule, marks a domain-peripheral

constituent with stress. The second, Perfect Grid, imposes

maximal rhythmic organization on a string in such a way that

stress alternates binari ly and there are no stress clashes.

The avoidance of stress clash is seen as the principle

governing the construction and organization of the grid.

The third source for stress comes from what has been called

the quantity sensitivity of a language. Recall that in some

languages, certain syllables, often identifiable

phonologically, always receive some degree of stress

regardless of their position in an utterance. Prince takes

this stress to be an inherent one, with which the heavy

syllables of a quantity sensitive language are endowed

underlyingly. Alternatively, this may be due to a rule

which simply stresses all sylIables of a certain type.

We can illustrate how the system works by first

generating the stress pattern of Maranunku in which primary

stress falls on the Initial sy lIable and secondary stress on

every other sy llab le thereafter.
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* * * *

a. yangarmata

* *

* * * *

y an garmnata

*

* *

* * * *

y an garmata

b. welepenemanta

* * *

* * * * * *

wetIepenemanta

* * *

** * ** *

wet epenemanta

"the Pie iades"

Perfect Grid

End Rule

"a kind of duck"

Perfect Grid

End Rule

Notice that Perfect Grid derives the effects of interpreting

binary trees without the use of binary trees. Corresponding

to the parameters of headedness, Perfect Grid must be

specified for whether it initiates its sweep with the peak

(stress) or the trough (absence of stress). In the case of

Maranunku, PG is specified as Peak First, and its direction

of iteration is left to right. This corresponds directly to

specifying that the feet constructed are left-headed and

assigned left to right. It should be easy to verify that PG

trough first iterating left to right has the effect of

constructing right-headed bounded feet left to right. In
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the Maranunku case, the End Rule is specified to single out

the first stress. This corresponds to the unbounded tree

which sirgles out the head of the first foot in a word.

Just as a word tree may be either left-headed or

right-headed, so the End Rule may be specified for

strengthening the initial or the final stress.

As mentioned, the quantity sensitivity of a language

can be captured in the grid-only theory either by endowing

heavy syllables with inherent stress, or else by including a

rule which simply stresses heavy syllables. To illustrate

how the system handles a language with a binary quantiwty

sensitive alternation, I derive the stress of some words in

Tubatulabal, which were cited above.

(41)

* * *9**

a. wataagahaja "it might flame up"

*

** *e* *

wataagahaja quanti ty-sens i ti vi ty

* * *

* * ** *

wataagahaja PG,R-->L, Peak First
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* * * * * *

b. ana 9 iininimut "he is crying"

*

* * 4 ** *

anar9i in i nimut quantity sensitiv ity

* 4 * *

* * 4 ** *

anagiininimut PG,R-->L, Peak First

Notice that the comb ination of quantity sensitivity

and perfect grid yieId stress clashes in Tubatulabal.

Although the guiding principle of the Perfect Grid is Clash

Avoidance, Prince allows for the setting of a parameter,

Forward Clash Override (FCO), which allows PG to register a

stress immediately before, but not immediately after, a

previously existing stress. Tubatulabal then chooses the

option of Forward Clash Override.

We saw above that in the tree theory, the terminal

elements of the trees may vary from language to language.

Varying the TEs changes the units counted for the

calculation of stress placement. The grid-only theory can

also vary the units counted for stress placement. Recall

that in Southern Paiute, the terminal elements of the trees

are taken to be the moras, since stress is assigned to

alternating morais. In a grid-only theory, the lowest grid

row for words in a language such as Southern Palute would

contain a mark (position) for each mora. The stress pattern

of Southern Paiute can be generated as follows:
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(42)

* *

* ** * *

mantcaAqa(A) PG, trough first, L-->R

* *

* ** * * *

maroOqway'kqW(A) " "

We have just seen that the tree-grid theory

advocated here, and the grid-only theory espoused by Prince

(1983) are designed to handle the same range of phenomena.

The unbounded tree which singles out domain-peripheral

elements accomplishes the same task as Prince's End Rule.

The binary trees used to derive an alternating pattern of

stress covers the same range of data as PG. The identical

set of options - direction of iteration and initiation with

"peak" or "trough" - is available to both theories. Each

theory has a means to derive the effects of

quantity-sensitivity; the tree-grid theory by means of an

accent and the grid-only theory by directly assign ing stress

to syllables a language considers heavy. Furthermore, we

have seen that just as the tree theory can vary the terminal

elements of the tree so that the calculation for stress

placement may be based on rime count, mora count, or a count

of a subset of rimes, the grid-on ly theory has a means to

vary the coun ting units as well,

What then is the distinction between the two

theories? Given that the theory supported here posits two
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formal constructs - metrical trees and a netrical grid -

where the grid-only theory posits only one - the metrical

grid - it is incumbent upon me to justify the use of trees,

since, without such justification, considerations of

parsimony favor the grid-only theory.

There are, I think, a number of reasons for

maintaining metrical trees and the rules for constructing

them. I mentioned above rules of stress assignment are not

the only ones which may operate in an alternating iterative

fashion. Although Prirce is not explicit on this point, he

seems to imply that all binary alternations are

stress-dependent, and that segments and constituents which

undergo phonological processes based on a binary count can

alway be identified by means of their place in the grid.

This, I would claim, is not the case.

In Chapter 2 1 show that Tiberian Hebrew has two

binary alternations - stress and vowel reduction. What is

interesting about these two alternations is that they are

not perfectly aligned. The stress rule may mark a voweI the

strong member (head) of a stress constituent (foot), while

the vowel reduction rule may mark the same voweI as the weak

member of a reduction foot. In my analysis, two set of

trees - stress trees and reduction trees - are

simultaneously rooted In nines and constructed

independently. Each se t of trees is interpre ted by the
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appropriate rule - stress assignment and vowel reduction -

and the correct surface forms are derived from the

interaction between the two rules. I show in Section 4 of

that chapter that a grid-only theory has difficulty handling

the Hebrew data, because it has no way to indicate that a

single vowel is in the "peak" position of one alternation

and the "trough" position of another.

Another important difference between the two

theories is that the tree theory imposes a constituent

structure upon the stress domain, whereas the grid-only

theory does not. Although it is not easy to find arguments

for constituency, there is nonetheless evidence supporting

the existence of stress constituents. The constituency

implied by the tree theory is manifest in two ways.

Recall that I have been assuming that a rule which

constructs trees over a domain must do so exhaustively - the

entire domain must be included in the tree structure. This

means that every e lement in the domain is included in some

constituent demarcated by a tree. Consider for examp le a

language which assigns stress to even-numbered vowels

counting from the left edge of the word. In the tree

theory, this pattern can be derived by forming bounded

right-headed feet from left to right as in (43).
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(43)

Consider now what happens when the rule is applied

to a word with an odd number of syllables.

(44)

V V V V V

The first four syllables are gathered into two binary feet.

What about the last syl lable? It must be assigned to a

foot, since the tree construction rules must apply to the

entire domain. It cannot be included in the foot to its

left, since each foot can be maximally binary. It must then

constitute a foot of its own. By definition, each foot has

a head, and so the syllable will be marked as the head of

the unary foot. All other things being equal, that syllable

should be assigned a foot row grid mark when the trees are

interpreted through grid construction.

On the other hand, iV Perfect Grid were applied to

the same string, there would be no reason to expect stress

to surface on the final syllable. To derive the pattern of

stress described above, Perfect Grid would operate righ t to

left, trough first. After the fourth sy llable is assigned

to a peak, the fifth sy llable should be aligned wi th a

trough and should surface without stress. The stress system
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of English itself bears out the predictions made by the tree

theory. Recall that the stress system of English may be

generated with the use of bounded left-headed trees

constructed from right to left. Final rimes in nouns are

marked extrametrical, and heavy penults are accented. A

grid only theory would characterize the same system with the

use of extrametricality, inherent stress on heavy penults

and Perfect Grid, trough first, iterating from right to

left. Consider now how the stress pattern of a word such as

Ticonderoga would be generated exclusively with grid

operations.

(45)

*

*4* *4*

Ticonderog(a) Lexical representation

* *

*4* *4*

Ticonderog(a) PG, trough first, R-->L

After PG registers its first "peak" on the second syl lable

of the word, there is no reason for it to register. another

grid mark on the f irst syIlIable.

This situation is not always found in languages with

the rules which would produce such a stress configuration,

since there are languages with abso lute restrictions against

adjacent stresses. However, such a patttern of stress

distribution is welIl-enough attested to suggest that it
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supports the claims made by the tree theory.

The final piece of evidence for constituency comes

from stress shift following deletion of the head of a stress

constituent. There is evidence that tree structure is

preserved even fol lowing the deletion of an element serving

as the head of a tree. Given that a foot is a constituent

with a head, if the tree structure representing the foot

persists after deletion of the head of the foot the head

status is then transferred to another element in the foot,

and the element to which the head status is transferred is

determined by the properties of the foot. If the foot is

left-headed, the surviving left-most syllable will become

the head of the foot. If the foot is right-headed the

status of head will be conferred to the surviving right-most

syl lable. Halle and Vergnaud (forthcoming) bring evidence

from Sanskrit and Russian to illustrate this phenomenon.

They show that in Sanskrit a rule which desyllabifies an

accented voweI results in stress surfacing on the vowel to

the right of the accented vowel, while in Russian deletion

of an accented vowel resuIts in stress surfacing on the

vowel to the left of the accented vowel. This leads them to

postulate a left-headed foot structure for Sanskrit and a

right-headed foot structure for Russian.

A particular ly strik ing e xample of stress shift as a

result of de letion of a voweli in the head pos tion of ai coo t
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comes from the Bani Hassan Bedouin dialect of Arabic

described in Kenstowicz (1983). Kenstowicz shows that the

stress pattern of Bani Hassan can be derived from marking

final syllables extrametrical and interpreting bounded

left-headed trees constructed left to right.

(46)

banat(u)-> banatu

N/
laafat(u) --- > 4aafatu

baarakatn(aa) --- > baarakatnaa

NI '

baarakat(u) --- > baarakatu

Main stress may be derived from interpreting a right-headed

bounded foot. Kenstowicz also motivates a rule which

deletes a short voweI in an open syllable under certain

conditions.

(47)

sahab

shabuu

shabat

The e xample in (48) shows that when this ru le de le tes a

vowel which is marked as the head of a secondary stress

foot, secondary stress surfaces on the vowelI which was

original ly marked as the non-head of the secondary stress
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foot.

(48)

sahabatu --- > shabatu

s ahabatu -> shabatu

This example is compelling for a number of reasons. First,

the left-headedness of the secondary foot is independently

motivated for the stress pattern of the language. Second,

it is not primary stress, but secondary stress which

"shifts" as a result of deletion. Therefore, the retention

of stress cannot be attributed to some requirement that

words of major lexical categories must bear stress.

Finally, the stress "shift" gives rise to a stress clash.

As mentioned, the leading principle governing PG is Clash

Avoidance. Clash may arise when PG is parameterized for

Foward Clash Override (FCO). Forward CLash Override is

relevant when Perfect Grid registers a stress adjacent to a

previously assigned stress, as in the case of Tubatulabal.

In the Bani Hassan case, the stress clash is not the type

handled by FCO, suggesting that it is a resul t of foot

structure preservation after deletion of a foot head.

In Chapter 2, 1 suggest that a similar k ind of

stress shift is operative in TH as wel l. I show that a

theory employ ing metrical trees in the manner described in

this section deals with the stress shift facts without any
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rules and quite straighforwardly. This grid-only theory, on

the other hand, has great difficulty dealing with the same

range of facts.
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1.2 Lexical Pho2nogy

The theory of Lexical Phonology has emerged from the

research of various authors, including Pesetsky (1979),

Kiparsky (1982) Mohanan (1982), Pul leyblank (1983) and Halle

and Mohanan (1983). Central to the theory of lexical

phonology is a view, which departs from that of SPE, of the

interaction between phonology and morpholgy.

Although SPE predates explicit theories on the

structure and internal workings of the morphological

component of grammar, the implicit assumption in that work

is that all morphological concatenation and syntactic

arrangement of words takes place prior to the operation of

phonological rules. After morphological concatenation,

lexical insertion into syntactic phrase markers and the

application of certain readjustment rules, the rules of

phonology were thought to apply to representations which

were viewed as linear sequences of matrices punctuated by

boundary markers.

Since SPE, much research has been done on the

structure of the lexicon and the nature of morphological

rules. An important result which emerges from this work is

that there is an interdependency be tween the rules of
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phonology and morphology which a system such as the one

presupposed in SPE cannot naturally account for. On the, one

hand, phonological rules are known to be sensitive to

morphological information such as the internal constituency

of a word. On the other hand, certain morphological

processes are known to be sensitive to the derived

phonological properties of the words to which they apply.

I will first illustrate how phonological rules may

be dependent on morphological information. It has long been

known that the affixes of English can be divided into two

classes - the Class I and Class II affixes of Siegel

(1974). These affixes can be distinguished in two ways.

First, certain phonological rules are known to operate

across the boundary of one class but not across the boundary

of the other. For example, Nasal Assimilation is triggered

by affixation of the the prefix in-.

(43)

illegal (*inlegal) irresponsible (*inresponsible)

In contrast, it is not triggered by the affixation of the

the prefix non-.

(50)

non legal (*nollIega I) nonrespons iblIe (*no rrespons ib Ile)

Corresponding to the phonological difference be twen

the two prefixes is the morphological fact that, although
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words with both prefixes are not often spontaneousIy

produced, in- can occur inside of non- but not vice versa.

(51)

non-illegal *inonlegal

A similar dependency of the phonological rules on

morphological information can be illustrated with suffixes

in English as well.

That morphological processes may by dependent on

phonological properties can be seen from the restriction

placed on the affixation of the deverbal nominalizer -a1.

It has been shown by Ross (1372) that -a1 will attach to

verbs with final, but not prefinal, stress.

(52)

arrival refusal *exitaI *promissal

The theory of lexical phonology accounts for this

range of data by attributing a partieular organization to

the lexicon from which the interdependency follows

naturally. The theory assumes tnat morphological processes

are organized into a series of ordered blocks, or strata, in

the lexIcon. Each morphological process is assigned to one

stratum. The phonological rules as well are specified for

the strata at which they apply. It is assumed that the

output of of each morphologicasi stratum is a we ll-formed

word, which is the input to the phonological rules assigned
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to that stratum.

(53)

LEXICON

morphology phonology

underived lexical.
i tems

rule I (stratum i, j,...)

stratum I
rule 2 (stratum i, j, k..)

stratum 2 --

stratum n ---- + rie n (stratum ....... )

The number of lexical strata in English is a mdtter

of controversy (see, for discussion, Kiparsky (1982) and

Hal le and Mohanan (1983)). To account for the English data

mention above, we need only distinguish between two lexical

strata. Let us assume that the prefixation of non- occurs

at stratum 2, while that of in- occurs at stratum 1. The

rule of Nasal Assimilation operates at stratum I but not at

stratum 2, accounting for the fact that the rule applies

across the boundary of a stratum 1 affix but not a stratum 2

affix. More importantly, however, the idea that

morphological procestses apply in ordered sets of b locks,

with rules of phonology ordered between the b locks, accounts
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quite naturally for the fact class I[affixes are always

found inside Class II affixes and for the fact that the

affixation of Class II affixes may be sensitive to

phonological features of words with Class I affixes but not

vice versa. In Chapter 2, 1 suggest that Tiberian Hebrew,

too has two morphological strata, and that at least two

rules - Vowel Reduction and Vowel Deletion - apply at both

lexical strata.

Although the phonological rules operating at stratum

n may be sensitive to the morphological constituency derived

at that particular stratum, it has been observed that it may

never be sensitive to the morphological constituency derived

at stratum -1. To account for, this various versions of a

Bracket Erasure Convention have been assumed, the main gist

of which is that as a lexical item exits a given stratum,

its internal bracketing is erased, so that its internal

constituency is no longer available for the phonological and

morphological processes of the following stratum.

Contrasting with the rules which apply in the

lexicon - the lexical rules - Is the set of rules which

apply after words emerge from the lexicon and ae inserted

into syntactic phrase markers. These are the post-lexical

phonological rules. Some earlier studies assumed that the

set of lexical and the se t of post-lexical rules are

disjoint, but recent studies have come to conclude that a
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rule may apply both lexically, in a number of continuous

strata, and post-"lexically. In Chapter 3, I wilI suggest

that at least two rules of Tiberian Hebrew apply both

lexically and post-lexically. When the manner of

application differs lexically and post-lexically, the

differences are attributed to general principles governing

the application of lexical and post-lexical rules. I will

not. discuss these issues further here, but refer the

interested reader to the discussions in Mohanan (1982),

Harris (1983), Kiparsky (1982, 1983), Pulleyblank (1982) and

Hal le and Mohanan (1983). It should be clear, however, that

given the Bracket Erasure Convention, no information

concerning the internal constituency of a lexical item may

be available for post-lexical rules.

1.3 Autosegmegtal-PhonoIogandMorah212 2

The theory of Lexical Phonology of which I have just

given a brief sketch, preients a new perspective of the

interaction between the phonological and morphological

components of grammar. The theory of autosegmental

phonology, on the other hand, is concerned with the nature

of the phonological representation itself.

In SPE, the phonological representation was

conceived of as a linear sequence of segments punctuated by
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boundary symbols. We have just seen that the use of

boundary symbols has been made obsolete with the theory of

lexical domains. But it has also been shown that the SPE

view of the structure of the segments themselves is

inadequate. It has long been recognized that segments are

not atomic units, but can be decomposed into sets of

features corresponding to such properties as manner of

articulation. These features, which are the primitives of

the phonological string, are, in the SPE theory, arranged in

linear sequences of discrete matrices into which the

phonological string is exhausitively parsed.

Autosegmental phonology challenges the idea of the

"integrity of the segment," suggesting that the phonological

representation consists of several garallil sequences of

entities which operate independently of each other. Each

sequence is called an autosegmental tier, and contains

entities corresponding to a particular feature or set of

features.

The major impetus for the devlopment of the

autosegmental phonological representations came from the

analysis of tone languages. The autosegmental

representation of tone postulates a tonal tier which is

independent of the segmen tal tier. The tonal tier consists

of a sequence of tones, called a tonal melody, each tone

being a phonological entity in its own right, and not a mere
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diacritic associated with a segment. The segments of the

language are specified for whether or not they are

tone-bearing, i.. whether or not they may be associated

with a tone. The al ignment of the tones with tone-bearing

units is accomplished by rules of association or linking.

Following Clements and Ford (1973), tones are represented as

T and the tone-bearing units as t

(54)

T T T TI I I I
t t t t

The following conventions accomplish the linking between

unassociated tones and tone-bearing units (from Pulleyblank

(1983):

(55)

Associate tones with tone-bearing segments

a. left to right

b. in a one to one -relation

For extensive discussion of the nature of the association

conventions see Pulleyblank (1983)). After these links are

set up by convention, further rules may effect other

associations. For example, if after the initial association

is accomplished, there remain segments unassociated with a
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tone, a rule of spredi2 may result in a many to one

association between tone and segment.

(56)

t t t '

The Iinking of tones to segmints is constrained by a

universal well-formedness condition that association lines

may not cross.

(57)

TiT T

t t t
14%

The most important consequences of this mode of

representation are the following:

- The number of entities on one tier need not correspond
to the number of entities on another tier, and the
association of tones to segments may be one to many
or many to one. A single tone may be linked to more-than
one segment:

T

Kt t

and more than one tone may be linked to a single segmen-
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T T

t

- Phonological rules may affect an entity on one tier
without affecting the entity with which it is associ-
ated on another tier. So, a rule may, for example, delete
a tone, but not the segment with which it is associated,
or delete a segment but not its associated tone.

The extension of the autosegmental apparatus to

non-tonal phenomena was quick to come. It was suggested

that not only prosodic features such as tone, but segmental

features such as nasality may be represented on distinct

autosegmental features as well.

harmony such as nasalization can

an autosegmental process of sprea

the the feature Enasal] is repres

autosegmental tier. Just as the

specified for the association of

each autosegment, such as C+nasal

units (or p-bearing units) must b

languages differ, for example, in

may be specified C+nasal]. Proce

For example, processes

be naturally described

ding, if it assumed tha

ented on a sepearate

tone-bearing units must

tonal autosegments, so

), the autosegment bear

e specified, since

the set of segments wh

sses such as nasal harm

then provide examples of one to many mappings

nonprosodic feature and segments.

be

or

ng

ich

ony

between a
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(58)

E+nasal)

C V C V

A given phonological representation may contain a

number of autosegmentalized features, with each such feature

behaving independently from the rest. I assume, that there

is one basic tier, composed of featureless time slots and

called the skeletal tier or the skeleton, to which the

features on all the various tiers associate. Each entity on

every tier must associate directly to a slot in the

skeleton. The properties of a particular segment

corresponding to a single slot in the skeleton are

determined by the sum of the features associated witn that

slot.

(59)

E(FJ [ F EPF3 fF3

I I I I

E(G) EG) EG) [G)

Since we distinguish now between the features of the

segments and the slots to which they are associated, 1 willI

refer to a sequence of feature matrices as a phonemic melody

and to a single matrix as a me lody unit.
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The original motivation for the separation of the

phonemic melody from the skeleton was morphological, not

phonological. McCarthy (1979) showed that the theory of

autosegmental representations provides a solution to the

problem of dealing with non-concatenative systems of

morphology such as those of the Semitic languages and lends

important insights into their internal workings. The system

McCarthy studied most closely is that of the Classical

Arabic verbal system. Since then, the autosegmental theory

of morphology has been applied to a wide range of phenomema

and to other language families beyond Semitic. (See, for

example, Marantz (1982), Yip (1982), Levin (1983) Archangeli

(1383) and McCarthy (1983).) Here I do not give an

extensive review of all the aspects of the theory of

autosegmental morphology but introduce those aspects which

are relevant for the discussion throughout the

dissertation.

Every word of a major lexical category in Semitic

languages such as Classical Arabic and Tiberian Hebrew is a

based on an abstract (most often tri-) consonantal root.

Each such consonant is called a radical. Morphological

derivation consists of the arrangement of the radicals in

various patterns and the intercalation of different vowel

sequences. For example, labar is the third person singular

perfective form of the verb "to break" In TH. The abstract

root whi ch may be extracted is $8BR. Different words may be
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derived from the same root by intercalating a different

sequence of vowels or varying the arrangement of the

radicals. So, for example, gibber is the intensive form of

the same word, and tubbar is the passive of the intensive.

This "root and pattern" process is the strategy used for

stem derivation. The languages also make use of

affixational morphological processes.

The autosegmental analysis of such a morphological

system takes the abstract root to be represented as sequence

of consonantal feature matrices unassociated with skeletal

slots. The process of morphological derivation consists of

pairing the consonantal root with a particular skeleton, or

skeletal template, and a sequence of vowels. The templates

represent the canonical shapes which the morphemes of the

language may take. The vowels, consonants and skeletal

slots are each represented on distinct autosegmental tiers.

The association of phonemic melodies with slots in the

template is constrained by the same well-formedness

condition governing the association of tonal autosegments -

association lines may not cross. The representation of

sabar would be as in (60). <1>

(80)

s b r (consonantal melody tier)

X X X X X (skele tal tier)

I I
a a (vocalic me lody tier)
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New words may be derived from the same root by

varying the skeleton and the vocalic melody. So to derive

the related word "he broke (intensive)," a different

ske leton and vocalic melody are supplied.

(61)

V
s b r

I/
Se

Notice that in (61), there is one more skeletal slot than

there is in (60). A general principle of TH morphology

ensures that when a triconsonantal root is associated with a

template with four consonantal slots, the medial radical

geminates, i.e. it associates with two adjacent skeletal

s 1o ts.

The independence of the three tiers represented in

(61) is supported by the fact that all three may vary

independently. The verbal sytem of Tiberian Hebrew consists

of seven major derivational classes, or binyaniim (sg.

binyan), each associated with a particular skeletal template

and vocalic melody. Some of the classes are also associated

with with prefixal material. The examples in (62)

illustrate the three stem template shapes made available for

verbal derivation with triconsonantal roots in Hebrew.
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(62)

b r

I N I

I I
a a

x x x xx x

e

s b r
I (1t
X x + x X x X

0

In Chapter 3 1 argue extensively that there are

really only two skeletal templates and that the one in (c)

is derived from the one in (a) by rule.

That the consonants and the vowels must be

represented on distinct autosegmental tiers may be seen from

the strategies the language employs when the number of

consonantal slots <2> exceeds the number of consonantal

radicals. Although the majority of roots in the language

are triconsonantal, there exists a large class of

bi-consonantal roots. The bi-consonantal roots may be

associated with special bi-consonantal templates, but may

also associate with tri-consonantal templates. So, for

example, the root SB ('to turn"), may appear in the

fol lowing forms:
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(63)

a. saab

b. sabab

c. sibbeb

(b) results from the association of the root with

the triconsonantal template of (60) and (c) from the

association of the same root with the template of (61).

(64)

s b

x x x x x
S I I
a a

s b

x x x x x x
I I
i e

In (64) we see that the last consonantal melody unit spreads

in the manner of tonal autosegments to fill the skeletal

template. If the vowels and the consonants were not

represented on distinct tiers, the spreading would lead to

the crossing of association lines.

(65)

s ib a
* I i t

x x x xx x
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Spreading is not the only strategy for filling out a

template. In some cases the consonantal melody of a

bi-consonantal root will reduplicate to filI out a

quadri-consonantal template, as in (66).

(66)

q lq
I I i I
x x x x x x

e

As is the case with tonal autosegments, a rule may

affect any unit of the phonemic melody without affecting the

slot in the skeleton to which it is associated. I

illustrate this with a brief account of compensatory

lengthening in TH.

Geminate consonants arise from a variety of sources

in TH. Here I will illustrate one such source. In TH there

is a regular process which fully assimilates the nasal En]

to an immediately following consonant. This process is

responsible for:

(67)

yi+npol --- > yippol "he will Call"

min#bayit --- > mibbayit "from house"

The process may be formulated autosegmental ly as the

deletion of the In) melody unit and subsequenit spread of the

adJacent consonantal melody unit to fill the vacated
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skeletal slot.

(68)

r rip I y p
i li 1 i 6-1 I

x x x xxx --- > xx xxx x

I 0 I 0

When one of the laryngeal or pharyngeal glides is

adjacent to a nasal, the process of assimilation is followed

by the degemi nation of the gi de. The degemi nat ion i tself

is followed by a compensatory lengthening of the ,receding

vowel. (Lengthening of the high vowel is accompanied by a

lowering to the mid-range by a regular process)

(69)

min#?iit "f rom a man"

mi??ii 4  Nasal Assimilation

mee?ii Degemination and Lengthening

If we view the process of degemination as the

disociation of the glide from the left skeletal slot

leaving the slot in tact, then the compensatory lengthening

is seen a opreadinj process which fills an empty skeletal

slot.
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(70)

m 7 m ? s

x x x x x x x -- x x x x x x x -

I N/ I \/
VV

m ? s
I I I
x x x xxx x

V V

From these processes we see that a rule may delete

the features of a segment, leaving in tact the corresponding

skeletal slot. In Chapter 2, 1i suggest that the TH rule of

Vowel Reduction' is best formulated as one which removes the

features of certain vowels, without affecting their

associated skeletal slots.
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Foo tnote s

1. The representation here of the vocalic melody of the
simple active is different from the one which appears in McCarthy
(1979) for the corresponding Classical Arabic forms which is a single
/a/ multiply attached. Careful examination of the verbal paradigm of
Tiberian Hebrew reveals that, although the identity of the second
stem vowel varies with binyan, tense and aspect, the first stem
vowel, when it surfaces, is /a/ for all verbs in the activn voice
and /u/ for all forms in the passive voice. The only exceptions to
this are the past forms of the perfect in piSel (as in gibber
below), but the /i/ there is the result of a lexical rule which
raises /a/ to /i/ in closed initial syllables. I thus take the
second stem vowel in each form to be the stem vowel, which
varies with binyan, tense and aspect, and the first stem vowel to
be filled by the vowel which represents the voice of the form. In
the case of 6abar, the first /a/ is the active molody, and the
second /a/ is the stem vowel for the simple perftct.

2. In representing the binyan templates with preassociated vocalic
melodies, I sidestep an important issue concerning the represen-
tation of the binyan templates. I speak here of consonantal slots as
those free slots after the associiation of the vowels. But given an
unassociated template, how do the vowels "know" where to associate?
In a language such as English, there is no reason to postulate the
existence of morphemes with no associated skeleton and the association
may be viwed as given in 'the lexicon or derived by a simple process of
one:one linking. But in Semitic, the templates exist independently in
the lexicon to represent the canonical shapes of the stems, and the
roots themselves are morphemes with no associated skeleton.
Originally, (McCarthy (1979)), the slots in the skeleton were
conceived of as specified for syllabicity, with [+syllabic] slots
represented as C and L-sylIabic) slots represented as V. Consonantal
melodies associated with C slots and vocalic melodies with V slots.
This model has been criticized by a number of researchers, e.g. Levin
(1983) and Lowenstamm and Kaye (1983). Some phonologists, e.g.
Lowenstamm and Kaye (1983) and Clements and Keyser (1983) sugges t
that the slots of the skeleton are the terminal elemen ts of syllable
structure. I reject this view for two reasons. First, this implies
that every template is a well-formed sequence of syllables. This is
demonstrably not the case, as the discussion of the segholate nouns
in Chapters 2 and 3 show, where the shape of a large class of nouns
in TH is determined by a template which gives rise to an
unsyllabifiable sequence. Second, full syllabification in under-
ly ing representat ion woul d inv ol ve a tremendous amoun t of re dundan t
information In the underlying representation, while I take lexical
representalton to contain that which is not predictable by rule.
Final ly, various studies, most prominently Steriade (1582), have shown
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that syllabification is accomplished by rule and that these rules
in fact must sometimes be ordered among the rules of the phonology. t

follow here a suggestion of Levin (1983) to represent the templates
of TH as X slots with minimal pre-associated syllable
structure. Thus, the slots to which the vowel initially associate,
are represented as dominated by pre-associated rimes. The template of
labar is thus taken to be

R R
I I

x xux xnx

i n underl ying representatiOnl.
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Chapter 2

The Accentual Structure of Tiberian Hebrew

2.1 Preliminaries

The accentual system of Tiberian Hebrew has received

a fair amount of attention within the framework of

generative phonology, and of metrical theory in particular.

Many of the phonological processes seem best accounted for

with the mechanisms of metrical theory, yet the system has

remained a challenge for each particular vetion of metrical

theory developed. The source of the difficulty is twofold.

First is the complexity of the system and the processes

involved. Complicating the task is the fact that the system

is known to us through an orthographic record with an

elaborate set of diacritics, the interpretation of which is

not always clear. The consonantal text of the Old Testament

was annotated by a group of Jewish scholars called

Massoretes in the city of Tiberias in the eighth century

A.D. These scholars were a link in a long tradition of

scholars whose task it was to preserve the proper

pronunciation of the language of the Old Testament. The
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diacritics register such details as vocalism, gemination.

spirantization and accent. The accentual diacritics, each

of which has a musical value for public cantillation, mark

the placement of main stress and also provide and eKhaustive

parsing of the verses.

2.1.1 Three degrees of length in vowels

One of the outstanding features of Tiberian Hebrew

phonology is its distinction between long, short and

ultra-short vowels. Besides the ultra-short reduced vowel

/0/, the non-high vowels /a/, /e/ and /o/ have ultra-short

variants, called hateph dowels in the traditional

literature, and written as /a/,/e/ and /o/ in this work.

Generative linguists, following Prince (1975) and McCarthy

(1979), have restricted the inventory of Hebrew vowels

segmentally to geminate (long) and non-geminate (short)

vowels, and have considered ultra-shortness to be a prosodic

feature of short vowels in certain syllables. Ultra-short

vowels appear only in light syllables; a short vowel in a

closed syllable is never marked by the orthography as

ultra-short. But it is not the case that all vowels in

light sy llables surface ultra-short; the first vowel In each

of the following words is in a light syllables but Is not

ulItra-short.
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(1)

a. naharotay "my rivers"

b. ?ehaw "his brothers"

Nor can the ultra-shortnqss of a voweI be predicted

by the surface alignment of light and heavy syllables, as

the contrasts in (2) and (3) show.

(2)

a. naSamdaa "let us stand"

b. ?asabber "I will break"

(3)

a. ?ahay "my brothers"

b. ?azay "therefore"

Both words in (2) have a light syllable followed by

two heavy syllables and yet the first vowel in (b) is

ultra-short, while the first vowel in (a) is not. Likewise,

both words in (3) have a light syllable followed by a heavy,

and yet only the first vowel of (b) is marked for

u I tra-ashortness.

All generative treatments have derived ultra-short

vowels from a rule of Vowel Reduction (VR). Any adequate

account must provide both for a way in which to de termine

which of the underlying vowels are to be marked for

ultra-shortness and for a mode of representing the surface

property of ultra-shortness. In this sectIon, 1 wIll
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restrict attention to the question of identifying the vowels

which surface ultra-short; much of the discussion in the

coming sections will be devoted to the questions of the

precise mechanism to be employed for identifying the vowels

destined for ultra-shortness and the appropriate mode of

representing this property.

The first thing to note with respect to the

reduction process is that long vowels never reduce. Among

the long vowels, grammarians have distinguished between

those which are unalterably long and non-deletable, and

those which alternate with short and ultra-short vowels.

The contrast can be seen in (4a & b):

(4)

a. Soolaam "world"

Soolaamiim "worlds" (e ternity)

b. daabaar "word"

dabaariim "words"

The words Soolaam and daabaar both have two long

vowels. When these words are suffixed, the first vowel of

Soolaam remains unchanged, whereas the first vowel of

dasbaur reduces. In generative terms, we may say that the

first vowel of Soo lau is underlyingly long, and that of

duabsar is underlyingly short and lengthened by rule. The

lengthening which applies to the first vowel In the

unsuffixed form of daubaar fails to apply when the form Is
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suffixed, allowing the vowel to reduce. I uiscuss the rule

responsible for the lengthening immediately below.

Long vowels are derived principally by two rules:

the first is Pretonic Lengthening (PTL). Hebrew has a

tendency to strengthen light syllables in pretonic

position. Basically, /a/ and /e/ will usually lengthen in a

light syllable before main stress, and /o/ will induce

gemination of a following consonant in the same position.

(5)

(Outputs

a. Soolamiim --- > 9oolaamiim "eternity"

b. yislaheka --- > yislaalheka "he will send you
.

c. Iebab --- > Ieebab "he art"

d. zaqeni im --- > zaqeeni im "elders"

e. kotont --- > kottont "shirt"

f. Sagoloot --- > Sagolloot "round ones"

are often intermediate representations)

Some scholars have questioned the authenticity of

these strengthening processes, suggesting that they are

either an artifact of the orthography or a reflection of

overzealous carefullness in the pronunciation of words of a

dead language. Cross-linguistically, short vowels preceding

stress have a tendency to reduce, not lengthen. These

Interpretations of the orthography which consistently

records these alternations in quantity are not very likely,

since the rule involves quite a bit of lexical idiosyncracy,
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governed, for the most part, morphologically. /a/ and /e/

in pro-pretonic position occasionally lengthen, and in

certain cases fail to lengthen altogether before stress.

These exceptions, discussed fully in McCarthy (1981), will

not concern us here. But this kind of morphologically

governed exceptionality is hardly what one would expect if

these syllables were artificially strengthened. Despite the

widespread exceptionality, the effects of the processes are

quite pervasive. Blake (1951), in his survey of pretonic

vowels in TH, lists 20 morphological categories in which the

processes apply. In the ensuing discussion, I will

illustrate the process of pretonic strengthening with

examples of lengthening and not gemination.(1> The voweI /a/

is the vowel which lengthens most consistently, and the

examples I bring to illustrate PTL will usually show

lenghtened /a/. The important point to bear in mind is that

there are alternations between long and short vowels handled

by PTL.

Now let us return to the pair of words in (4).

Since both /a/s of the stem are reducible, we have

identified them as both underlyingly short. The first /a/

lengthens in (a) as the result of PTL, which In turn

protects the vowel from reduction. Hence, we establish an

order
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PTL

VR

The structural change of PTL is simple to formulate with the

autosegemental notation introduced in Chapter 1.

(6)

[-rd)

-- > X/___ X*

R

The conditioning environment is written

provisionally as in (6) with $ indicating a syllable with

stress. Since an issue which concerns us in this study is

the appropriate representation of stress, this rule is of

interest as it is a segmental rule which makes reference to

a following stressed syllable very early in the derivation.

Given that we are studying two mechanisms for representing

stress - trees and grids - I will explore later the

differences between formulating the rule as sensitive to

grid structure on the one hand and tree structure on the

other.

The second rule responsible for the derivation of

long vowels Is Tonic Lengthening, which lengthens any vowelI

of a non-verb form under main stress. This rule is

responsible for the lengthening of the second vowel in (4a)
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and for the alternations shown below.

(1)

a. gannab

b. qedmaa

c. qaaton

--- > gannaab

0-1

--- > qeedmaa

---> qaatoon

" th i ef "

"eas tward'

"small one"

2.1.2 Main Stress, Vowel Reduction and Their Interaction

So far, we have encountered two rules, PTL and TL,

which are triggered by main stress. We now turn to the

distribution of main stress itself. The alternations below

illustrate the generalizations concerning the distribution

of main stress in TH.

(8)

sal lajheeni i

sal laheem

kaatabtii

k&tabtem

?anahnuu

7attem

"you m.s. send me!"

you m.s. send them!"

"I wrote"

"you m.p. wrote"

"we"

"you mop."

The generalization which emerges is that main stress

falls on the final syllable if that syllable is closed and

on the penult if the final syllable is open. Final stressed

open syllables usually arise from processes of
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de-dipthongization. For example, the word sade "f ield" is

analyzed as having a "weak" third radical /y/, and is

derived from daday by de-dipthongization.

There is a large class of penultimate ly stressed

words with final closed syllables. This includes the very

large class of nouns called segholates in traditional

grammars, which have the surface shape CVCVC. The analysis

given for these nouns directly reflecs their history. They

are taken to be of the underlying form CVCC. So, at the

point in the derivation at which stress is assigned, these

nouns have only one vowel to be marked for stress. Hebrew

syllable structure allows for no tautosyllablic consonant

clusters, and a late rule of epenthesis breaks top the final

cluster. This is iluustrated below.

(3)

&ort  "root"

sors stress

iore epenthesis

The same pattern is found when the feminine suffix is added

to the present participial forms.
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loomed

loomed + t

loomedt

loomedet

"he learns"

"she learns"

stress

epenthesis

Besides these systematic deviations, the generalization that

stress is final if the ultima is closed and penultimate if

the ultima is open, is fairly pervasive. The nature of the

rule of main stress assignment (MS) will be addressed in the

coming sections.

We are

non-lengthened

examples below

now in a position to determine which of

vowels are marked for ultra-shortness.

illustrate the effects of reduction.

(11)

yalaadiim --- > yvlaadiim "chi

yaladeehem --- > yalDdeehem "the

yiktobuu --- > yikttbuu "the

kotobeka --- > katobka "you

kootebiim --- > koot;biim "the
(The stem /e/ of the participi

systematic excetion to PTL)

I dren"

ir m. children"

y m. will write"

r m.s. writing"

y are writing"
al is a

syl able

reduce.

(11a, e and c) illustrate that the vowel of a

immediately preceding a heavy syllable will

(b) demonstrates that in a series of two such
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syllables, the one immediatey preceding the heavy syllable

is affected. Finally, (d) shows that in a sequence of four

light syllables every other one is affected.

In fact some of the outputs in (11) do not represent

the surface phonological form. A reduced vowel which is

preceded by an open syllable deletes, so that (b) and (d)

have as their final outputs yaldeehem and katobkaa. The

vowels which delete form a subset of the vowels which reduce

and so the task still remains to identify the vowels which

reduce. I might point out that in the philological

literature there has been much debate concerning whether or

not a reduced vowel deletes following a CVV syllable, as in

(e). See W. Chomsky (1872) for discussion. In section 3 1

will show that there is in fact good evidence supporting the

view that these vowels did indeed delete, resulting in CVVC

superheavy sylIables.

Prince identifies the rule of VR as one which

operates in an alternating quantity sensitive fashion: all

heavy voweIs are immune from it and in a sequence of light

syllables every other one is affected. He notes the

similarity be tween the operation of the reduction rule and

that of stress rules of a familiar sort which endow with a

degree of stress every heavy syllable and every other

syllable In a sequence of light ones.

The Interaction between VR and MS Is one of the most
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interesting aspects of TH phonology. Consider the words in

(12).

(12)

a. kaatbuu "they wrote"

b. paathaa "she opened"

c. yiktibuu "they will write"
11-e

d. dabaarkaa "your word"

The words in (12) have final open syllables which,

as mentioned, normally do not receive main stress. Further

morphological analysis suggests that main stress is in fact

initially assigned to the penultimate vowel in each word.

(12a) is a 3 p plural perfective form, and (b) a Spf singular

perfective form, both based on triconsonantal stems(/katab/

and /patah/). We find that in analogous forms based on

biconsonantal monosyllabic stems, stress indeed surfaces on

the penult.

(13)

a. saabuu "they returned"

b. qaamaa "she arose"

(12c) is the Sp plural imperfectly. form of

/katab/. Analogous forms bases on bloonsonantal stems also

have penultimate stress.
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(14)

a. yaaiuubuu "they wit I return

b. yaaquumuu "they will arise"

In the pausal form of (12), the penult likewise surfaces

stressed. "Pausal" refers to the shape a word assumes at a

maJor intonational break. There are a number of differences

between pausal and non-pausal forms of words, the most

salient of which is that a variety of stress shifts which

take place in the non-pausal forms are inhibited in the

pausal forms.

(15)

dab aarek aa

Further evidence in support of the original

penultimate stress in the words of (12) comes from the

non-f inal long /aas4 of (12a,b and d). The first vowel of the

stems in kaatbuu and paathaa are underlyingly short, since

they are reducible (as in kctabtem and pfataltem.) The second

stem vowel in debaarkaa is likewise underlyingly short,

since It too is reducible (as in dibreehem). The fact that

these vowels surface long suggests that at some point in the

derivation of each of these words, the vowel under

consideration immediate ly precedes main stress and lengthens

by PTL.
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(16)

katabuu "they wrote"

katabuu MS

kaatabuu PTL

If we reconstruct the examples in (12) as katabuu,

patahaa, ylktobuu and dabareka, assigning each penultimate

MS, what determines the ultimate surface form with the

penult deleted? Prince suggests that it is the rule of VR

which is responsible. It should be clear that if the rule

operates quantity sensitively from right to left in each of

the examples in (12) the penult wilI be affected. After

being affected by Vowel Reduction, the penult in each form

except (c) will delete by Vowel Deletion (VD), since they

are all preceded by open syllables. Precisely what

phonological change is wrought by Vowel Reduction, and how

it effects the stress shift exhibited in the words in (12),

is one of the main issues which will concern us in the

analysis of TH. In the next section I briefly review

previous metrical analyses of the phenomenon and point 'st

some difficulties with them. In the following section I

offer my own solution to the problem implemented in the

framework supported in this thesis. It turns out to be

remarkably similar to the solution proposed In Prince

( 1975 ).

A syllable with an onset containing one of the
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laryngeal or pahryngeal glides (?,h,9 or h; henceforth,

gutturals) will never have a schwa nucleus. Rather, any

ultra-short vowel in such a syllable will have the quality

of one of the non-high vowels of the language - /a/, /e/ or

/o/. As mentioned, these are the hateph vowels of the

traditional literature. In the examples below, the penult

in each case is in a position to be affected by reduction

(ef. (11)). In each case the vowel surfaces as an

ultra-short /a/, and doesn't delete despite the fact that it

is preceded by an open sylIable.

(17)

a. tihaluu --- > til?aluu you p. will ask"

b. kooheniim --- > koohyiniim "priests"

c. Senaabiim --- > Sanaabi im "grapes"

Prince takes this to be handled by a rule of Schwa-to-A,

which he recognizes as a kind of assimilation rule in which

the guttural shares its feature of lowness with the

neighboring vowel.

2.1.3 Other Ultra-short Vowels

Hateph vowels also arise from a rule which Prince

calls Hateph Formation and McCarthy calls Post Guttural

Epenthesis. This is a lexically idiosyncratic rule which

epenthesizes a short vowel after a guttural which closes a
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sy I l able.

(18)

a. ya9mod --- > ya9lmod "he will stand"

b. heSmiid --- > heSemiid "he stood s.o. up"

r. ho9mad ---> hoSomad "he was stood up"

d. ca9cuuS --- > caSacuuS "play th ing"

As these examples show, the epenthetic vowel surfaces

ultra-short and harmonized in quality to the vowel to is

lef t.

So far we have seen ultra-short vowels arise from

Vowel Reduction and Post Guttural Epenthesis. Ultra-short

vowels in TH have been assumed to arise from one other

source: Vowel Insertion. Hebrew syllable structure allows

for no tautosyllabic consonant clusters. There are,

however, words of the form CBCV(V)C, where the initial schwa

doesn't alternate with any other vowel. These words have

traditionally been analyzed as having an underlying

consonant cluster which is broken up by a rule of Schwa

Insertion.
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a. gbuul --- > gabuul

b. cbii --- > cabili

c. zman --- > zaman

d. zbuul --- > zabuul

"border"
b" dr"
"do or I

"t i meo"

"ab ode"

As with other ultra-short vowels, when such an inserted

vowel appears ina syllable with a guttural onset, it

usual ly surfaces with an /a/ quality.

(20)

hmoor ---> hamoor "donkey"

The same rule of Vowel Insertion is taken to be

triggered by the cliIticization of the monoconsonantal

proclitics b-, k-, I- and w-.

(21)

a. daabaar

k#daabaar

kddaabaar

b. melek

I fmelek

lamelek

"wo rd"

"as a word"

epenthesis

"king"

"to a king"

epenthesis

Prince (1975) suggests that this epenthesis rule may

be collapsed with the epenthesis rule operative in (9). I

will consider this proposal in detail in Chapter 3.
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In the next sectionI will review previous metrical

accounts of TH. The discussion will focus on the questions

of the appropriate representation of the ultra-short vowels,

the rule which derives ultra-short vowels and the

interaction between that rule and stress assignment. In the

course of that review I will introduce further facts about

the accentual system which are relevant for the analysis in

Sections 3 and 5.
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2.2 Previous Metrical Accunts

2.2.1 The Interaction between VR and MS

It was pointed out in the previous section that

Prince noticed the similarity of VR's mode of application to

that of familiar alternating stress rules. All metrical

analyses have therefore taken the application of VR to

involve the assignment of binary quantity sensitive right

dominant feet from the right edge of the word. The analyses

have been somewhat vague concerning whether any other

phonological rule accompanies the assignment of these feet,

but most have implied that phonologically the rule consists

solely in the assignment of feet. McCarthy (1979, p. 57)

writes: "...the rule of VR just assigns these binary tree

structures from right to left... Conventionally, any vowel

in the weak position is interpreted as reduced." These

analyses then answer the questions concerning ultra-short

vowels posited in the previous section as follows:

underlying vowels are singled out for ultra-shortness by

means of reduction feet; ultra--shortness is the property of

a vowel being in the recessive position of a reduction

foot.

Given the implicit assumption that the metrical
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trees of a word assigned by various rules form a nested

constituent structure, the challenge has been taken to be

that of finding the appropriate way to integrate the

reduction feet into the overall metrical structure of a

word. The analyses have tried to integrate these feet in

such a way as to explain the stress shift facts described in

the previous section.

2.2.1.1 McCarthy (1979) and Hayes (1981)

McCarthy (1979) and Hayes(1981) take the main stress

foot to be a left-headea foot formed at the right edge of

the word with the restriction that a closed syllable may not

be in the recessive position of the foot. They each assume

that with the formation of this foot, the entire string is

gathered into a rigI.t-headed word tree.

(22)

Ww wI Wf
katabtem katabuu

McCarthy (1981) takes main stress to be de termined

by an unbounded right-4 eaded word tree, with final open

syl lables marked extrametrical, as in the diagram below:
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(23)

ww/A\w Aw w s
katabtem katab(uu)

I will not consider this proposal further for the following

reason. It will be seen below that the placement of

secondary stress depends on that of primary stress in TH,

and that the secondary stress feet are bounded left-headed

fee t. This would suggest either that the main stress foot

and the secondary stress feet are formed by the same rule,

or that the main stress tree is constructed non-iteratively

and the secondary stress fee t fi I I the domain not covered by

the main stress foot. In either case, the unbounded tree

would be used to single out the head of one of these feet,

but not to determine the placemen t of main stress.

Although McCarthy is not explicit about it, Hayes

interprets his (1979) analysis by assuming that the

reduction feet are "tucked under" the main stress foot

(MSF), forming a lower layer of metrical structure. The

stress shift, which comes when the MSF marks a rime dominant

and a reduction foot (RF) marks the same rime recessive, is

supposed to follow from the formal apparatus. Hayes gives

the following derivation.
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(24)

main stress foot

AAw sw main stress foot W 8 reduction feet
katabuu katabuu

It is not quite clear what the exact interpretation

of the derivation should be. As seen in Chapter 1, metrical

theories generally define the terminal elements of each

layer of metrical structure. Defining the terminal elements

of a particular tree is equivalent to the specification, in

earlier formulations, of the particular 2reiction on which

a metrical layer is constructed. In the case at hand, the

derivation in (24) allows a single foot, the MSF, to have

rimes as its terminal elements Initially, and then have a

reduction foot as its terminal element later in the

derivation. Aside from the additional freedom that such an

analysis allows, which to my knowledge is not needed

elsewhere, it simply doesn't work In all cases. Notice that

in (24), the MSF which initially dominates rimes,

subsequently dominates the final reduction foot. The same

would presumably be true for (25).
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(25)

MSF
w w MSF RF
katabtem -> kt bterm

This is not, however, true for kaatabtii in which the MSF

would have to be said to dominate the penultimate reduction

foot.

(26)

s MSF

w s w MSF RF
katabtii - >kaatabtii

Nor can we say that the final reduction foot in (26) is

extrametrical. This would imply that whenever stress is

penultimate, the MFS dominates the penultimate reduction

foot. Then in a word such as taabuu, in which the f inal

syllable constitues a reduction foot, that foot would also

be considered extrametrical. But then there would be no

explanation for why the final syllable in katabuu, which is

the same morpheme as the final syllable in faabuu, is not

marked as extrametrical. There is then a problem with

formulating the exact relation between the main stress foot

and the feet forming the new layer of metrical structure.

If it must be specified when the NSF dominates the final
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reduction foot, and when the prefinal foot, the stress facts

cannot be said to follow from anything.

2.2.1.2 Dresher (1882)

Dresher (1982) speaks of the final reduction foot

"overrunning" the MSF and suggests a principle which defines

the conditions under which one metrical foot may destroy the

structure built by another. The principle he offers states

that a metrical structure assignment rule may alter

previously existing metrical structure if the rule is

applying in a derived environment. He proposes that the

rule which assigns the reduction feet can alter the

structure erected by MS because PTL has applied between the

two rules, creating a derived environment. As far as I can

tell, this analysis is based on a mistaken notion of

"derived environment." The following is one version of the

definition of "derived environment" relevant for the proper

application of cyclic rules (taken from Kiparsky (1982):

A representationj3Eis derived w.r.t. rule
R in cycle .j iffIMJmeets the structural analysis
of R by virtue of a combination of morphemes
introduced in cycle j or the application of a
phonological rule in J.

It should be clear that the string to which VR

applies "overrunning" the NSF is not derived in any relevant

sense according to the cited definition. PTL certainly has

nothing to do with the creation of a derived environment.
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The domain of VR in which it overruns the MSF is contained

in the final two syllables in (27),

(27)

k ataJj

but the segment affected by PTL, the antepenultimate vowel,

is not contained in the string. PTL in no way creates the

environment for the application of VR. Nor is it the case

that the application of VR is triggered by the affiKation of

new material after the application of MS.

Moreover, the Hebrew case is not at all analogous to

other cases in which one metrical structure has been said to

override a pre-existing one. As we saw in Chapter 1, all

those cases involved marking for stress an element which on

a previous cycle was dominated by the recessive node of a

tree. In the Hebrew case, one metrical foot is said to mark

as recessive a vowel which was originally marked for

stress. In fact, I suggested in Chapter I that there

probably is no such thing at all as one merical foot

overriding another.

It appears, then, that no tree-based analysis has

been set forth which satisfactorily explains the stress

shift facts described in the previous section.
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2.2.2 Secondary Stress

An account of the distribution of secondary stress

was absent from the discussion in the previous section. The

facts described hitherto are indisputable; they are

unambiguously recorded in the Tiberian orthography.

Syllables bearing main stress are marked with teKtual accent

signs and ultra-short vowels are marked with an unambiguous

diacritic. Secondary stress is generally taken to be marked

with a diacritic called the meteg which is a vertical stroke

placed beneath the stressed syllable. The difficulty in

ascertaining the distribution of secondary stress stems

first from the fact that the meteg is used for a variety of

purposes, only one of which is to represent secondary

stress. Second, there is quite a bit of variation among

manuscripts concerning the distribution of meteg. Scribes

over the generations have formulated elaborate systems of

principles governing the distribution of the diacritic, and

later grammarians developed extensive taxonomies of

different kinds of meteg, according to the phonological

environments in which they appear. It is not clear to what

extent their systems correspond to the facts of the language

as it was spoken or to what extent their taxonomies reflect

the linguistically significant generalizations. What all

this amounts to is the need for quite a bit of ingenuity tto

infer what the facts concerning secondary stress were. Any
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analysis proposed for secondary stress feet obviously

presupposes a particular interpretation of the facts.

2.2.2.1 McCarthy and Hayes

McCarthy (1979), following one traditional

interpretation, took secondary stress to fall on every CVV

syllable which is separated by at least one syllable from a

previously assigned stress, and on every CVVC syllable even

when it is adjacent to another stress.

McCarthy and Hayes account for this distribution by

forming unbounded left-haaded feet with CVV syllables marked

as heads to the left of the main stress foot. The first

problem confronting this analysis is that of finding a place

to put the secondary stress feet. Given the assumption that

all feet form a nested constituent stru, ture, the secondary

stress feet have to be integrated into the metrical

structure already built. As seen in 1.1, the analysis takes

quite a bit of tree structure to be present before the

assignment of secondary stress. On the assumption that

secondary stress is assigned only to CVV and CVVC syllables,

Hayes notes that the structure already built to the left of

the main stress foot is not re levant for the placement of

secondary stress, and proposes a rule of deforestation which

removes all the irrelevant structure to the left of the main

stress foot.
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(28)

s

w 6 w

yiktrabuuni i - - -> yik tabuunil

w
tee~aazab --- >tee9aazab

The secondary stress feet are then taken to be unbounded

left headed feet with long-voweled syllables counting as

heads. In the above examples, only teeSaazab has a syllable

with a long vowel to the left of the main stress, and so a
\/

secondary stress foot is erected for teeSaazab but not for

yikt'buunili.

The analysis requires further modification to

account for words like meehattahtoonoot. Building the

unbounded feet to the left of the main stress foot y ;eIds

(29)

5

w//\

$

:12 attalitIonoot
which would Incorrectly place a secondary stress adjacent to

the main stress. Hayes (1981) proposes a rule of
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do-stressing which removes a non-branching foot in a weak

position of the word tree.

(30)

s w w
meehattahtoonoot

This rule, however, must apply iteratively from right to

left , with Stray Syllable Adjunction (see Chapter 1)

applying to each output, in order to get a pattern of

alternating stress in cases like

(31)

Sw s ws
sws w

haa?asrii?eelii --- > haa?asrii?eelii

where simultaneous application of the de-stressing rule

would yield a word with one secondary stressonly. On the

iterative approach, after the first application of SSA, the

antepenultimate syllable in (31) becomes the head of a

branching foot, and so not eligible for destressing.
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(32)

s w de-stress w SSA
haa?asrii?eelii --- > haa?asrii'?eelii --- >

w w s

s W s W
haa?asr i'i?ee I i i

The complex derivation needed to obtain the simple

pattern of alternating stress suggests that something is

amiss. Furthermore, I have argued (1.1.2.3) that operations

of SSA are entirely unnecessary for the process of building

metrical structure. But SSA is crucial for obtaining the

proper output under Hayes's analysis. It is therefore

interesting to note that Dresher (1981,ab ) has found

compelling evidence for a different interpretation of the

secondary stress facts in which the alternating secondary

stresses of (31) are obtained straighforwardly.

2.2.2.2 Dresher (1981ab)

In an important piece of philological investigative

work, Dresher adduces evidence that secondary stress In TH

actually fell on every other full (i.e. not reduced) vowelI

preceding the main stress. In his study of the phonological
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conditions relevant for the assignment of textual accents,

he notes that the rules governing the distribution of

accents often make reference to the notion of "long word."

Certain cliticization processes are blocked if one of the

words involved is "long" and certain rules dividing

accentual phrases apply only when a word in the relevant

domain is "long" in the appropriate sense. (For an

enlightening discussion of the system of textual accent

assignment, see Dresher (1981a).)

From comparison of the examples of "long" words in

(I3a) with those of short words in (33b), it is evident that

a "long" word may have fewer syllables than a "short" word.

(34)

A. Long words

a. yeelkuu

b. teedSuun

c. ?el-baalaaq

d. lammatte

a. hakk-ana9anii

f. wayyadabb'ruu

"they will go"

"you p. will know"

"to Balaq"

"to a tribe"

" the Canaani te"

"nd they spoke"
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B. Short words

a. b'noo "h i s son"

b. mooe "Moses"

c. ?aleehem "to them"

d. ?atannapeem "I shall soil them"

e. ?eekaakaa "how"

f. kuttonet "coat"

The generalization appears to be that a "long" word

is one which either has a superheavy syllable before main

stress, or else two full vowel before main stress.

Dresher's suggestion is that the domain to the left

of the main stress foot is organized into binary

constituents by trees which are rooted in reduction feet.

The pattern of TH stress is then said to be similar to that

of Passamaquoddy (see 1.1.1.5) which has been described as

having two layers of metrical structure - a foot layer and a

superfoot layer - beneath the word tree. His procedure for

forming the superfeet (which he cal ls Accentual Feet, or

A-feet) is as follows:

(35)

The Accentual Foot

Construct A-fee t (r-->l) as follows:

i. The final foot is an A-foot
ii. Construct binary A-feet labe led (SW)

on a projection from (reduction fee t)
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Sample outputs for "long" and "short" words are given in

(36).

(36)

Long words

A-feet A A)A
-s w s w - Ms W

r-feet I I I
yeeIkuu lammate yee?aakeel

Short words

A rww s w
moOde ?Ieehem ?Etann~peem

From these examples it appears that "short" words are those

in which no binary foot can be constructed to the left of

the main stress foot. A binary superfoot is said to be

constructed over a superheavy syllable if the final C is

taken to be an independent rime. The superheavy syllable in

yeelkuu arises after deletion of the penult in yeelekuu, and

in fact almost all word internal superheavy syllables result

from vowel deletion. Presumably this analysis takes the

syllable final consonant to be stray-adjoined to the left,

producing a binary superfoot.

It is tempting to speculate that a "long" word is

really one which bears secondary stress, and that secondary

stress falls on the vowel in the strong position of a
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super-foot. Once again Dresher adduces strong

philological evidence that this is so.

I have already pointed out that there sre various

traditions reflected in different manuscripts concerning the

distribution of the meteg, the diacritic which is taken to

signify, among other things, secondary stress. The

tradition of accentuation and vocalization which is

considered most authentic and true to the Tiberian

pronunciation is that of the medieval accentuator Ben

Asher. The treatise Diqduqee Hatt;Saamiim is attributed to

Ben Asher, and, as such, is the only extant treatise by one

of the accentuators. Ben Asher, like the later grammarians,

made a classification of the different k inds of meteg,

according to the phonological environments in which the

meteg occurs. He calls the meteg which falls on a closed

syllable a "minor" meteg, and includes the following rules

governing its distribution:

(37)

Assign a minor meteg to:

a. the third syllable before the main stress, if the
main stress is immediately precede$ by an
ultra-short vowel, e.g. wayyima9uu;

b. the fourth syllable before the main stress if the
first and the third sy llable preceding the main -
stress have ultra-short vowels, e.g. hakkbna9~nli

t

As is apparent from the examples be low, if we

construct A-fee t according to Dresher's algorithm in (35),
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the syllables singled out by the minor meteg rule are those

which are in the strong position of an A-foot.

(38)

A s_ W
TA A
wayyigmvsuu hakkana3anii

As Dresher points out, if secondary stress falls on

every other full vowel, then it is a simple matter to derive

the alternating secondary stress in words such as (31)

without the complicated derivation needed in Hayes's

ana I ysis.

I find Dresher's interpretation of the orthographic

record fully convincing and his analysis to be on the right

track. I will point out here, however, that his analysis is

not immediately translatable into the framework supported

here, since the layer of A-feet is 'in some sense a mixed

layer, in that the rightmost A-foot (the main stress foot)

has rimes as its terminal elements, but the remaining A-feet

are rooted in reduction feet. In the theory laid out in the

introduction, each layer of metrical structure corresponding

to a row in the grid must consist entire ly of trees with the

same set of terminal elements. It excludes a se t of trees

In which some trees have rises as terminal elements and

others have fee t as terminal elements.
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The analysis also presents a challenge to the claim

that no trees are constructed non-iteratively, since this

analysis requires the formation of a main stress foot, and

only later in the derivation the formation of secondary

stress feet to the left of the main stress foot.

Finally, Dresher's analysis treats the superheavy

syllable as constituting two reduction feet. The reason for

this is that while a full vowel normally receives secondary

stress only if it is separated by at least one other full

vowel from the main stress, the superheavy syllable receives

secondary stress when it is adjacent to the main stress (see

(36). Now, since, on Dresher's account secondary stress is

calculated over reduction feet, with the stress falling on

every other reduction foot, the superheavy syllable must

constitute two reduction feet. The effect is derived by

taking the final C to constitute a degenrate rime which

itself counts as a reduction foot. But this surely

trivializes the idea of a foot as a stress-bearing

constituent, since a consonant is never the bearer of stress

in Hebrew.

2.2.4 The Rhy thm Rule

The TH Rhythm Rule is different from the rules of

clash resolution in many languages with which we are

familiar. In English, for example, as (35) demonstrates, a
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stress clash is resolved by retracting main stress to the

nearest syllable with secondary stress.

(39)

Apalachicola Apalachicola Falls

Similar effects are reported for Italian by Nespor

and Vogel (1979), Finnish (Hayes(1980)), and Persian (Bing

(1980)).

In Hebrew, however, a stress clash is normally

resolved by retracting stress one syllable, although the

vowel onto which stress retracts often does not bear

secondary stress (a more complete characterization of the

Rhythm Rule is offered in Sections 3 and 5).

(40)

tookal lebem --- > tookal lehem
(she will eat bread)

wayyeedaS kayin --- > wayyeedaS kayin
(and Cain knew)

?iwwaaled boo --- > ?iwwaaled boo
(on which I was born)

tee9aaza', ?erec --- > teeSaazab ?erec
(the land will be abandoned)

Under no one's interpretation of the secondary

stress facts is any of the syllables bearing retracted

stress assigned secondary stress by the regular procedure

for foot formation. It is Interesting to note that with the
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rules for foot formation given by Hayes, the Rhythm Rule has

a simple formulation as an operation on trees. Be low is

Hayes's formulation and an example of how the rule would

work on a word like tee aazab.

(41)

Hayes's TH Rhythm Rule (1982, p.96)

w s --- s w / X

F N

tee9aazab --- > tee9aazab

Note that under this formulation, the Rhythm Rule must apply

before the rules of De-footing and Stray Syllable

Adjunction, since otherwise stress would be retracted on to

the antepenult.

(42)

w s s w

S w w
teeSaazab --- > teeSaazab

However, accepting Dresher's interpretation of the faets,

which calls for the construction of binary left-headed trees

to the left of the main stress foot (ignoring for the moment

the reduction feet), the Rhy thm Rule has no apparent
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formulation in terms of an operation on tree structure. If

the rule relabeled the top layer of metrical structure,

stress would be retracted to the first syllable, contrary to

fact.

(43)

w s

tee9aazlb --- > teeSaazab

The fact that the Rhythm Rule has no formulation as

an operation on trees under the most plausible tree analysis

suggests that a tree-only theory cannot handle all of the

stress facts of TH. In section 3, 1 show that the Rhythm

Rule has a simple formulation as an operation on a grid

representation. Before I present my own analysis of the

Hebrew accentual system, I give in the next subsection some

additional facts about the operation of the Rhythm Rule in

words containing hateph vowels. These facts were not only

taken to support a tree formulation of the Rhythm Rule in

previous analyses, but were said to motivate tree

configurations not admitted by the restrictive tree theory

supported here. Here I give a brief presentation of the

facts. Section 5 gives an In-depth analysis of hateph

vowels and the properties of the constructions in which they

appear.
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2.2.4- Hateph Vowels

As mentioned before, ultra-short vowels arise not

only from the process of VR: certain epenthetic vowels also

surface ultra-short. Below I repeat sample derivations

illustrating the process of Post-Guttural Epenthesis.

(44)

heSmild --- > heSemiid

hoSmad --- > hoSomad

yaSmood --- > yaSamood

Since previous metrical analyses have taken ultra-shortness

to be a property associated with a vowel which is dominated

by the weak branch of a reduction foot, each of the

ultra-short vowels in (44) should, under these analyses, be

in the left position of a reduction foot. If right-headed

reduction feet are assigned on the surface representations

of these words, then the medial vowel in each word would be

in the desired position.

(45)

A
yaSamood

In fact, however, McCarthy (1979) claims that in each of the

examples in (44), the ultra-short vowelI is Joined by a

left-headed reduction foot with the vowel to Its left.
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(46)

N
y aSamood

There a number of reasons for assigning this

structure. First, McCarthy claims that the reduction foot

is the domain of vowel harmony in TH, and that the direction

of the harmony is determired by the headedness of the foot.

This matter will be fully discussed in Section 5. In the

examples at hand, the harmony goes from left to right, and

this is said to be explained by the left-headed reduction

foot. Second, we saw that the Rhythm Ruli in TH normally

retracts stress only one syl lable back, but in the case of

the words under consideration, stress may be retracted two

syl lables.

(47)

/ / /
7aharee keen ---> ?aharee keen

"afterwards"

Even more striking are cases in which stress is

retracted over a closed syllable with a full vowel onto an

open syllable with a short vowel.

(48)

S / 7 / ,J /
na9amdaa yyahad --- > naSamdaa yyatbad

"let us stand together"
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The first word in (48) is derived from na9modaa by Post

Guttural Epenthesis and Vowel Deletion as in (49).

(49)

naSmodaa

naSamodaa

naSamdaa

let us stand

PGE

VD

If the Rhythm Rule relabeled the topmost layer of metrical

structure, positing a left-headed reduction foot would get

the right results.

(50)

naSamdaa --- > naSamdaa

Furthermore, if right-headed reduction feet were

assigned from right to left, the initial voweI in a word

like na9amdaa would incorrectly be marked for reduction.

(51)

naSamdaa

Positing the left-headed reduction foot seems to explain why

the initial vowel on (51) is not marked for

ultra-shortness.
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Finally, McCarthy claims that secondary stress falls

on a light syllable preceding a hateph vowel, since such

syllables are consistently marked with a meteg in most

manuscripts. Recall that on the McCarthy-Hayes analysis,

the heads of secondary stress feet are syllables with long

vowels. This is expressed in their systems by stipulating

that the head of a secondary stress foot must branch, where

a long vowel counts as branching. The branchingness of the

harmony-reduction foot is taken then to satisfy the

requirement that the head of the secondary stress foot

branch.

(52)

-At-
heSemiid

In Section 5 1 discuss some internal inconsistencies

in this analysis of hateph vowels and the constructions in

which they appear. Here I only mention the fact that this

analysis cannot be translated into the theory of metrical

structure being supported here because it involves a layer

of metrical structure which contains both left- and

right-headed feet.
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2.3 Analysis 1: Stress and Stress-Related Processes

2.3.1 Main Stress

In sections 1 and 2 we established the following

partial ordering;

(53)

Main Stress Assignment (MS)
Pretonic Lengthening (PTL)
Vowel Reduction (VR)
Secondary Stress Assignment (SS)

The fact that the placement of secondary stress is

determined by that of main stress might suggest that in TH a

non-iterative foot is first formed at the right edge of the

word - this foot destined to be marked as the main stress

foot - and that the secondary stress feet fill the domain

not covered by the main stress foot. I will return to this

question later in the chapter. Right now we may ask what

kind of structure MS erects. Recall that main stress in TH

falls either on the ultimate or the penultimate syllable.

Within the present theory there are a number of ways to

derive penultimate stress in a language which has

predominantly final stress. The first is to assume that in

words with penultimate stress, the final syllables are added

at a morphological stratum (in the sense defined Section
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1.2) which is later than the one at which stress is

assigned. It is well known that the set of English suffixes

may be divided into those which are "stress-neutral" and

those which are not. For example, when -at is affixed to

"parent", the stress "shifts" from the first to the second

syllable, but when -hood is affixed to the same word, there

is no apparent stress shift. This is accounted for by

assigning -hood to the second morphological stratum, and -al

to the first, and applying stress in English at stratum 1.

So, one possibility worth exploring is that of

affixing the morphemes which constitute the final syllables

in words with penultimate at a stratum later than that at

which stress is applied. This hypothesis is not really

plausible, however, since one normally expects all morphemes

of a particular class to be affixed at the same stratum.

However, in a word like sasbaa, "she returns," the final

syllable represents the feminine singular participial

suffix. The other participial suffixes, those which end in

consonants, bear final stress, as in Kaabiim "they m.

return" and iaaboot "they f. return." In kaatabtil "I

wrote" the final syllable is the first person singular

perfective suff ix and is stressless, while in katabtem "you

m.p. wrote", the mascul ine pl ural perfecti ve suff ix

receives final stress. Similar examples may be culled from

all other morpheme classes. I conclude, therefore, that

level-ordering has nothing to do with penultimate stress.
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The second possibility is that of marking

extrametrical the final syllables in words with penultimate

stress, and forming a right-headed bounded foot for MS.

Finally, we might take the general pattern to be that of a

bounded left-headed foot, and mark each syllable which

receives final stress with an accent. Since the

phonological shape of the final syllable is generally

sufficient to determine whether or not it gets final stress,

the accent would be assigned, on this account, by rule.

These two options are shown schematically below.

(54)

kata(buu) malakiim

katabuu malakijm

There is compelling reason to assume that the second

option is the correct one. The evidence comes from the

stress shift facts described in the previous section, which

show that that VR does not consider an unstressed final

syllable extrametrical.

(55)

katabuu --- > kaatbuu

It was established in the previous section that in

words such as the one in (3), stress Is Initially assigned
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to the penult which subsequently reduces and deletes.

Since, following previous analyses, I take reduced and

deleted vowels to be marked off by the recessive nodes of

right-headed feet, the fact that the penult in (3) deletes

indicates that it is joined to the ultima by a reduction

foot as in (56). In order for this to be so, VR cannot

consider the final syllable extrametrical.

(56) A

katabuu

More significantly however, postulating a

left-headed foot can help explain the stress shift facts.

As discussed in Chapter 1, there is evidence that foot

structure is preserved even after the deletion of a vowel

which is the head position of a foot, so that when the

stressed vowel of a word deletes, the word is not left

without any stress, but rather the stress appears on another

vowel. The structure of the foot determines the direction

of the stress shift.

(57)

1 2 345 2 34 5
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In the hypothetical example in (57), if V, deletes

the foot structure nonetheless persists, and since the foot

is left headed, V2 then becomes the head of the foot and is

assigned stress. The effect of a rightward stress shift

then follows without the need for a rule to accomplish it.

Returning to the example under consideration and

ignoring for a moment the metrical structure which VR

erects, we can see that postulating a left-headed foot

predicts a rightward shift of stress after the deletion of

the penuIt.

(58)

kaatabuu --- > kaatpSbuu

I therefore take (59a) and (b) to be the two rules

relevant for the formation of the main stress foot.

(55)

a. Accent-word final closed syllables

b. Construct a bounded left-headed tree
at the right edge of the word.

2.3.2 Vowel Reduction

We have already seen that Vowel Reduction operates

in a manner similar to that of very common stress rules:

quantity sensitive ly, iteratively and in a binary fashion.
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Therefore, all previous metrical analyses have taken the

rule of VR to be one which assigns binary right-headed

quantity sensitive feet from right to left. The basic

problem they have had to deal with is that of integrating

these feet into the overall hierarchical metrical structure

of the word and determining the interaction between the VR

feet and the MS foot. In the previous section we saw that

Hayes has the reduction feet placed under the main stress

foot and most of them subsequently deleted, while Dresher

talks of the reduction foot "overriding" the main stress

foot in the cases of stress shift. I have shown that there

are technical problems with all these analyses, but beyond

the technical problems, they have all made use of devices

not available to the theory advocated here.

One possiblity worth exploring is that of not

forming a nested constituent structure of all the stress

trees. Since trees are merely devices for calculating the

appropriate placement of marks in the grid, the unified

result of the stress rules need not be represented in a

hierarchical representation of all the trees constructed by

the different stress rules, since it is tabulated in the

metrical grid. On this approach the language would have two

sets of trees, both rooted in nines, with a grid mark

assigned for the head of each tree in both sets.
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(60)

MS foot

way yad abberuu

VR feet

If this were the case in Hebrew, however, and both

reduction feet and the main stress foot were rooted in

rimes, with a mark added to the grid for each foot head, we

would still not get the right stress pattern in cases like

tiktabuu from tiktobuu.

(61)

MSF
tiktobuu

VR feet
* * *

* *

In particular, each of the final two syllab les wilI be

marked with a foot row stress. But the final syIllable

should bear main stress, while the penultimate should bear

none. This simple procedure of grid interpretation of the

feet will not effect the stress shift.

Apparently, the assignment of the VR feet must be

accompanied by some phonological rule besides the addition

of a mark in the grid, which will have the effect of

rendering the NSF In (61) non-branching. In section 5, 1

give phonological evidence that the phonemic melody unit of
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a vowel in the recessive position of a reduction foot is

removed at some point in the derivation leaving behind a

vacated core slot.

(62)

m a I a k e h e m
I I I I i / \ I I I --- >
X X X X X X X X X X

I I \ / \ /
R R R R

m a I k e h e m
I I I I / \I I
X X X X X X X X X X

R R R R

A series of rules determines how the vacated slot is filled

late in the derivation, if it is not deleted by the rule of

VR. I have suggested in the introduction that for each set

of trees constructed, the terminal elements must be

specified. We saw, for example, that some languages take

rimes to be the terminal elements of the stress trees, while

others take them to be moras. Suppose that the process of

melody unit removal renders the melodiless rime

non-stress-bearing. In the case of the word in (61), the

penultimate vowel, which was marked as the head of the MSF

Is rendered non-stress-bearing and as a result the M4SF

becomes non-branching. In the following derivation, I

distinguish between the rule of Reduction Foot Formation



(RFF) and the rule of Melody Removal (MR).

(63)

tiktobuu "you m.p. will write"

tiktobuu MS

N
tiktobuu RFF

tik t bu MR
liI I II I
xxxxxxxx

I am assuming that the trees in the stress

representations are only abstract markers used for

calculating the placement of stress; they themsel es do not

directly represent stress. Therefore the "stress shift" is

not really a shift of stress, but rather an operation

triggered by the effects of VR which changes the form of the

abstract marker (the main stress foot). I will assume that

grid--interpretation takes place after the application of VR,

when the MSF in (61) tas been rendered non-branching. In

this way, no rule is needed to achieve the effects of stress

shift.

But now le t us recall the motivation for the

formation of a binary foot which marks the penult In (63) as

the head In the first place. One of the primary motivations
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was the rule of Pretonic Lengthening which we have taken to

be responsible for the lengthening of the antepenult in

words like (64). In the derivation below I represent the

empty core slot which results from MR as V on the same line

as the symbols which represent the phonmic melodies of the

segments, but this is only an abbreviatory convention. It

should be taken to represent a syllabified vacant slot in

the skeletal tier.

(64)

katabuu "they wrote"

N
katabuu MS

kaatabuu PTL

kaatabuc Reduction Foot Formation

kaatVbuu MR (stress shift)

If grid marks are assigned only after the main stress foot

is rendered non-branching in cases such as (64), then PTL

must be triggered not by a mark in the grid, but by the

presence of the head of a foot. I therefore take PTL to be

formulated as in (65).

(65)

Pretonic Lengthening (Preliminary)
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IN,./ 0
> X/ R O=head of foot

E-rd)

In other words, add a skeletal slot to a non-branching rime

associated with the feature [-round] (this will exclude

pretor.ic lengthening of /o/) before a rime which is marked

as the head of a foot. Notice that at this point in the

derivation, no other feet have been constructed, and so no

reference has to be made to the fact that it is the main

stress foot. I assume as well that the fact that the

inserted slot becomes incorporated into the rime and becomes

associated with the features of the vowel in the rime need

not be specified in the rule. The general process of

syl labification will incorporate the vowel into the rime and

the principle of Hebrew that two tautosyIllabic vowel slots

must be associated with a single melody will guarantee that

the inserted slot becomes associated with the correct

mel ody.

It turns out that the analysis of Vowel Reduction

and stress shift proposed here is remarkably similar to the

one in Prince (1975). Prince's study of Tiberian Hebrew

contains one of the first attempts at applying the

principles of the then-emerging metrical theory of stress.

The system with which Prince was working allowed for a

segmental feature Ut/-stress] assigned to vowels. The

relative degree of stress among the the vowels marked
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(+stress3 was determined by the hierarchical metrical

structure of the word. The representation of katabuu, for

example, was given as:

(66)

A
katabuu

where the pluses represent the feature [+stress), which is

assumed to be an underlying feature of every vowel. Prince

then formulated VR as a rule of Alternate De-stressing whose

effect is to remove the feature (+stress3 from vowels in the

appropriate manner. A general principle is then invoked to

ensure that an S node can never dominate a vowel marked

[-stress], so that when the penult of katabuu is marked

[-stress) the node dominating it is automatically relabeled

as W, which in turn causes the node dominating the final

syllable to be labeled 8, since by the very nature of the

metrical representation only one sister node may be labeled

S.

(67)

kaatabuu --- > kaatabuu
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The theory presupposed here, of course, makes no use

of a segmental feature (+/-stress). However, all vowels are

potentially stress-bearing, and defining the stress-bearing

units to be all the vowels of the language is analogous to

Prince's marking all the vowels with the feature [+stress)

underlyingly. Instead of wiping out the segmental feature

[+stress) from certain vowels, I have a rule which removes

all the segmental features of the affected vowels, but

leaves a core slot, thereby rendering those rimes non-stress

bearing, which is analogous to marking them [-stress].

It is important to note that since stress is not

directly represented by the trees, the stress shift does not

fol low from the mere fact that the reduction foot marks the

penuIt in (61) recessive. The reduction foot influences

stress indirectly here; its direct effect is ekpressed in

Melody Removal (MR) which renders the rime

non-stress-bearing and the main stress foot non-branching.

In this analysis the MSF and the reduction feet are

simultaneously rooted in the same rimes. No nested

constituent structure is formed from all the fee t, and in no

way do we consider the reduction feet to override the main

stress foot. Me also take advantage of the conception of

the phonological representation as a three dimensional

object. Me can think of the different sets of trees as

represented on their own "tiers", much as we saw different

morpheines or different se ts of features represented on
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distinct tiers.

I have argued that the vowel reduction feet are

interpreted through the rule of Melody Removal. A natural

question to ask at this point is whether the reduction feet

are stress feet at all, as assumed in previous metrical

analyses, whether or not they register marks in the grid.

It will emerge from the discussion in the next section of

grid construction in Hebrew that Melody Removal can be the

sole phonological interpretation of the reduction feet.

Secondary stress feet and reduction feet can be constructed

independently of each other. Once the reduction feet are

interpreted through Melody Removal, the proper stress

configuration is derived through the interaction of

independently motivated rules and conventions, assuming that

rimes affected by MR are non-stress-bearing.

2.3.3 Secondary Stress and Grid Construction

The essential insight of Dresher's analysis is that

the pattern of reduction determines the pattern of secondary

stress. (This is in marked contrast to English in which the

pattern of reduction is parasitic to the pattern of

stress). We already have the means for formally

incorporating this insight Into the phonological derivation

of Hebrew words. Assuming that the vowels affected by vowel

reduction are non-stress-bearing, as we have already done In
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the discussion of the stress shift facts, we can define the

terminal elements of the secondary stress trees to be the

stress-bearing rimes, i.e. those rimes which are associated

with phonemic melodies. Notice that in this way we avoid

the central awkwardness of Dresher's analysis; in the

present analysis the main stress foot and the secondary

stress feet are essentially rooted in the same terminal

elements, namely the stress-bearing rimes. The only

difference is that the main stress foot is apparently formed

before the application of VR, when all rimes have their

melodies and are stress-bearing, while the secondary stress

feet appear to be formed after it, when some of the

non-branching rimes have lost their melodies. Once this

assumption is made, the vowels affected by VR are

essentially ignored for the construction of secondary stress

trees, and the proper configurations are derived.

Therefore, a preliminary version of the rule for forming

secondary stress feet is:

(68)

Formation of Secondary Stress Feet

Form bounded left-headed feet
rooted in stress-bearing rises to the
left of the main stress foot.

Below are sample outputs.
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(63)

N
wayyadabberuu MS, PTL n.a. (closed syllable)

wayyadabberuu RFF

wayyVdabbVruu MR (stress shift)

wayyVdabbVruu Secondary Stress Assignment

hakkana9anii

What about superheavy syllables? Why does stress

fall on a superheavy syllable even when it is adjacent to

the main stress as in (70)?

(70)

kaatbuu ?ookI i im

Recall that in previous analyses, the final C of the

superheavy syllable, considered a rime, was stray-adjoined

to the preceding rime, which made the superfoot branching.

In the present analysis, without an operation like stray

adJunction, this option is not available. Before answering

the question concering stress on the superheavy sy llable,
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let's focus on the foot structure erected over words like
'S //

?aleehem and ?atannapeem. According to the algori thm for
0

tree construction presented in the introduction a tree will

be constructed over the penultimate syllable of each.

(71)

?VtannVpeem ?Vleehem

But according to no interpretation do these syllables bear

secondary stress. I suggest that TH has a rule of

De-stressing which removes a stress from a syllable

immediately preceding another stress.

There is in fact independent evidence for the rule

of Pre-stress De-stressing. When a word like teeSaazab in

(72) appears in a position of stress clash, the Rhythm Rule

retracts stress to the penult, in which case the secondary

stress disappears from the initial syllable.

(72)
/ O //

teeSaszab teeSaazab ?erec

We know that there are often constraints involving

syllable weight which are placed on de-stressing rules. The

c-nstraint on the English de-stressing rule which forbids

romoving stress from a branching rime, for example, accounts

for the reduction difference between banana and bandana. A
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similar constraint involving syllable weight and stress

retraction is reported for Italian in Nespor and Vogel

(1980). I will therefore build into the de-stressing rule

formulated below the constraint that it may not remove

stress from a superheavy syllable.

In fact this constraint against removing stress from

a superheavy syllable is more general; the Rhythm Rule is

also constrained in the same manner. Compare the examples

be I ow.

(73)

/ /
tookal lehem --- > tookal lehem

laacuud cayid --- > laacuud cayid

Returning to the rule of do-stressing, notice that

in ?atann-peem the rule applies even though the stresses are

not strictly adjacent; an ultra-short vowel intervenes

between the the two stresses. The second type of rule which

resolves stress clashes, the Rhythm Rule also ignores an

ultra-short vowel between stresses.

(74)

Soose parii --- > Soose par'ii
"f rui t bear ing"

A number of the facts of TN accentuation which we

have been considering converge on a single conclusion: the
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rhythmic rules of the language ignore ultra-short vowels.

Thus, secondary stress is assigned to alternate vowels

disregarding the ultra-short ones, and the two rules for

clash resolution - Pre-stress De-stressing and the Rhythm

Rule - also ignore these vowels. These facts together

suggest that the rhythmic rules of the language are

formulated over a representation which doesn't include the

ultra-short vowels. I propose that the relevant

representation is that of the grid.

The grid is the representation of the rhythmic beat

of the language (Prince (1983)) and as such, will represent

only the stress-bearing units. Since we have already

defined melodiless rimes as non-stress-bearing units, they

will receive no representation in the grid. Thus, following

the procedure set out in Chapter 1 , grid construction will

place a grid mark for each stress-bearing rime and an

additional mark for each marked as the head of a tree. But

now notice that there is no reason to assume that the

reduction feet are stress feet at all. If the only

phonological interpretation given to these feet is Me lody

Removal, which renders the affected vowel

non-stress-bearing, all the stress distinctions are

derived. An ultra-short vowel is one with no place in the

grid; a full stressless vowel has one grid mark; a vowelI

with secondary stress has two grid marks, and a vowel with

main stress has three.
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Below is a formulation of the De-stressing Rule.

(75)

Pre-stress De-stress i ng

Condition: does not apply to
remove secondary stress from
a superheavy sylIable.<2>

Below are derivations for sample words.

(76)

tee9azab

tee9azab

I
teeSaazab

I
teeSaazab

rI II

N I
teeSaazab

teeSaazab
* * *

* *

"she will be abandoned"

Accent Assignment

MS, PTL

Reduction Foot Formation (MR, n.a.)

Secondary Stress Feet

Grid Construction
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?e I ehem

?e I eh.m

I
?e leehem

I
?eleehem

?Vleehem

?Vleehem

?V Ieehem

?V eehem
* *

?V leehem
* *

*

Ia eehem

"to them"

Accent Assignment

MS, PTL

RFF

Melody Removal (Vowel
Deletion (VD) n.a.

Secondary Stress Feet

Grid Construction

De-stressI1ng

Lo Assimilation (see Sec.S)
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dabareka

N
dabareka

dabaareka

N
dabaareka

dVbaarVka

dVbaarka

I I
dVbaarVka

dVbaarVka

* *
dVbaarVka

*

di? baa rk a

"your word"

MS

PTL

RFF

MR (stress shift)

Vowel Deletion

Secondary Stress Feet

Grid Construction

De-stress1ing

Default Schwa Insertion
(see sec.5)
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tik tobnaa

tiktobnaa

tiktobnaa

tiktobnaa

tiktobnaa
* * *

* *

tiktobnaa
* * *

"you f.p. will write"

MS (PTL n.a.)

RFF

MR (n.a.)

Secondary Stress Feet

Grid Construction

De-stress i ng

2.3.4 Main Stress and Secondary Stress Revisited

So far, I have assumed that in TH, the main stress

foot is formed non-iteratively at the right edge of the

word, and that only after the application of PTL and VR are

the sec-ndary stress feet formed, even though the main

stress foot and secondary stress feet are all bounded

left-headed feet with the same terminal elements. This

assumption has been made in all previous analyses since it

appears that VR must apply before the formation of secondary

stress feet because these feet single out every other vowel

i9a2rin2s-Vitrabert.12WIIasX But MS clearly precedes VR,

since it preceds PTL which is triggered by MS. In (80), if
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all the feet were formed at once, the secondary foot would

single out the wrong vowel for secondary stress.

(80)

wayyadabberuu

The correct output for (80) is wayyadabbaruu, with the

second vowel reduced, not bearing secondary stress. Suppose

thiat nonetheless all the left-headed bounded feet are formed

at once. Let us see what would happen if we constructed

reduction feet and applied Melody Removal to the

representation in (80).

(81)

wayy adabb e ru u

wayyVdabbVruu Melody Removal

MR will render the last two stress feet non-branching, and

wibi single out the antepenult as the head of a secondary

stress foot. Now our previously motivated rule of

Pre-stress De-stressing will remove the stress from that
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syllable after the construction of the grid, resulting in

the correct output.

(82)

wayyVdaabVruu
* * *

How will the de-stressign rule know to remove the stress

from the medial vowel and not from the initial vowel?

Clearly the rule must distinguish between main stress and

secondary stress. So far, I haven't included a rule for

word tree construction. The Hebrew word tree singles out

the head of the final foot for main stress, so I take the

rule of Word Tree Construction to construct a right-headed

unbounded tree with the heads of the feet as its terminal

elements. If all the metrical structure, including the word

tree is assigned at once, the final syllable in

wayyaddaberuu is made head of the word tree, grid

construction yields (83) and the rule of de-stressing is

revised as (84)
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IN N
way yadabbe ruu

way yadabbe ruu

wayyVdabbVruu

way yVdabbVruu
* * *

*

Stress Tree Construction

RFF

MR ("stress shift")

Grid Construction

*

wayyidabbruu Default Schwa Insertion

Pre-stress De-stress I ng

*

Condition: does not apply If
the secondary stress is
associated with a supdrheavy
sylable.

We can then build all the metrical structure (besides the

reduction feet) in one fell swoop. Rules (59a) and (b) are

col lapsed, and we supplement our rules with one for word

tree construction:
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(85)

Stress Tree Construction (Final Version)

a. Accent word final closed syllables

b. Construct bounded left-headed trees
from right to left rooted in stress-bearing
rimes

c. Construct a right-headed word tree rooted
in heads of feet;.

This surely represents a major simplification of the

system, analogous to the col lapsing of the English Stress

Rule and the Strong Retraction Rule (of. Kiparsky (1982)

p. 166, and Halle and Vergnaud (forthcoming)).

The final version for PTL will be:

(86)

PTL (Final Version)

R
y0

>--->X/__ X R 0= head of word tree

E-"rd)

Below is the derivation for wayyadabb3ruu and four

other representative words.
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wayyadaberuu

op1

wayyadabberuu

wayyadabberuu

wayyVdabbVruu

wayyVdabbVruu
* * *

* * *

*

wayyVdabbVruu
* * *

wayyodabb~ruu

"and they spoke"

Stress Tree Construction

PTL (n.a.)

RFF

MR (stress shift)
VD n.a.

Grid Construct ion

Do-stressing

Default Schwa Insertion
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katabuu

,\

katabuu

kaatabuu

kaatabuu

kaatVbuu

kaatbuu

kaatbuu
* *

* *

kaatbuu
* *

* *

"they wrote"

Stress Tree Construction

PTL

RFF

MR (stress shift)

Vowel Deletion

Grid Construction

De-stress ing ( n.a.)
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rahacaa

rahacaa

raahacaa

raahacaa

//

/''

raahVcaa

raahVcaa

raahVcaa

raahVcaa

raahacaa

0

"she washed"

Stress Tree Construction

PTL

RFF

MR (stress shift)

Vowel Deletion (n.a.
(guttural onset))

Grid Construction

De-Stressing

Lo Assimilation (see sec.S)
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?iabberem

? I&abberuM

?isabberem

?iJabberem

?VdabbVrem

?VsabbVrem
* *

* *

*

?VtabbVrem
* *

*

*

?asabbarem

"I will break them"

Accent Assignment

Stress Tree Construction
(PTL idiosyncratically

doesn't apply)

RFF

Melody Removal
(VD n.a.)

Grid Construction

De-stressing

Schwa insertion,
Lo Assimilation (seesec.S)

Although the ultra-short vowels have no grid

representation, they do have an effect on the syllable

structure of the language. This is seen in a word like

raahacuu (89), which is analogous to kaatbuu (88) except

that the penult does not delete because It is in a syllable

with a guttural onset. Now, the accentual system treats

such a word a "short," suggesting that it doesn't bear
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secondary stress.

wi Il remove stress

adjacent to the ma

initial syllable i

opens the antepenu

This is because

from the initial

in stress syllabl

s not superheavy

It.

the rule of de-stressing

syllable which is

e on the grid, and the

because the hateph vowel

Finally, I formulate the TH Rhythm Rule.

(91)

Rhythm Rule

4*

*4

4*

Retract asterisk not associated
with a superheavy syl lable to the
nearest grid position.

Notice that

the Rhythm Rule can

A relevant case woul

the system set up as it is predicts that

feed the Pre-stress De-stressing rule.

d be

(32-)

Rhythm R.ule

De--stressing

tookal

too k a.I

I ehem

lehem

|e he rn
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Of course, it is not really possible to verify whether the

final syllable in tookal would bear secondary stress in such

an environment, since the orthographic record does not

register such detail. It is nonetheless worthwhile pointing

out the predictions made by the system.

And so we arrive at what I believe to be a maKimally

simple account of the core of the TH accentual system.

Whereas previous accounts postulated three se ts of stress

trees, the present account postulates only one. Once we

factored out the reduction fee t, recognizing them to be

defined independently of stress, the main stress foot and

the secondary stress feet could be identified, and,

moreover, could be formed by a single rule. The stress

system is then represented by a single set of left-headed

bounded feet, with an added restriction on the final foot in

the form of an accent rule. In this way, the system

resembles that of English, which is also characterized by

bounded left-headed feet, with certain penultimate and final

syllables accented (see Halle and Vergnaud (forthcoming) for

a comprehensive account of the English stress system in a

framework similar to the one proposed here).

The main peculiarity of the system is that it has a

"dynamic" reduction rule, which appears to operate
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independently of stress, whereas in most languages the

pattern of reduction is dependent on the pattern of stress.

Before going on to consider in further detail the

words with hateph vowels, including their accentual

properties, I turn my attention in the next section to the

way in which a grid-only theory might handle the range of

data we have considered so far.
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?.4 Two Attampts at a Grid-Only6Analysis

In this section I make two attempts to account for

the Hebrew facts within a grid-only theory, such as the one

articulated in Prince (1983) and briefly outlined in the

introduction.

2.4.1 The First Attempt

The first thing that any analysis of TH will have to

account for is a way to distinguish, on the surface, between

long, short and ultra-short vowels. I take it that on

anyone's account the long/short distinction is a segmental

one eKpressed in the linking of a single melody to either

one or two skeletal slots, and that the short/ultra-short

distinction is a prosodic one. Since it is the ultra-short

vowels which bear no degree of stress, the grid appears to

be the most likely device for making the desired

distinction. Besides a surface representation of

ultra-short vowels, the theory must have a way to derive the

representation. In other words, there must be a way for the

phonology to single out the underlying vowels which are

destined for total stresslessness. In the account offered

in section 3, the surface distinction was made in terms of

grid marks; the ultra-short vowels were identified as those
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associated with no grid'marks. In that account, however, it

was not a direct operation on the grid which was used to

derive the appropriate representation. Rather, abstract

markers, metrical trees, were used to single out the vowels

to be affected by a segmental rule which in turn had

ramifications for the grid construction procedure.

We must then see how a grid-only theory will single

out the vowels to be affected by reduction. A reasonable

first attempt would take VR to be an instance of Perfect

Grid (PG), as Prince seems to imply that all binary

alternations are. Indeed, he cites the Tiber ian Hebrew

Vowel Reduction rule as an instance of a quantity sensitive

alternation to be handled by PG. We might take VR to be a PG

operation which endows every other syllable with a

foot-level grid mark.

(33)

kotobeka "your m.s. writing"

kotobeka PG

* *

Vowel Reduction asnd Deletion would then be operations on

vowels which bear no foot-leve l grid mark.

Recall, however, that the rule operates quantity

sensitively: only light vowels are eligible for reduction.

As seen' in section 1.1.3, heavy syllables in languages with
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quantity sensitive alternations are endowed with an inhertnt

foot-level grid mark in Prince's theory. If this is the

case for Hebrew as well, the words such as katabtem and

malkeehem will have the following representation,

(94)

katabtem
* * *

* *

ma 1akeehemn
* ** *

* *

"you m.p.wrote"

"their m. kings"

and PG will fill in the doma>- without any inherent stress,

imposing on the string maximal rhythmic organization, and VR

and VD can, as before, affect the vowels without a toot

level stress.

In the preceding sections we established an order

MS-->PTL-->VR: MS triggers PTL, which blteds VR. So we must

consider the representation which is the output cf the first

two rules to which PG wilI apply. Below are the

representations of words destined to be marked with final

and penultimate stress respectively.

(95)

katabtem
* * *

* *

ysbaarekuunii

"you m.p. wrote"

"they will bless me"
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The heavy syllables have inherent stress.

The most plausible way for a grid-only theory to

derive final stress is with the End Rule (see 1.1.3), and to

mark as extrametrical the final syllables in words with

penultimate stress. PG would apply on the foot row for

Vowel Reduction and then once again on the cola row to

derive secondary stress.

(96)

yabarrekuu(ni i)
*4 * 4** *

* * *

*

yabaarekuu(ni I)
*4* *4* *

* * *

* *

MS

PG (foot) vacuous

PG (cola)

PTL will then be made sensitive to word row grid mark.

Presumably the process of lengthening would be accompanied

by the addition of a grid mark to register inherent stress.
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(37)

katab(uu)
* * * underlying

*

katab(uu)
* * * MS

* *

*

kaatab(uu) PTL
* * *

* * *

*

It is now that the foot-level PG applies, creating

the environment for VR and VD.. In the last two examples in

(57), PG can easily apply, after which VR and VR can find

their target vowels with no difficulty.

(98)

kaatab(uu) katabtem malakeehem
* * * * * * * ** A
* * * * * * *

* * *

Turning our attention to cases like the

representative katabuu, we can see that the rule is

immediately presented with difficulties. It is not at all

clear what kind of structure a foot-level PG can build on

the representation of katabuu In (98); there Is no domain for

the rule to operate on, since every sy llable has a grid mark

already. This being the rsse, it Is not clear how YR (in

terms of the analysis In section 3, MR) will be able to
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single out the penult in kaatabuu for reduction.

Getting aroun4 this problem is no trivial matter for

the grid-only theory. One avenue worth exploring would be

that of taking the lengthening of the antepenult in words

like katabuu to be the result of a rule strengthening light

syl lables independent of stress. It would be a lexically

idiosyncratic rule of Light Syllable Strengthening. The

facts cited in McCarthy (1981) concerning the occasional

application of the rule to pro-pre-tonic syllables and the

general idiosyncratic application of the rule to the vowel

/e/ might be taken as evidence for this interpretation. If

we took this approach, stress would not be assigned to the

penult in (98) before PG applied, and PG would operate on a

representation in which the penult in words like kaatabuu

has no grid mark above the syllable row. VR could once

again single out the antepenult for reduction.

I think, however, that this solution is not viable.

First it would be an accident unaccounted for that In the

majority of cases the putative Light Syllable Strengthening

Rule operates on the antepenult when stress is penultimate

(kaatabnuu) and on the penult when stress is final

(malaskllm). Moreover, if stress were registered after

Light Sy llable Strengthening, as the analysis implies, there

would be no apparent reason for assigning ultimate stress in

kaatbuu, but penultimate stress In the morphologically
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analogous qaamuu. To get penultimate stress on qaamuu, the

final syllable should be marked extrametrical. If that

morpheme is extrametrical, it should not get stress by the

End Rule in kaatbu'u. The stress shift analysis, originating

with Prince (1975), explains the divergence in stress

pattern.

Nor would it help to interpret VR as a rule of

Alternating De-stressing as we saw Prince (1975) ultimately

does. The VR rule could be construed as a rule which

effected a kind of inverted perfect grid, removing the

underlying grid mark from alternate light vowels.

(99)

malakeehem "their kings"
* ** *

* *

*

malakeehem PG (inverted)
* * *

* *

*

But since stress is never removed from a heavy

syllable, the rule must be restricted from remnving a grib

mark in a position with more than one mark (in other words,

PG must know to begin its leftward sweep with the syllable

le/ in malakeehem, not before). But if this is the case,

there is once again no way to effect the stress shift as a

result of reduction in (8).
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(100)

kaatabuu
* * *

* * *

*

The problem is that grid-only theory can only

represent stress directly in the grid, unlike the theory

presupposed in the analysis of section 3. That theory can

mark e, syllable for stress with an abstract marker which can

then be altered as a result of another rule. Both vowel

reduction and stress assignment are binary alternations, but

they are not perfectly aligned. The domains of the

alternations are marked off independently in the tree theory

and once the two sets of trees are interpreted

appropriately, the correct stress pattern is derived. The

grid-only theory has no way to single out a syllable which

is in the "peak" position of one alternation and the

"trough" position of another.

2.4.2 Second Attempt

In this subsection, I make one more attempt to

account for the Hebrew data in a grid-only theory with an

analysis developed from a suggestion by Paul Kiparsky

(p.c.). This analysis too will fail for technical reasons,

and I will conclude that the analysis presented In section 3

Is at least on the right track, until a better one Is

presented.
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Kiparsky first notes the oddness of the rule of PTL;

the much more familiar pattern is that in which a light

syllable in pretonic position reduces, as in English

solidify (cf. solid), Second, he notes, as we have, that

the TH Rhythm Rule differs markedly from Rhythm Rules of

many other languages with which we are familiar in its

strictly local effects; Rhythm Rules more often retract

stress to the nearest syllable with the highest degree of

stress. Finally, he notes that the account involves

reduction and deletion of a vowel bearing main s tress, and

it is more often the case that the absence of stress induces

vowel deletion, in which case stressed vowels are exempt

from the effects of reduction and deletion.

The analysis he offers runs as follows. Suppose

that the basic rule of TH is to assign penultimate stress so

that in words like kaat6ab (from /katab/) and katabte'i (from

/katabtem/) stress is initially assigned to the penuIt.

Words such as kaatbuu (from /katabuu/) which have on the

traditional analysis been assigned penultimate stress at the

beginning of the derivation will, on the new analysis, have

their final syllables marked extrametrical, so that stress

will initially be assigned to the penult.
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(101)

katab katab(uu)

** * *

katabtem dabarek(aa)

The rule of Pretonic Lengthening can then be

construed as a rule of Tonic Lengthening, and the trigger

for lengthening will then not be the stress of a following

syllable, but stress in the syllable of the vowel undergoing

the lengthening. VR will then apply as in my analysis with

the added advantage that it will never have to affect a

stressed vowel.(3)

(102)
001P

katabtem ---> kVtabtem

kaatab(uu) --- > kaatVb(uu)

If words ending in closed syllables are assigned

penultimate stress and words ending with open syllables are

assigned antepenultimate stress, then extrametricality must

be used to derive the antepenultimate stress and PR trough

first - to derive penultimate stress.(4)Note, however, that

on this grid-only account PG must interrupt its leftward

sweep after the assignment of the first stress mark, in

order to allow for the application of PTL and YR. As we saw

In the previous section, the tree analysis allows all the

trees to be constructed at once and all the grid marks to be
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assigned at once.

Finally, postlexically, a rule of Stress Shift will

move the stress forward to the next stress-bearing

syl able.

(103)

kaatab --- > kaatab
* * t *

* *

kVtabtem --- > kVtabtem
* * * *

Assuming that segments lose their extrametrical ity

as words exit the lexicon <5>, the stress shift for words

which had extrametrical rimes will be as follows:

(104)

tiktVb(uu) --- > tiktVbuu
* * * *

kaatabt(ii) --- > kaeatabtil
* * * * * *

* *

The stress shift will block, however, if Its output results

In a stress clash.
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//07
tee9aazab ---> tee9aazab

(105)/0 oI

teeSaazab ?erec -- /-> teeSaczab ?erec

On this approach, the local Rhythm Rule is spurious,

its effects obtained when the general Stress Shift Rule is

blocked by the principle of Clash Avoidance, and gets tie

stress shift without reduction or deletion of a stressed

vowel. The analysis would, of course, make the traditional

Tonic Lengthening rule (see 2.1.1) necessarily postlexical.

This initially plausible account fails for the

following reason. Recall that on oi'r account the Rhythar

Rule may not retract stress off the final syllable if that

syllable is superheavy (see 2.3.3 ). Thus, we assumed that

for whatever reason, a stress adjacent to a superheavy

syllable does not give rise to a stress clash. A

stress-retaining superheavy syllable can be superheavy in

underlying representation as in

(106)

laacuud cayid "to hunt game"

But a stress-retaining superheavy syllable can also be the

result of Tonic Lengthening as in (107) (the derivation in

(107) follows the traditional analysis).
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(107)

dabar "word"

e11

dabar MS

daabar PTL

daabaar TL

When a superheavy syllable resulting from an application of

TL is adjacent to a following stress, it always retains its

stress, just as an underlying superheavy syllable does.

(108)

daabaar raS -- /-> daabaar raS
"an ev iI word"

Under Kiparsky's suggested analysis the derivation for

daabaar is

(109)

dabar MS

daabar TL

daabar Stress Shift

daabaar TL (postlexical)

Now, when daabaar is adjacent to a word with initial

stress, the immediate output of the stress shift rule in

(109) will yield a stress clash because the final syllable

becomes superheavy only aitar stress shift.
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(110)

daabar raS (postlexical)

daabar raS Stress Clash from Stress
Shift

daabaar raS Stress Clash resolved by
TL

In order for Kiparsky's suggestion to work, we must allow

the forward stress shift, which normally blocks if its

output yields a stress clash, to apply in (110) even though

Its output results in clash because the clash will be

resolved as a result of the application of aubsguent

rule. Principles such as Clash Avoidance have been proposed

which allow rules to look at their immediate outputs in

order to block if the output is unacceptable. But I know of

no arguments or proposals for allowing a rule to block or

not depending on the output of the application of some

subsequent rule. There appears to be no motivation to allow

a rule to "telescope" forward in such a way. I conclude,

therefore, that stress is initially placed as in the

traditional analysis, and that the stress shift is due to

the reduction of the light penult.
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2.5 Ana lysis 11: Hateah Vowels

2.5.1 Introduction

We saw (section 2) that in earlier acoounts open

syllables preceding hateph vowels received special

treatment.. McCarthy (1979) assumes that a reduced vowel in

Hebrew may be joined to the vowel either to its left or to

its right under the recessive node of a reduction foot

(which he calls a rho-structure).

(111)
p P

w s s w
II I

RRR R

In each case, he claims, the vowel in the recessive

position is interpreted prosodically as ultra-short and

harmonizes with the vowel in the dominant position.

Implicit in this account, which has not been subsequently

challenged, is the claim that we may admit a layer of

metrical structure which has both left- and right-headed

constituents. This has lead to representations such as
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W

w 001w
hikkanaSanii (from Dresher (1981))

which cannot be translated into the framework supported

here. I have claimed that each layer of metrical structure

corresponding to a row in the grid is uniformly left- or

right dominant; the theory excludes a hybrid

representation. But barring such a representation from the

theory is insufficient; I must still contend with the facts

which motivated the hybrid structures.

Of course, it makes no sense to talk about such

structures in a grid-only theory. As we saw in section 4,

in such a theory an ultra-short vowel can be identified only

by the number or absence of associated grid marks. The

account given below relies on metrical trees to the same

extent as the account given in the preceding sections. As

such, this section contributes not so much to the tree/no

tree debate as it lends support to a particular restrictive

version of the tree-grid theory. I might add here that the

traditional description of hateph vowels In Hebrew found in

Gesenius (1910 p.51) and in fact quoted by McCarthy, ,ends

support to two features of this analysis.

'The vocal schwa stands under a consonant which is
closely united as a kind of grace note with the following
syl lablei."
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Such a description embodies the intuition that the

hateph vowel not only lacks the beat of a full vowel, a fact

which I have represented by not endowing the hateph vowels

with an associated grid mark, but also forms a prosodic unit

with the following syllable. This intuition cannot be

represented in a grid-only theory. But it is important to

note as well that Gesenius, unlike McCarthy, has the hateph

vowel always forming a constituent with the following

syllable, never with the preceding one. The idea of a

lef t-headed f oit has no support, then, to'th in trad i t i onal

grammatical descr i pt i or..

Actually, I have suggested (Section 3) that the

reduction feet zre not stress feet, in that they do not

contribute marks to the grid. The reason that the

rho-structures were considered accentual feet is that they

appear to play a role in the accentual system of the

language. In this section I will show first of all that

there are only right-headed reduction feet, and no

left-headed ones. I wiII then show that the accentual

properties of the words with hateph vowels can be explained

without %;onidering the reduction feet to be stress feet.

I w.ill first review the facts whioh motivated the

hybrid representation analysis. I will then poirnt out some

d scriptive and conceptual problems with that analysis, and

then go on to show how these motivating facte are easily
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handled in the more constrained theory adopted here. In the

course of the exposition, I will formulate the principles

determining the quality of ultra-short vowels in general,

including the rule of cross-guttural vowel harmony.

The only structure studied by McCarthy and claimed

to contain a left-headed reduction foot is created by the

rule of Post Guttural Epenthesis, which idiosyncratically

epenthesizes a vowel after a syllable which ends in one of

the guttural glides (?,h,h,or 9).

(113)

naSse --- > na9as $ "we wi I I make

ho9bad --- > ho9obad "he was worked"

hehlii4 --- > hethiis "he was weakened"

ne?dar ---> ne?dar "he was glorified"

The last example is representative of the words which do not

undergo the rule. The exceptionality does not appear to be

governed by any rules. In each case, as the examples show,

the epenthesized vowel is identical in quality to the vowel

to its left.

McCarthy tormulatea the epenthesis rulc as a

metrical one, in that the epenthesis triggers the creation

of a left-beaded reduction foot. Below is an adaptation of

his formulation.
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(114)

S w

/x >

+103 X
I

(+1 o)

In other words, make a rime-final guttural the onset

of a new syllable which is in the recessive position of a

left-headed bounded foot. Sample outputs of the rule are

given below.

(115)

A hVA iis w S W 6 w
na9Vse hoSVbad hehVliis

The final quality of the epenthesized vowel is

determined by a rule of Hateph Assimilation (p.196)

(116)

Hateph Assimilation

S
In a reduction foot, [ F percolates.

The ultra-shortness of the epenthesized vowel is

represented by its being dominated by the recessive node of

a reduction foot, and the fact that it harmonizes with the

vowel to its left is accounted for by the left-headedness of
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the reduction foot.

McCarthy also claims that the ul tra-short vowels

produced by Vowel Reduction and Vowel Insertion harmonize

with the full vowels they are bound to by the reduction

foot. Evidence for this claim comes from Greek

transcriptions of the Old Testament which record loaoAQ for

what is represented as Tiberian Kalomoo, andfAatJG for

Tiberian cobaa?oot. Recall that Vowel Reduction on all

metrical accounts creates a right-headed reduction foot.

The claim is thus that rule (116) accounts for the harmony

facts in both instances and that the fact that the direction

of harmony is different in both cases follows from the

different metrical structures of the two word types.

Another reason for assuming that Post Guttural

Epenthesis might create a left-haded foot has to do with

certain light syllables with full vowels. Consider the

words below.

(117)

naSamdaa neSermuu

The second voweI in each case is the product of PGE. If

right-headed reduction feet were assigned from the right, we

might expect the first vowel in each case to be ultra-short,

contrary to fact.
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A'dI
na~amdaa neSermuu

These words are, however, products not only of PGE,

but of Vowel Reduction as well. The segmental derivation is

given he low.

(119)

na9modaa

na9amodaa

naSamdaa

ne9ramuu

neSeramuu

neSermuu

If Vowel Reduction created a right-headed foot, and PGE- a

left headed one, the intermediate representation below would

be derived.

(120)

nabamodaa neSeramuu

Under the traditional metrical analysis only a vowel which

is in the weak position of a reduction foot is eligible for

ultra-short prosodic Interpretation. Since the first voweI

Is, In this representation, dominated by the head of a

reduction foot, it will not receive an ultra-short prosodic

interpretation. The challenge is thus to derive the same

facts without resort to left-headed reduction feet.

The last two sets of facts which motivated the
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lef t-headed reduction foot theory concern retracted stress.

We have seen that the Rhythm Rule in Hebrew can normally

retract stress back only one syllable, and, moreover, that

the retracted stress is recorded only when the landing site

is a syllable with a long vowel. It happens that words of

the type under consideration are aberrant in both respects:

they participate in stress retraction which moves stress

back two syllables onto a sylIable with a short vowel.

(121)

?aharee keen naSamdaa yyahad

We saw that in the McCarthy-Hayes analysis stress in

Hebrew is retracted only when the domain to the left of main

stress constitutes a foot. A foot is created only if its

head branches, which normally means that a foot is created

only if there is a syllable with a long vowel to the left of

the main stress foot. Since stress is retracted in the

manner displayed in (121), it has been assumed that the

words in question have the following structure:

(1Z2)

e asw a
?aharee naSamdaa

and that the reduction feet built over the first two

* sylltables in both words satisfy the branching condition for
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the head of the foot. The Rhythm Rule reverses the labeling

of the topmost metrical structure, and the output is

displayed below.

(123)

As
Sw s w

?aharee naSamdaa

Now let us examine each set of facts, starting with

the examples of harmony.

2.5.2 VoweI Quality

Since an epenthesized vowel harmonizes with the

vowel to its left, it has been assumed that a left-headed

foot joins the two vowels participating in harmony. This

account is compelling only to the extent that we cannot

account for the direction of harmony by other means. After

all, instances of metrical feet defining the domain of

harmony are hard to come by, and it is by no means obvious

that the headedness of the metrical foot is what determines

the direction of harmony. Taken together with the ited

facts of harmony involving ultra-short vowels produced by

Vowel Reduction and Insertion, the story is a bit more

convincing. If it were really the case that the ultra-short

vowels preduced by Vowel Reduction and Insertion

consistently harmonize to the right, and the ultra-short
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vowels produced by PGE harmonize to the left and there were

no other explanation forthcoming for the difference in the

direction of harmony, the account including the left-headed

foot would be convincing.

However, there is reason to doubt that the harmony

reflected in the Greek transcrptions is to be unified with

the Cross-Guttural Harmony arising from epenthesis. First,

what we are calling Cross-Guttural Harmony is always,

without exception, reflected in the Tiberian orthography,

whereas the kind of harmony reflected sporadically in the

Greek transcriptions is never recorded. Whatever is

responsible for the sporadic facts reflected in the Greek,

there is reason to doubt that it is the same rule which is

resposible for the cross guttural harmony.

But there is even more compelling evidence. Recall

that the Tiberian system never records a schwa in a I ight

syllable with a guttural onset; the orthography always

records a quality of one of the non-high vowels for an

ultra-short vowel in such a position. Now, in words with

ultra-short vowels produced by Vowel Reduction, where the

light syllable contains a guttural onset, there are clear

examples of harmony not taking place:

(124)

?ateer *?eWeer "which"

hemoor *homoor "donkey"
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el

One might want to argue thit in words like caba?oot and

ilomoo the Tiberian systum registers a schwa to indicate

ultra-shortness without specifying vowel quality. This,

however, cannot be the case for the examples quoted above,

since in this position a vowel quality is always specified.

It is further instructive to note that it is not the

case that only ultra-short vowels produced by PGE harmonize

to the left. The harmonizing vowel may be an underlying

vowel.

For examples of underlying vowels which harmonize to

the left, we turn to the pronominally suffixed forms of the

segholate nouns (see 2.1.2). The underlying unsuffixed forms

of sample words of this type are shown below:

(125)

poSaliim "deeds" ?ohaliim "tents"

The application of Pretonic Lengthening yields:

(126)

poSaallim ?ohaallim

When these forms are pronominally suffixed, their underlying

forms are:
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(2 7) poSaleehem ther deds" aleehem "their "

The /a/ in each case, now being two syllables removed from

the main stress, does not lengthen. It surfaces ultra-short

and harmonized with the vowel to its left:

(128)

poSo' leehem ?oholeehem

If the domain of harmony were defined by a metrical

foot, then the metrical structure of these words would be

(129)

poSoleehem ?oholeehem

But these are not cases of vowels inserted by Post Guttural

Epenthesis. The vowels surface ultra-short by the normal

process of Vowel Reduction. We would then have to say that

in certain circumstances the rule of Vowel Reduction also

produces a left-headed reduction foot. What are these

circumstances? Is it whenever the short vowel-to-be-reduced

Va in a syllable with a guttural onset? A priori we would

not expect this to be the case since metrical systems

typically disregard the nature of the onset and only look at

the nature of tht rime in determining tree structure.

Moreover, in the following paradigmatic examples, when the

vowel to the left of the guttural is long, no harmony takes
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pl ace.

(130)

eoo?eliim --- > Soo?al iim "they are asking"

coo~eqiim --- > coo9aqiim "they are crying
0- 

tkooheniim --- > koohaniim "priests"

Whenever the ultra-short vowel of a syllable with a guttural

onset fails to harmonize, it surfaces as /a/. This is

handled by Prince's Schwa-to-A, identified as a rule which

spreads the E+io] feature of the guttural to the neighboring

vowe I. M, au tosegmental ref ormulat i on i s giVen beI ow i n

(33). it also accounts for the fact that in words taken to

be derived by Vowel Insertion, the ultra-short vowel in a

syllable with a guttural onset surfaces as /a/.

(131)

hmoor --- > hamoor "donkey"

Szob --- > Sa zob "you m.s. leave!"

In these cases no harmony can occur since there is no vowel

on the other side of the guttural.

The fact that harmony does not take place when the

trigger vowel is in a non-branching rime surely casts

serious doubt on the claim that a metrical foot defines the

harmony domain and that the vowel In the domlnantt pos it ion

determines the vowel quality. If this were the case, then a
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very curious restriction would have to be placed on the

construction of such a foot: the head may not be a branching

rime. As we have seen, it is extremely common for languages

to stipulate that syllables with branching rimes must

constitute foot heads, but languages appear never to

stipulate that syllables with non-branching rimes must be

foot heads, let alone that only such rimes may be foot

heads.

There are, in fact, cases of right-to-left harmony,

where the vowel determinin9 the quality is ultra-short. If

there were a metrical foot joining the harmonizing vowels,

then the vowel in the recessive position would be the one

determining the quality. In section 1 we discussed the

class of pro-clitics consisting of the prepositions b-, k-,

I-, and the connective w-. Each obligatorily cliticizes to

any word immediately following it. Traditionally, these

morphemes have been considered to derive from underlying

monoconsonantal forms via the rule of Vowel Insertion. When

the word to which one of these forms cliticizes begins with

a light syllable with a guttural onset, the epenthetic vowel

harmonizes with the first vowel of the following word.

(132)

lfhasoor --- > lahtamoor "to a donkey"'

w~hol i i --- > wohyol i i "and aff liction"

b*?eset ---> be?emet "nm truth"
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The harmony is blocked, however, if the trigger vowel is in

a syllable with a branching rime, as the following examples

demonstrate.

(133)

bf?armoon --- > ba?armoon "in a palace"

l#?aadaam --- > 19?aadaam "to a man"

k#SammuuJ ---> k99ammuud "as a column"

This is the same restriction we found with the left-to-right

harmony: in order for harmony to take place, the trigger

vowel may not be in a syllable with a branching rime

(see(130)) This would suggest that these are two

instantiations of a single process. But now claiming that

the domain of vowel harmony is defined by a metrical foot

does us little service: it does not predict the direction of

harmony, since there are cases of vowels in both the

dominant and the recessive positions determining the vowel

qua Ii ty.

McCarthy claims an additional advantage for

postulating the left-headed reduction foot in words like

V /
naSase. Recall that a reduced vowel is susceptible to

deletion if it is preceded by an open syllable. Not so for

words produced by Post Guttural Epenthesis, lIIke naBase.

McCarthy suggests that the rule of Vowel Deletion is

formulated as deleting the vowel under the left recessive
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branch of a reduction foot. The retention of the vowel in

words like na9ase is then attributed to the fact ti.at in

these words, the ultra-short vowels are dominated by right

recessive branches of reduction feet. But it is a fact that

an ultra-short vowel in a syllable with a guttural onset

will never delete, whether or not it participates in

harmony. In words like koohaniim and Koo?allim, where there

would presumably be no left-headed reduction foot on

McCarthy's analysis, the vowels are still retained. Thus,

we need in any event to build into the deletion rule the

restriction that the onset of the syllable with the

prospective deleted vowel cannot contain a guttural.

Before going on to consider the other accentual

peculiarities of the word types under consideration, I will

formulate the rule which is responsible for the harmony in

these words, replacing rule (116). Recall that in two cases

we have considered the harmonizing vowel is openthetic<(i3)

&(132)). One idea which immediately presents itself is that

the rule of epenthesis inserts an empty slot into the

skeletal tier, and that the rule of harmony is one which

spreads the phonemic melody of the vowel in the adjacent

syllable to fill the empty slot. One obstacle In the way of

this analysis Is the class of words such as those in (134),

in which the target vowel Is not epenthetic.
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(134)

poSaleehem --- > poSoleehem "their deeds"

to?areehem --- > to?oreehem "the i r appearances"

Notice, however, that in these cases the harmonizing

vowel is ultra-short, in a position affected by Vowel

Reduction. Suppose then that, as we have been assuming, the

phonological interpretation of the reduction foot consists

of the removal of the phonemic melody from the vowel in the

recessive position of the reduction foot. One way the

vacated slot can be filled is through the rule of Cross

Guttural Harmony, which I take to be a case of familiar

autosegmental spread. Somewhere late in the derivation

(place to be located below) a vacated core slot which hasn't

otherwise been filled receives the features of schwa by

default. Below I formulate the rule of Default Schwa

Insertion.

(135)

Default Schwa Insertion (DSI)

SPmunassociated skeletal

R slot

I will have more to say about this rule and Its relation to

the other rules which deal with empty core slots below. (6>

He can now safely say that the rule of Cross
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Guttural Harmony is one which spreads the phonemic melody of

a vowel onto an adjacent empty vowel core slot. It is a

mirror image rule since the spread goes in either direction,

as we have seen. Notice that if Vowel Reduction always

results in an empty core slot, we cannot maintain that the

vocalic autosegments spread automatically since, unless the

conditions for spreading are met, the slot is filled not by

spread of the feature of an adjacent vowel, but either by a

rule which spreads the features of an adjacent consonant, or

by a default rule which inserts the features of schwa. This

much is consistent with the results obtained in Pulleyblank

(1983) on the spreading of tonal autosegments by rule. The

rule of Default Schwa Insertion can be seen as analogous to

Pul leyblank's Default Tone Insertion Rules. We must still

bui Id into the rule the restriction that the onset of the

syl lable with the empty slot must be a guttural, and that

the vowel which offers the spreading phonemic melody may not

be a member of a branching rime. The vowel which receives

the spread will initially always be in a non-branching rime,

but this need not be built into the rule as a restriction.

It follows independently from the fact that epenthesis

always produces a light syllable, (even though the sylIable

may eventually be closed as a result of the deletion of a

vowel in the following syllable) and only light sy llables

suffer reduction. Below Is an initial formulation of Pie

rulIe.
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(136)

Cross Guttural Harmony

xx ... x
unassociated

R E+103 R skele tal
s0lot

In (136) the A1 symbolizes a non-branching rime.

The conbenantality of the segment with the E+lo3 feature

need not be specified. Since it is adjacent to a

non-branching rime, it can only be syllabified as an onset,

which in turn precludes it from being anything other than a

consonant. [F3 stands for the features of the segment in

the non-branching rime which spread to the empty core slot.

The vocalhc nature of the segment need not be specified

since only a vowel may be the sole member of a rime in

Hebrew. It may be possible to eliminate the E+lo3

specification if the gutturals were represented on a

separate autosegmental tier , perhaps a laryngeal tier,

since then only if a guttural intervened between the vowels

would the spreading not cause association lines to cross.

However, I have been assuming, following McCarthy, that in

Hebrew, as in other Semitic languages, the root consonants

are all represented on a tier distinct from that on which

the stem vowels are represented. If this is the case, then

we may still have to specify [+lo) in rule (26).
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There is one more restriction which must be built

into rule (136). When the environment for Cross Guttural

Harmony is met twice in a word, the harmony takes piace only

once.

(137)

wVhaSVli item -- > waha9alliitem

bV?ohVleekem --- > bo?ohgleekem

These examples alI involve cliticization of one of the

monoconsonantal proclitics which have been said to trigger

Vowel Insertion. We cannot say that clitics are excluded

from the domain of vowel harmony, since we saw that the

harmony does take place across clitic "boundary" in words

like be?emet and woholIi. Rather, the rule is a binary

one. It is only a vowel which is not multiply linked which

will spread by the rule. I therefore revise (136) as

(138)

Cross Guttural Harmony (CGH)

( F3

X X '%

TNJ I V=unassociated
R L+Io3 R skeletal slot

Given that the rule may apply only once, what

ensures that in the cited examples the output Is

bO7oholeekm and wsha9ElI Item and not bE?ohaleek4s and

wahaSall Item? If the rule started from the left edge of the
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word, the derivation for the first would be:

(139)

bV?ohVleekem

bo?ohVIeekem

n a.

* bo?ohaleekem

CGH

CGH

Lo Assimilation (see 143)

In the second example, starting binary harmony from the left

results in the same output as applying harmony twice.

(140)

wVha9Vliitem

waha9Vliitem

wahaSaliitem

CGH

CGH

(141)

wVhaSVlii tem

wahaSV lii tem

wahaSa liitem

CGH

LA

It is only if the harmony both starts from the right and is

binary that the correct output is derived.

The direction of application, however, need not be

stipulated. The relevant bracketing in the examples under

consideration is
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(142)

[wVthaSVliitem33 bVE?ohVleekem))

The correct results will be obtained if it is assumed that

the rule applies to the innermost bracket first. In Chapter

a I provide evidence that that the clitics are in fact

affixed in the syntax. Then when the rule applies across

clitic "boundary" it must be applying post-lexically. If it

applies lexically as well, then it follows from the

organization of the grammar that the inner application will

precede the outer one. Once the harmony has applied

lexically, the vowel is multiply attached and may no longer

offer its features to any other segment. I will have more

to say about these clitics and the rule of Vowel Insertion

which their cliticization trigers in Chapter 3.

Before I go on to consider the accentual properties

of words with hateph vowels, I would like to take a closer

look at the rules which determine how a vacant core slot is

filled and the relation between them. We have already seen

the rule of Cross Guttural Harmony. If the vacated slot is

in a syllable with a guttural onset, but the structural

description of CGH is not met, then, as we have seen (130)

the guttural spreads its E+lo3 features to the adjacent core

slot. I call this rule Lo Assimilation.
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(143)

Lo Assimilation (LA)

[+103

X = unassociated skeletal
slot

R

The fact that the two core slots are in a single syllable

need not be incorporated into the rule. Since TH has no

onsetless syllables, a segment adjacent to a rime must be

the onset of the syllable dominating that rime. Moreover,

the feature E+lo3 need not be specified as a consonant,

since only consonants may be elements of an onset.

Furthermore, since /a/ is the only vowel in the language

with the feature E+lo), nothing more need be written into

the rule.

If the vacated core slot is not in a syllable with a

guttural onset, then Default Schwa Insertion (135) applies.

The ordering between the three rules under consideration

which deal with empty vowel slots is clearly: CGH, LA, DSI.

The structural description of DS1 is met whenever there is

an empty vowel slot. It is therefore met, for example, by

the output of Post Guttural Epenthesis, as in (144).

(144)

h S b d
I I I I DSI
X X XXX XX --- > *hothabad

0 a
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If DSI did apply to the output of PGE, it would

bleed CGH, since DSI would fill the skeletal slot, and CGH

is triggered by an empty core slot. For the same reason,

DSI must be ordered after Lo Assimilation. LA, in turn,

must be ordered after CGH, since its structural description

is met as well in (145), and its application would also

bleed CGH, robbing it of an empty skeletal slot.

(145)

h 9 b d
I 1 I I LA
XX XXXXX --- > *hoSabad

o a

Notice, however, that this order does not have to be

stipulated at all since there is an "elsewhere" relation

obtaining between them. The Elsewhere Condition, originally

proposed in Kiparsky (1973), and revised in Kiparsky (1982),

states:

If the structural deriptions of a two rules A, and 8,
are met by a string 4, and the structural description
A (the more specific rule) contains that of B (the more

neral rule), and the results of applying A and B to
are distinct, then the rules are disjunctively

ordered, with A (the more specific rule) applying before
O (the more general rule).

Examination of the rules In question, repeated here

for ease of reference, reveals that the structural

description of CGH contains that of LA, which contains that
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of DSI. By the Elsewhere Condition, the ordering has to be

CGH-->LA-->DSI, which is what we have Just ascertained is

necessary. Careful formulation of the rules brings out the

formal relation between them, and obviates the necessity of

extrinsically ordering them.

(146)

Cross Guttural Harmony

[#F3

x x xi

R [+1o) R

(147)

Lo Assimilation

[+1 o)

x0

R

(148)

Default Schwa Insertion

R

2.5.3 The Accentual Properties of Words with Hateph Vowels

In this subsection, I will deal with the accentual
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properties of the word types we are considering which were

taken to motivate the left-headed reduction foot. The first

thing to explain is why the vowel in the first syllable of

the words in (143) are not ultra-short, as we would expect

them to be, if right headed reduction feet are constructed.

(143)

ne9ermuu naSamdaa

I pointed out earlier that these words have a

derivational history: their ,,derlying forms are ne9ramuu

and na~modaa, to which PGE and VD apply. Notice that these

examples establish the ordering of PGE before VD, since the

former provides the open syllable which is the context for

the appiication of the latter.

I have claimed that the ultra-shortness of a vowel

is the reflex of its complete stresslessness: ultra-short

vowels are associated with no grid marks. These vowels have

no associated grid mark since at the point of grid

construction these vowels are non-stress-bearing because

they lack phonemic melodies. The inserted vowels are

epenthesized without melodies and the underlying vowel have

been deprived of them by the rule of MR. This rule In turn

applies after the construction of reduction feet. Now we

must determine the exact point in the derivation at which

thene feet are constructed, It must obviously be before VD,
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since VD affects a subset of the vowels singled out for MR

Le t us assume that it also precedes PGE, which means that

reduction feet are assigned to the following

rep resentations:

(150)

ne9ramuu na9modaa

Given that these vowels are not in the weak position

of reduction feet, they will retain their phonemic metodies,

and as such will be associated with a mark in the grid, and

will be ineligible for ultra-short interpretation.

On the other hand, PGE epenthesizes a skeletal slot

associated with no phonemic me lody and so there will be no

grid slot corresponding to the syllables with the

epenthesized vowels. Although the middle vowel in each of

the examples in (149) is in a closed syllable, and hence not

marked for ultra-shortness, it will still lack a place in

the grid if we assume that the rules which fill the vacant

skeletal slots apply after the construction of the grid.
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(151)

naSmodaa

1 I
naSmVdaa

naSVaVdaa

naSVmdaa

naSamdaa

naSamdaa

* *

*

"let us stand"

Stress Tree Construction, RFF, MR

PGE

VD

CGH

Grid Construction

The second reason for postulating the left-headed

foot has to do with a traditional interpretation of

secondary stress. McCarthy (1979) assumes that vowels in

open syllables preceding hateph vowels, such as the first

vowel i"n ?oholoo, bear secondary stress because they are

usually marked with meteg in most manuscripts. But there is

an internal inconsistency in the analysis which he gives to

derive secondary stress on these vowels. On his analysis

the head of a secondary stress foot must be branching

because he assumes that in the normal case only syllables
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with long vowels bear secondary stress. The branchingness

of what has been considered the harmony foot is taken to

satisfy the requirement that the head of the secondary

stress foot branch. But a long vowel immediately adjacent

to the main stress, as in a word like yaaduub, does not,

under anyone's interpretation, bear secondary stress, since

the secondary stress foot must itself branch. (152) shows

that although yaa&uub has a syllable with a branching vowel,

it may not head a secondary stress foot, since the foot

itself must branch. teeSaazab, on the other hand, has a

secondary stress foot, since the initial vowel branches and

the secondary stress foot itself branches. If the

branchingness of the harmony foot in ?oholo is taken to

satisfy the condition that the head of the secondary stress

foot branch, it cannot satisfy the requirement that the foot

itself branch.

(152)

foot

head----- ;;'/Ab/
yA suub te~aab?oholo

It comes then perhaps as no surprise that the

accentual system treats words like these as "short,"

(Dresher (1981, p.Z8)) indicating that they bear no
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secondary stress. Notice that in (153) the initial syllable

is assigned a foot level grid-mark. It will, however, be

removed by the regular application of the de-stressing rule

introduced in the preceding section.

(153)

?ohlo

?oh I o

?oh 1 o

?ohVlo

?ohVlo
* *

* *

*

?ohVo 1
* *

*

?oh6'l o'0

"his tent"

Stress Tree Construction

RFF, MR n.a.

PGE

Grid Construction

PSDS

CGH

Finally, it was seen that when the Rhythm Rule

applies to words of the type we are considering, stress is

retracted two syllables, onto a short vowel (7>. This

deviates from the normal stress pattern in which the rule

retracts stress only one syllable onto a heavy syllable. In

words like naSamdas, moreover, the stress is retracted over
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a closed syllable. Notice, however, that the syllables over

which stress is retracted are precisely those which have no

representation in the grid. Although the middle syllable of

naSamdaa does not have an ultra-short interpretation because

it is in a closed syllable, nonetheless it has no associated

grid mark, since i t is an epenthetic vowel which had no

phonemic melody at the point of grid construction.

(154)

na9modaa

na9modaa

naSmVdaa

naSVmVdaa

naSVmdaa

naSVmdaa
* *

* *

naSVmdaa
* *

*

na~amdsaa

"let us stand"

Tree Construction

VR, MR ("stress shift)

PGE

VD

Grid Construction

PSDS

CGH

With the Rhythm Rule formulated as In (38) of

Section 3, when a word such as naSamdaa is in a position of

stress clash we expect the stress to be retracted to the
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initial position. It appears then that the branchingness of

the head of the foot, or any other geometric property, has

nothing at all to do with whether or not stress may be

retracted. What is special about these light syllables is

that, unlike most short vowels which are affected by VR and

MR, these vowels do not have their melodies removed and are

hence associated with a mark in the grid.

I might point out that although most retraction

rules retract stress to the nearest syllable with the

highest degree of stress, retraction rules with strictly

local effects are not unheard of. Halle and Vergnaud

(forthcoming) report that in Lithuanian, stress, under

conditions of clash, is retracted one syllable, onto an

erstwhile stressless syllable as in Tiberian Hebrew.
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Footnotes

1. Given the autosegmental notation introduced in Chapter 1,
it might be possible to express Pretonic Lengthening and
Gemination as one process. McCarthy (1981) argues
extensively, however, that these processes are not to be
identified as instances of a single rule. His arguments
are based on subtle interpretation of the orthographic
record, and as I have little to say on the matter, and it
has no direct bearing on the issues discussed in this
chapter, I will not consider it further.

2. There is actually a problem here concerning the
appropriate way to refer to a superheavy syllable, for
whichI have no insightful solution. Phono logical rules
often make referentce to the distinction between between
light and heavy syllables. The heavies are those with
branching rises and the lights are those with
non-branching rimes. We can use the notation A] to
distinguish a non-bran<jghing rime from a branching rime in
a rule. A phonological rule should not, however, be able
to distinguish among the syllables with branching rimes
according to the nuber of branches. The rules should not
be able to count.

3. Without recourse to me trical trees, the VR rule would
have to be formulated as an iterative rule, some thing like
( i).

i L ' L I

X X
V( I
R R

The rule states that the melody of a vowel in a
non-branching rime is removed when it precedes a rime
associated with a melody.

4. Not surprisingly, a similar suggestion appeared in the
philological literature in 1938, spurring a debate about
pretonic vowels in Hebrew. See Poebel (1939) and the
rebuff in Blake (1951).

5. Kiparsky (1983) suggests that extrametrical elements lose
their extrametricality either by losing their
peripherality or else when they exit the lexicon. See
Arohange li (1983a) for discussion.

6. The astute reader might have noticed that cases like
beflinet and woho6lli are problematic as well. The second
vowel In each case is eligible for reduction, and in fact
surfaces ultra-short, but nonethe less retains its melody.
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We would expect these vowels to lose their melodies by MR,
and surface as baamet and waht'lii by Lo Assimilation. I
will first point out that these cases are exceptional, and
the norm is for a vowel, even in a syllable with a
guttural onset to lose its phonemic melody in a position
of reduction, and to surface as an ultra-short /a/
regardless of the quality of the underlying me lody.

(I) a. Benab 1  "grape"
9eenaab PTL

b. Senabi im#, "grapes"
S9naabiim VR, MR, LA

This example shows that Senab has an underlying /e/ in the
first syllable which lengthens when adjacent to MS by
PTL. When the vowel is two syllables removed from the
stress, it doesn't surface as an ultra-short /e/, but
rther the vowel loses its me lody and surfaces as
ultra-short /a/ by LA.

We must now ask how to deal with these exceptions to the
rule of MR. Recall that I am assuming that it is the
process of MR which renders the vowels non-stress-bearing,
and allows them to surface ultra-short. I suggest that in
these cases, the melody of the vowel does not delete, but
rather de-links, so that the skeletal slots of these
vowels are still unassociated at the point at which stress
trees are constructed, and they are still considered
non-stress-bearing. Later in the derivation, the melodies
may re-link.

7. The fact that retracted stress is not normally recorded
in the text when the landing site is a closed syllable
with a short vowel has no explanation under my account.
Dresher (1981b) adduces evidence that the stress was
Indeed retracted int hose cases, but not recorded.
Perhaps, because the accents are used for cantillation,
the restrictions on recording retracted stress have to do
with musical, not linguistic factors.
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Chapter 3

Triconsonantal Stem Shapes

In Chapter 1, I briefly reviewed the theory of

autosegmental phonology developed by McCarthy and adopted

here for Hebrew. In this chapter, without giving a full

morphological analysis of the Hebrew verbal system, I focus

on one aspect of that system: that of accounting for the

regular alternation in the shape of triconsonantal stems.

We have seen that morphological derivation of words

of tht major lexical categories in Hebrew involves the

pairing of a (tri-)consonantal root with a skeletal template

and a vocalic melody. When we look at the templates of

Hebrew verbs, we find that tri-consonantal roots may be

paired with one of three templates: CVCVC, CVCCVC or CCVC.

(Here, and throughout this chapter, I often represent the

template shapes using Cs and Vs to signify the skeletal

slots to which the vowels and the consonants can

respectively link. This is an orthographic convention. It

should be clear that I do not imply that the slots are

themselves specified with features of syllabicity.) I argue

in this chapter that many of the complex alternations in the
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verbal system can be accounted for if we assume that there

are only two templates available for association with

tri-consonantal roots:CVCVC and CVCCVC. The CCVC stem shape

can be derived from the CVCVC template by rule. The

analysis will lead to the postulation of two morphological

strata (in the sense of Section 2 of Chapter 1) in the TH

lex icon.

3.1 The Problem

Although Hebrew stems take one of the three forms

CVCVC, CCVC and CVCCVC, traditional grammar recognizes only

a a bipartite distinction among the seven most common Hebrew

binyaniim: those whose stems have three consonantal slots,

and those with stems which have four. The distribution

between CCVC and CVCVC stems is ful ly predictable.

Triconsonantal stems are bi-syllabic when unprefixed, or

when prefixed with a closed syllable, and assume a CCVC

shape when prefixed with an open syllable. This is

illustrated in (1).

(1) Triconsonantal stems a. CVCVC
b. CYC + CVCVC
c. CV + CCVC

For example, the Nif~al binyan stipulates a

triliteral stem and a preformative n. The perfect Is formed
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by prefixation of a preformative na and the suffixation of

the person/number inflectional endings. Since the prefix is

always of the form na, the stem always assumes the shape

CCVC in the perfect. Thus,

(2) na+ktab+tii (niktabtii) "I was written"

na+ktab+tem (niktabtem) "you m.p. were written"

na+ktab+aa (niktabaa) "she was written"

The imperfect prefix for the same binyan always

assumes the form CVn, the /n/ being the marker of the binyan

and the C ranging over ?,y,t, and n, which represent the

prefix ii person number markers. Since the prefix consists

of a closed syllable in the imperfect, it always attaches to

a stem of the shape CVCVC.

(3) ?a+n+kateb (?ikkaateeb) "I will be written"

ta+n+kateb (tikkaateeb) "you m.s. will be written"

na+ntkateb (nikkaateeb) "we will be written"

Likewise, the infinitive absolute of NifSal may

assume one of two forms; one has the prefix na, the other

the prefix hin. The first attaches to a stem of the form

CCVC, and the second to one of the form CVCVC.
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Two forms of the Nif~al Inf. Abs.

a. na+ktob

b. hin+kateb

(ni ktob)

(hikkaateeb)

Qal, the underived binyan, provides further

illustration of this regularity. As with the other

binyaniim, the perfect is formed by suffixation of the

person/number endings to the stem. Since the Qa perfect is

not prefixed, the suffixes attach to stems of the form

CVCVC.

al perfect

a. katab+tii

b. katab+aa

c. katab+tem

(kaatabtii)

(kaatbaa)

(katabtem)

"I wrote"

"she wrote"

"you m.p. wrote"

The imperfect is formed by prefixation of a light

syllable, where the onset includes one of the consonants

representing the person/number inflection. Predictably, the

stem is of the form CCVC.

(6) Qal Imperfect

(ti ktob)

(ni ktob)

(yi ktob)

"you m.s. will write"

"we will write"

"he will write"
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a.

b.

0.

ta+ktob

na+ktob

ya+ktob

(4)



The Qal infinitive follows the same pattern, with a

light syllable la attaching to a stem shaped CCVC.

(7) Qal Infinitive

a. la+ktob (lik tob) "to write"

b. la+rkab (lirkab) "to ride"

Thus, to determine the template shape of a given

stem, one needs to know two things: the number of

consonantal slots in the stem template, and the shape of the

prefix, if there is one. If the stem has four consonant

slots, its shape will be invariant. If it has three C

slots, then its shape will be determined by the prefix.

Without a prefix, or with a CVC prefix , the stem will have

the shape CVCVC. With a light syllable prefix, the stem

assumes the shape CCVC. Given this, we would not want to

stipulate that, for example, in the Qal and NifSal binyaniim

the stem is sometimes of the form CCVC and at other times of

the form CVCVC. Rather it would appear that there are only

two templates available to the verbal system for

morphological derivation; one with three consonant positions

and one with four. The alternation between the two

triconsonantal stewi shapes should be handled by rule. In

the next subsection, I will review Prince's (1975) attempt

to arrive at a satisfactory way of relating the two

triconsonantal stem shapes by rule. Prince's attempt fails,
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and he concludes that for the purposes of the phonology

certain stems start with the form CCVC, and others with

CVCVC. The glaring regularity is left unaccounted for. I

will review his attempt here for two reasons. First, It

provides a useful introduction to the relevant data.

Second, Prince's attempt at capturing the generalization

concerning stem shape founders because at the time he had

recourse neither to the principles and mechanics of Lexical

Phonology, nor to an autosegmental phonological

representation which separates the phonemic melody from the

slots of the skeletal tier. It is therefore enlightening to

see just how these constructs are orucial for a resolution

of the problem.

3.2 An Attemat at a Seqme ntal Solution

Prince focuses his attention on the infinitive,

imperfect and imperative forms of the underived binyan,

Qal. TH has two k inds of infinitives: one with the

infinitiveAarker la (cognate to the preposition I-), and

one without the prefix. Briefly, the prefixed infinitive

appears mostly as complements to Equl verbs or In adJunct

cttuses such as purposives. The unprefixed infinitive has

the distribution of a noun and functions like a gerund,

often appearing as the object of a preposition. in the
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previous subsection, we saw that the prefix la attaches to a

stem of the form CCVC. The stem vowel is most frequently

/o/, but sometimes /a/. In the unprefixed form, a schwa

appears between the first two radicals.

(8) Qal Infinitives

1. prefixed: la+ktob (liktob) "to write"

Ila+rkab (li rkab) "to ri de "

2. unpref ixed: katob "writing"

rakab "riding"

3. unprefixed, as object of preposition:

b#k-atob (biktob) "when writing"

b#r-akab (birkab) "when riding"

The imperfect, as we saw above, has the form CV+CCVC

where the prefix represents the person/number inflection.

The stem vowel is most frequently /o/, but it may also be

/a/ or /e/. The imperative has the shape CaCVC, along with

the gender/number suffixes. The stem vowel of the

imperative is always identical to that of the imperfect.

(9) Qal Imperfects

tatlamad ( t ilmad) "y ou m. s. w il l earn"

ta~spor (tispor) "you in.:. will count"

Qal imperatives

l3mad "you in.:. learn!"

sapor "you in.:. count!"
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It happens that the stem shape CoCVC is very

marginally attested in the language, apart from its frequent

appearance in the imperative and the unprefixed infinitive.

In order to banish the unaffixed CCVC stem shape from the

lexicon, Prince proposes to derive the unprefixed infinitive

and the imperative from the prefixed infinitive and the

imperfect respectively, via the truncation of the CV

prefix. Whatever principle guarantees the CCVC stem shape

of the forms with light syllable prefixes, will produce the

same stem shape for the imperative and the unprefixed

infinitive. Prince assumes that, after Truncation, a rule

of Schwa Insertion, which we saw apply with the

cliticization of the monoconsonantal clitics (Chapter 1

Section 1), will break up the initial cluster. The

following is the assumed partial derivation for the

imperative "you m.s. guard!"

(10) ta + mor

6mor Truncation

49mor Schwa Insertion

The derivation of the imperative form from the

imperfect is quite plausible given the fact that in negative

commands the untruncated form of th. imperative Is used.
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(11) tamor "you m.s. guard!"

?al tismor "you m.s. don't guard!"

The derivation also accounts for the fact, mentioned

earlier, that the stem vowel of the imperative is always

identical to that of the imperfect.

Given the regularity of the alternation of the stem

shapes, however, one might want to assume that the

derivation in (10) is incomplete, and that in the underlying

forms of the the infinitives and the imperfects we have been

looking at, a vowel originally resided between the first and

second radicals of the root. An additional reason for

assuming that this might be so is that, in fact, a

non-reduced vowel does sometimes make an appearance there in

certain forms of the imperative and the infinitive. For

example, the infinitive may be pronominally suffixed. In

such cases, a copy of the stem vowel appears between the

first and second radical. The following Is the paradigm.
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Pronominally Suffixed Infinitives

kotbii

katobkaa

k'tobeek
k otobook
kotbo

krotbah

"my writing"

"your m.s.. 4

"your f.s..."

"his writing"

"her writing"

kotbeenuu

katobkem

katobken

kotbam

kotban

"our writing"

"your m.p..."

"your f.p..."

"their m.p...

"their f.p...

This paradigm raises the possibility of setting

/kotob/ up as the underlying form of the infinitive stem.

The words in (12) can be derived, assuming that (kotob) is

indee the underlying form of the stem, by the regular

application of Vowel Reduction, Vowel Deletion and

Spirantization. This last rule spirantizes all

ion-geminate, non-emphatic oral stops (that is: pb,t,d,k,

and g) post-vocalically. In the transcription, henceforth,

spirantized consonants are underlined. See the sample

derivations in (13).

kotob + 1H1

kotobi I

koto i

kotVhil

kotbi I

"my writing"

Spirantization

Reduction Foot Formation

Melody Removal

Vowel Deletion
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kotob + e +ka "your m.s. writing"

kotobeka Spirantization
/11a

kotobeka Reduction Foot Formation

kVtobVka Melody Removal

kVtobka Vowel Deletion

katob)5a Default Schwa Insertion

Along these lines, we could assume that the underlying form

for the prefixed infinitive is /lakotob/ and a rule will be

postulated to remove the first stem vowel when the stem is

prefi xed with a l ight syllable. This is a very general rule

which operates throughout the language, since whenever a

stem with three consonantal slots is prefixed with an open

syllable, no vowel appears between the first two stem

consonants. Prince calls this putative rule "the 3-Syllable

Rule," formulated as follows:

(14) Prince's 9-Syllable Rule

S.D. CV + CV CVC)

stem

S.C. 1 0 3

With such a rule In the grammar, the following

derivation may be postulated for katob (you m.s. writel):
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(15) ta + kotob

ta k tob 3-Syll Rule

k tob Truncation

katob Schwa insertion

kato Spirantization

Prince abandons the solution because of a number of

problems it entails. First, the 3-Syllable Rule appears to

mimic the rule of Vowel Deletion motivated Chapter 2. Both

have the effect of deleting a vowel in a light syllable if

the preceding syllable is open. What was not recorded in

the transcriptions of the last chapter, is that a vowel

deleted by that rule, always leaves a trace in the form of

the spirantization of a following stop. The vowel deleted

by the putative 3-SyIllable Rule does not. Maintaining the

3-Syllable rule entails having two identical rules of

syncope which cannot be collapsed, since one must be ordered

before spirantization and the other after it. Compare the

derivations in (16) and (17).
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(16) malakeehem "their m. kings"

malakeehem Spi ranti zation

malkeehem VD

(17) takotob "you m.s. will write"

tak tob 3-Syllable Rule

tiktob Spirantization, others

Another major problem Prince had in positing a

grammar with the 3-Syllable Rule involved determining the

identity of the vowel which the rule removes. I mentioned

that the /o/ in the first syllable of the stem appears also

in the pronominally suffixed forms of the imperative. But

this is not the case for all such forms.

(18) gomreenii "you m.s. guard me!"

s imruunii "you m.p. guard me!"

The problem with setting up /tomor/ as the stem for

the imperfect/imperative is in explaining the alternation

between /o/and /i/. There are no o ther alternations in the

language involving these two vowels. However, the

epenthetic vowel /V/ does alternate with /i/, as It appears

as /i/ when it finds itself in a closed syllable as we shall

see soon. Thus, Prince takes the underlying stem shape of

the imperfect/imperative and of the infinitive to be CCVC

and assumes that for the purposes of the phonology there is
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no 3-Syllable Rule. The derivation of the imperative is as

in (18), where the first vowel is epenthetic. Where an /o/

appears in the first syllable, this is assumed to be derived

via a rule which Prince coins the Echo Rule, which copies

the stem vowel in the appropriate context.

(19) Prince's Echo

S.D. [C C V C + pron
v-stem I-Ing)

1 2 3 4

S.C. 1 3 2 4

Notice that the morpheme following the last stem

consonant must be a pronominal suffix. The rule doesn't

apply in the plural imperative in (18), so that we ge t

Vimruunii, not omruunii, because what immediately follows

the last stem C, /uu/, is the plural inflectional morpheme,

not a pronominal. In the case of the singular imperative of

that example, the morpheme /ee/ is a pronominal augment, not

an inflectional morpheme. Prince assumes that in such

cases, when Echo does not apply, the initial cluster is

broken up by /D/ and then raised to /i/ when it finds itself

in a closed syl lable.

The following example shows that a long vowel Is

either copied short or not copied at all. We cannot tell

which it is, since, if It were copied short, It would in any

event reduce.
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(20) r??oot "seeing"

r)?ooti i "my seeing"

This is true both for stem vowels which are underlyingly

long, such as the one in (20) and those which are lengthened

by rule. Prince therefore adds the feature [-long) to the

structural description of the rule to ensure the shortness

of the copied vowel.

There is a further complication in the segmental

formulation of the rule. Recall that we found "echo" in the

imperative and in the infinitive. Since the imperative is

derived from the imperfect via truncation, we would expect

to find echo operative in the imperfect. Curiously, the

rule does not operate in the imperfect.

(21) ta + smor + oo "you m.s. will guard him"

ti maroo VR, other

If the rule did apply here, taomroo would result.

Prince writes a condition on the rule to the effect that it

does not apply in the imperfect. This is surely curious,

given that the imperative is derived from the imperfect.

Prince's solution entails that the language has

stews with underlying initial clusters, and as such includes

a complication of the morpheme structure constraints of the
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language. The assumption is that when such a stem surfaces

unprefixed, the rule of Schwa Insertion breaks up the

initial cluster. The rule is employed not only to break up

the initial clusters of the imperative and the unprefixed

infinitive, but also in the derivation of the marginal class

of words of the form CaCVC, such as dbai. It is also

invoked for the much larger class of words of the form

C8CVVC, such as gauul, where the schwa never alternates with

any other vowel.

The analysis fails to account fully for the

distribution of the CCVC stem shape. In particular, it

faiIs to account for why stems of that shape never appear

with closed syllable prefiKes. There is no evidence for a

verb with the underlying form analogous to hitktob. There

are forms like hitpallel, but the /a/ gives no evidence of

being epenthetic, and there is certainly no justification

for setting CCCVC as a possible underlying stem.

The rule of Schwa insertion can be seen as one which

renders an unsyIllabified consonant syllabified: Hebrew

allows no onset consonant clusters. e might formulate the

rule as

(22) i---> X/
R = unsy liabified

consonant
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Prince actually suggests that this rule can be

collapsed with another rule which deals with unsyllabified

consonants. As I briefly mentioned in the first chapter,

Hebrew has a very large class of nouns, called segholates,

of the form CVCVC. We saw that these nouns which have

penultimate stress even though they end in closed syllables,

are generally taken to be of the underlying form CVCC. The

final consonant remains unintegrated into the syllable

structure which is in turn the input into the stress

representation. For the purposes of stress, these nouns are

monosyllabic. At some late point in the derivation, the

unsyllabified consonant is made part of a branching rime by

a rule of epenthesis.

(23)
R R R

A Ahmal k --- > mal ek

Later, a process of resyllabification joins the

second consonant with the final rime to form a CVC

syl lable*.

Now, Prince formulates a single cluster break-up

rule which deals with the consonant clusters at either

periphery of the word.

(24) Prince's Cluster Break-up
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0 --- > //#C C

(He assumes that, although the orthography indicates

that the vowel which is inserted into the final cluster is

/0/, it was merely an orthographic convention of the scribes

to transcribe the inserted reduced vowel as such.)

It should be obvious that if we formulate both rules

in syllabic terms, they cannot be collapsed. While the rule

which deals with the initial consonant cluster is formalized

as in (22), the rule which deals with the final consonant

clusters is formulated as in (25):

(25) e

--- > X/__ (3= unsyl labified consonant

The two epenthesis rule are different in two

respects. The most obvious one is that one rule makes an

unsyl labified consonant a rime, and the other makes such a

consonant an onset. But there is another difference. When

an initial epenthetic vowel surfaces in a closed syllable,

it is realized as /i/, not /e/. See the derivation in

(26).
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(26)
kmalakiim "as kings"

kmalaakiim MS, PTL

kmVlaakiim VR (Melody Removal)

kVmVlaakiim Epenthesis

kVmlaakiim VD

kimlaakiim output

It is possible that a language would employ two

separate rules to deal with unsyllabified consonants, one

for either end of the word, but this is surely not the ideal

state of affairs. What is more expected is for a language

to break up final clusters and deal with initial clusters by

inserting a vowel before the initial consonant. This state

of affairs obtains in Iraqui Arabic, studied by Brose low

(1980) and Selkirk (1981).

(27) katabt --- > katabit

qmaag ---> iqmaag

The other expected pattern, where the initial

clusters are broken up and the final ones are dealt with by

inserting a vowel after the final consonant, is exemplified

by Harari, cited by Halle and Vergnaud (1978).

(28) t+ siabr --- > tisibri
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In fact there is some evidence that Tiberian Hebrew

dealt with rare initial clusters by prosthesis. For

example, the word for the number two is itayiim. The

absence of spirantization in the /t/ suggests that there was

no vowel between the first two consonants. Gesenius (p.28 8 )

records an alternative pronunciation for the form -

?eKtayiim. Notice that in this case the epenthetic vowel is

identical in quality with that inserted in words like

melek. Another word which displays this kind of alternation

is the word for "yesterday" - ?etmol or tmol. Brown, Driver

and Briggs state that the name of the Biblical queen ?ester

(note the unspirantized /t/) is the Hebraicized form of the

Persian ster. They record a number such alternations.

Is there another possible source for initial schwa

besides epenthesis? (I assume that the derivation for words

with final clusters is essentially as in Prince). In the

previous sections we found two sources for schwa: Vowel

Insertion and Vowel Reduction. I argued that each rule

resulted in an empty core slot which was filled by a rule of

Default Schwa Insertion. Thus, we really have two possible

sources for the intial schwa in katob and 49mor. If the

empty slot is not produced by epenthesis, it may bee produced

by YR, assuming that there is an underlying vowel between

the first two consonants. This is the possibility I will

explore in the next section.
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Let's first pause and see what the features of a

desired analysis of the data presented here should be.

First, the alternation in stem shape must be accounted for

by rule. This entails setting up one of the triconsonantal

templates as basic. If CVCVC is set up as basic, the CCVC

template can be banished from the lexicon altogether.

Moreover, we can dispense with one of the epenthesis rules

and maintain only one rule in the language to deal with

unsyllabified consonants.

If the CCVC are derived from CVCVC stems, a rule of

Vowel Deletion must be postulated to produce CCVC stems.

Ideally, this rule would be identified with the familiar

rule of VD which operates in the same doubly open context.

If the rules are to be identified, then it must be explained

when the deleted vowel spirantizes a following stop and when

it does not.

Moreover, the problem of identifying the first stem

vowel must be solved. The main problem is to explain why it

is that the vowel usually shows up as /o/ in certain verb

forms when not reduced, but shows up as /i/ in some related

verb forms. An /o/ in the first syllable suggests an

underlying /o/, but an /i/ points to either /a/ or

epenthetic /0/, both of which regularly raise to /i/ in an

initial closed syllablw. (1>

Next, it must be determined when It is that the
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first vowel in a word of the underlying shape CVCV may

reduce. In nouns and verbs (aside from the the imperative,

the unprefixed infinitive and the small class of nouns

referred to above) reduced vowels aren't found in that

position since underlying vowels in that position usually

lengthen under Pre-tonic Lengthening or induce Pre-tonic

Gemination. This is one of the motivations for assuming

that the schwa in a surface CSCVC sequence is epenthetic.

The epenthetic vowel is precisely the one which undergoes no

form of Pretonic Strengthening. But if these vowels are not

taken to be epenthetic, an explanation for why they may

reduce must be found.

Finally, an explanation has to be found for why the

Echo rule applies in the infinitive and in the imperative,

but not in the imperfect, even though the imperative

plausibly is derived from the imperfect.

Before offering my solution, let me dismiss one

which might immediately suggest itself. One could deal with

the problem of stem shape by positing an underlying

29 t a k t o b
I I IIA

x x x xx x x

for forms like the imperfect tllktok, where the first stem

vowel slot is associated with no phonemic melody, and

formulate spirantization In such a way so that only a V
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which is associated with a phonemic melody will spirantize a

following stop. The vowel slot in (29), which is not

associated with a phonemic melody, will delete by the rule

of VD motivated in the previous sections without

spirantizing a following stop. Me would then be faced,

however, with the unexplained generalization that the first

V slot of the stem is linked to no phonemic melody if and

only if the stem is triconsonantal and is prefixed with a

light syIlIable, and would be in no better a position thrn

before.

3.3 Morpbl isafiStrata

3.3.1 Spirantization

For the reasons outlined above, I would maintain

that all triliteral stems have the underlying form CVCVC.

If this is so, what is the identity of the vowel in the

first syllable? I will identify this vowel as /a/ in the

case of the verbal forms under consideration for the

fol lowing reason. It was pointed out in note 1 of Chapter 1

that in all active forms when a vowel surfaces after the

first stem consonant, It appears as /a/ or a vowel derived

from /a/ by rule. In all passive forms, the vowel appears

as /u/. I therefore take /a/ to be the active melody

associated with the first stem vowelI slot in every active
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form of the verb and the deepest forms of the imperfect to

be ta+katob, ya+katob etc. But if this is so, I must

explain why it is that the first stem vowel does not

spirantize a following stop as all other deleted vowels.

Another problem concerns the forms in (30)

(30) takatobuu ---> tiitbuu

yakatobuu ---> yiktabuu

nakatobaa --- > nik tabaa

If VR were applied in the manner described in the

previous sections, the wrong vowel would delete.

(31) takatobuu

The underlined vowels are those which would be

affected by VR applied in this manner. But it is the first

vowel of the stem which we want deleted. The morphological

bracketing suggests a possible solution.

(32) [[tatkatob33uu]

That (32) represents the proper bracketing for this word Is

proven by the fact that tiktok Is an independent word, but

kltpuu is only an independent word when it is derived, on

the accepted analysis, from [tskatobuuJ.
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When Vowel Reduction Is applied cyclically to (32),

the right vowels are affected by reduction and deletion.

(33) [takatob] cycle I

[taktob] VR, VD

[taktobuuJ cycle 2

tiktabuu VR, Default Schwa Insertion,
others

Although cyclic application gets the right vowel

deleted, it does not solve the problem of why some deleted

vowels spirantize a following stop, and others do not.

A more fruitful approach makes use of positing

different morphological strata in the Hebrew lexicon. As

mentioned in the introduction, both morphological and

phonological facts can motivate the postulation of different

morphological strata. In English, for example, two sets of

converging properties are associated with the class II

affixes; they always appear on the outside of class I

affixes and they fail to trigger certain rules, such as

Trisyllabic Laxing. Both properties are seen to follow from

a particular conception of the structure of the English

lexicon. Assuming that English has (at least) two

morphological strata, that Class I affixes, but not class II

affixes, are added at the earliest stratum, and that rules

such as Trisy llable Laxing are restricted from applying at

any later stratum, then Class II affixes will always appear
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outside of Class I affixes, and will never trigger rules

like Trisyllabic Laxing.

I would like to propose that the binyan prefixes and

the person/number inflectional prefixes of Tiberian are

added at the sarliest morphological stratum of the TH

lexicon. All suffixes, including number/gender agreement

markers, pronominal clitics and derivational suffixes are

added at a later stratum. To explain the spirantization

facts, I will assume that the Spirantization rule does not

apply at this earliest stratum, and so vowels deleted before

the addition of any further affixes will never spirantize a

following stop. In fact we know that Spirantization must be

a late rule since it applies between words in close

contact. <2>

(34)
mii kaamookaa "who is like you?"

This suggests that the rule operates postlexically.

It has been suggested (Mohanan (1982)) that when a

phonological rule applies at various strata, It must apply

at contiguous strata. If this is true, it is indeed

plausible to suggest that Spirantization applies

postlexically and lexically, after stratum 1.

(Since I claim that all prefixation takes place at

stratum 1 and the suffixation later, I cannot offer any
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evidence for this picture based on order of morpheme

aff i xati on.)

The derivations for niktob and tiktabuu are shown

be ow.

(35) stratum 1 na+katob ta+katob

VR, VD naktob taktob

stratum n

Spir., VR
others

naktob

ni ktob

taktob+uu

tiktabuu

3.3.2 Echo

We might want to find other evidence that a vowel is

present underlyingly between the first and second stem

consonants, and is removed by rule at the earliest

morphological stratum. I believe that we find evidence for

this in the forms derived by truncation, and the rule which

Prince called Echo.

In (36) I repeat Prince's derivation of the

imperative.

ta + Imor

Kmo r

tamor

Truncation

Cluster Break-up
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While deriving the imperative from the imperfect via

truncation is plausible, we have seen that there is reason

to believe that the reduced vowel in the first syllable of

the imperative is not a product of epenthesis. Can it be

the product of Reduction? To answer this question, let's

first take a closer look at the truncation rule. Prince is

vague about when this rule takes place exactly. He writes a

condition on the rule to the effect that the inflectional

prefix may be removed only if the word is in the appropriate

syn tactic context (a positive, not negative, command). This

suggests that the truncation rule takes place after

insertion into syntactic trees. Given the assumptions of

lexical phonology, however, this is not possible, since

after insertion into syntactic trees the morphological

bracketing is no longer present (see Chapter 1) and the

morpheme to be truncated cannot be identified. In fact,

given the assumptions of lexical phonology, there is only

one stratum at which truncation may take place: the stratum

at which the to-be-truncated morpheme is affixed. (If we

maintain that Lexical Insertion of the phonological shape of

words takes place at S-Structure (cf. Pranka (1983)), then

the fact that the form of the word depends on the syn tactic

context is no problem). This locates the truncation, on my

account, at stratum 1. As such, the rule may be ordered

among the rules applying at that stratum. In particular, It

may be ordered between the rules of VR (or, more precisely,
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Melody Removal) and Vowel Deletion. After the melody has

been removed from the first stem vowel, the truncation

process will protect the empty skeletal slot from deletion

by VD, since the rule will not operate unless the skeletal

slot is preceded by an open syllable. The proposed

derivation appears in (37).

(37) stratum 1: ta + katob

ta kVtob VR (MR)

kVtob Truncation; VD-n.a.

It is perhaps interesting that, if the analysis

presented here is correct, we have an example of a rule of

truncation ordered among the rules of phonology. In

outlining the principles of Lexical Phonology, Kiparsky

(1982) suggests that there are no truncation rules. I might

point out, however, that the k inds of truiscation rules which

have been cited and which Kiparsky rejects, are of a

different nature from the one we are considering here. One

putative rule of truncation which Kiparsky rejects is the

rule which Aronoff (1976) suggests truncates the adverbial

suffix -ly before a comaparative suffix.

(38) quick ly quicker *quick lier

soft softly *softlier

All the truncation rules which Kiparsky rules out

involve the truncation of a suffix B triggered by the
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aff ixation of a suffix C, as in (39).

(39) ([A + B) C) --- > [A C3

In contrast, the rule suggested here is not triggered by the

subsequent affixation of another morpheme, and I know of no

principle in current theory which should rule out such a

process.

Ordering the truncation rule between VR and VD

allows us to maintain a single epenthesis rule to deal with

unsyllabified consonants (one which makes such consonants a

part of the rime of a new syllable) and take care of the

reduced vowels in forms like the imperative with rules which

are independently motivated in the grammar. If there were

no underlying vowel between the first and second stem

consonants, this analysis would not be available.

As for the class of words like dabat, zaman, and

jabuul, these can have underlying forms in which the first

vowel slot is associated with no phonemic melody and gets

filled through the rule of Default Schwa Insertion.

(40) d ba --- > d a9b s
I - IllII 1II1
x x xxx xx xx x

(Short excursus on Arabic. It is interesting to

note that an almost Identical pattern Is displayed in

Classical Arabic. In that language, as in TH, negative
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commands employ the imperfect form and positive commands - a

truncated form of the imperfect. Brame (1970) points out

that this helps explain the peculiar stem shape of the

imperative of the underived binyan. In that binyan, a rule

of Vowel Deletion creates an alternation between the

unprefixed perfect, which has a CVCVC stem shape, and the

prefixed imperfect, which has the form CV+CCVC. The

imperative has the unprefixed form of CCVC, and, although

there are no other unprefixed verb stems of this form, the

shape can be accounted for by deriving the imperative from

the imperfect via truncation, as Prince suggests for

Hebrew. Now, in Arabic, as far as I know, there is no

independent evidence for separate rules of vowel reduction

and vowel deletion, and this can, perhaps, help explain a

difference between the Arabic and the Hebrew forms. In

Hebrew, if I am right, truncation takes place between

reduction and dele tion, and in Arabic , after dele tion.

Thus, the Arabic forms display an initial consonant cluster

which is rendered syllabified by epenthesis of a vowel

before the consonant cluster, while Hebrew does not end up

with that cluster, but rather with an empty V slot which

gets filled by a default rule of Schwa Insertion.

tatdaras --- > tadras---> dras --- > ?idras

End excursusJ

For the derivation of the unsuffixed imperative, the
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rule of Default Schwa insertion fills in the empty core slot

vacated by MR. There are, however, cases in which the slot

gets filled by other means. These are the forms which

Prince derived through the application of the Echo rule.I

take this rule to be one which spreads the melody of the

second stem vowel onto the vacated slot of the first stem

vowel. (41) is the derivation of a pronominally suffixed

imperative, derived from the imperfect via truncation.

(41) stratrum 1 [talkatob33

VR (MR) takVtob

Truncation kVtob

stratum 2 k t b
I lII

Echo XXXXX XX

0

Spirantizat ion kotbili

The fact that a long stem vowel is copied short need

not be due to an extrinsic ordering relation between PTL and

Echo, or due to a [-long) feature built into the rule. It

follows from the fact that there is only one V slot in the

first sylIable for the me lody to spread into.

The next problem Prince had with assuming that all

tri literal stems have the underlying shape CVCVC concerned

forms like ilmruunii. Since Prince could not separate the

phonemic melody from the ske le tal tier, he had to assume
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that if a word like kotbii had an underlying CVCVC form, the

first vowel was /o/. But then he could not explain the

appearance of /i/ in forms like limruunii, since there are

no alternations between /J/ and /o/ in the language. Thus,

he concluded that all the forms under consideration have a

CCVC stem shape and that there are two epenthesis rules:

Echo, which breaks up the cluster with a copy of the stem

vowel, and operates when the pronominal suffix is

immediately adjacent to the stem, and Cluster Break-Up,

which operates when Echo does not. The appearance of /i/ in

V /smiruunii is then explained, because, as we have seen,

schwas regularly raise to /i/ in closed syllables.

Equipped as we are with an autosegmental

representation, we have no problem maintaining an underlying

V slot (vacated after MR) in the stem. When the rule of

Echo is applicable, the melody from the second stem vowel

spreads to fill the first. When the spread rule is

inapplicable, the Default Schwa Insertion rule applies and

the schwa raises to /i/ in a closed syllable. There is thus

only an indirect alternation between /o/ and /i/; no rule

actually changes the melody of /o/ to /i/. Below is the

proposed derivation for ulmruunli (cf. the derivation in

(41 )).
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(42) stratum 1 [ta[samorJ]

VR, MR [tadVmorJ

Truncation sVmor

stratum 2 [s mor3uuJnii]

Echo (n.a.) s m r n

x x x x x x x x x x

u i

VR, VD sgm r n
I II / I
x x x x x x x x x

V V
u i

DSI,--> i s imruun i i

There are, as seen in the previous subsection, other

cases where the Echo rule does not apply. These are all the

pronominally suffixed imperfects. Recall that the

imperative is derived from the imperfect, and yet the

former, but not the latter, undergoes the rule.

(43) tiktob "you will write"

tiktabeenii "you will write me"

*tlkotbeeni

katob "write"

kotbeenl i "wr ite me"

All Prince could do was baldly state a restriction

on the Echo rule to the effect that It doesn't apply in the
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imperfect.

My account actually explains why the rule doesn't

apply in forms like (43). Since the Echo rule is triggered

by the pronominal suffixes, it must apply at the second

stratum. But in a word of the underlying form /tasamor/,

where the prefix is not truncated at the first stratum (as

is the case with the imperfects) not only is the stem vowel

removed at stratum 1, but the first stem vowel slot as

well. Thus, at stratum 2, there is no vowel slot for the

second stem vowel to spread its melody to.

(43)
stratum 1 t t m r

I I I I
x xx x x x x

a a 0

t k m r
MR, VD I I I

x xx x xx
I I
a o

stratum 2 [tatmorCeetnii3J

Echo n.a. t K n, r n

I I I Va X0 e
VR, others tism reenil
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3.3.3 Pretonic Lengthening and the Word Level

There is now a plausible account for why the first

vowel of the imperative stem doesn't undergo PTL. Assume

that PTL operates on stratum 2. When the form enters stratum

2, the first vowel slot no longer has the features of a

phonemic melody (due to the operation of MR). A core slot

will geminate by PTL only if it is associated with the

feature C-round) (see Chapter 2. Section 1). Clearly if the

slot is associated with no feature, then the rule will not

app Iy.

(44) stratum 1 takatob

VR, MR takVkob

truncation kVtob

VD n.a.

stratum 2 kVtob

PTL n.a.

DSI katob

The astute reader will, I hope, have noticed that I

have left unresolved a problem concerning the proper

application of PTL. I have claimed that the stem /a/ in

/takatob/ doesn't undergo PTL because it is removed by MR at

stratum 1, and PTL is postulated to apply at stratum 2. But

then the question arises as to how any /a/ In the context
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for reduction gets I

usual ly bleeds VR an

(45).

(45)

engthene

d robs i

katab

katab

kaatab
kaatabI I
kaatab

by PTL. We saw that PTL

of vowels to reduce as in

"wrote 3p.m.s. "

kaatab

dabar

dabar

d a ab ar

daab ar

daa 2

Th

MR not aff

them to re

tact, able

question,

derivation

truncation

fact that

always the

in Prince'

CCVC stem

imperative

for the id

us,

ect
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the first
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ach the second str

to be lengthened

we might ask anoth

of the imperative

serve in my analy

the stem vowel, al
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never has a stem
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by
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fr
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tho

fec

se

rat
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always bleed PTL. Why
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PTL? Before we answer

What purpose does th

om the imperfect via

? First, it accounts

ugh not predictable, i

t and in the imperativ

rved to derive an unde

ive. On my analysis,

pe CCVC, and we can ac
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both

with

imperative and

the same stem

I

prefix in

th e

vowel

i'mperfect are built on a CVCVC stem

believe that the affixation of the light syllable

the derivation of the imperative serves to bring
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the stem out of the status of a morphologicalIly underived

stem to that of a morphologically derived form ("derived"

here should not be confused with the same term in the phrase

"derived environments). The assumption here is that, at

least in Hebrew, the morphologically underived stems are

phonologically inert. It is only after they undergo some

morphological derivation that phonological rules may appply

to them. In fact Kiparsky (1982) suggests that the lowest

bound for the domain of cyclic rules is the domain the major

lexical categories, so that cyclic rules will not apply to

underived stems. There is no evidence for the cyclicity of

the rules of VR and VD at stratum 1, because there is at

most one layer of affixation at that stratum. However,

instead of restricting the domain of cyclic rules to items

of major lexical categories we might take the restriction to

apply to lexical rules in general.

This principle holds until the word level, at which

time all stems become phonologically activated by default.

I will identify stratum 2 as the word level, so that words

like those in (45) are phonologically inert until they enter

stratum 2. Kiparsky (1983) suggests that the word level has

properites which distiiegulsh It from other lexical strata.

Among other things, he suggests that the word level may not

be a cyclic stratum. It is perhaps worthwhile pointing out

then that no rules hve ever been suggested to apply

cyclically at what I an calling stratum 2, and ientify ing
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as the word level.

Below is a picture of the Hebrew lexicon as I see

it.

(46)

morphology phonology

stratum I binyan and infl. VR, MR, VD,
prefixes truncation

stratum 2 infl. and deriv. Stress Tree Constr
PTL, Spiran.

suffixes VR, VD

In Chapter 2, Section 5, while discussing the rule

of Cross Guttural Harmony, I noted that, for proper

application, the rule must take the bracketing of the

following words into consideration.

(46) [bV7?oholeekem]]) [wV[haSVli item]

We saw that the harmony rule, which may only apply

if the trigger vowel is not multiply attached, must apply

first to the inner bracket after which it Is inelligible to

apply across the clitic "boundary." But this looks

suspiciously like positing an additional morphological

stratum, while I have claimed that stratum 2 is the final

lexical stratum, having 'word level' properties. I suggest

that the proclitics under consideration are cliticized in
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the syntax, not in the lexicon. I:. previous work, I thought

that these clitics attached in the lexicon, because Cross

Guttural Harmony and Vowel Insertion were rules which

applied lexically and across clitic boundary. Recent

studies in Lexical Phonology, however, have been suggesting

that rules may in fact apply both lexically and

post-lexically. Certain differences in mode of application

will follow from general principles governing the

application of rules. Now, it is true that we never find

CGH applying across words, but this is because its

structural description is never met in such contex ts; by the

time words are concatenated, there are no empty skeletal

slots in the individual words, and CGH is a rule which fills

in empty core slots.

I have already noted that Spirantization must apply

post-lexically since a word final vowel may spirantize the

first consonant of a following word in close contact. There

is evidence that the application of the rule which leads to

the spirantization of stops word medially must be lexical.

Recall that Spirantization must precede VD, since in words

like malkeehem from malakeehem the deleted vowel spirantizes

a following stop. The VO rule itself must be lexical since

It is followed by a lexically idiosyncratic rule which

determines the quality of an underlying /a/ when it surfaces

in a closed syllable. This Is the A-->! rule of the first

note in CHapter 1. So, Spirantization is then another rule
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which applies both lexically and post-lexically.

I should also point out, that, unlike previous

studies which took these clitics to be of the form b-, k-,

1-, I take them to be of the form

(47) , and | .

The empty skeletal positions wil be f illed by the rules of

CGH orDSI, whichever is applicable. Historically, these

forms derive from ba, ka, and Ia. Thus, I claim that the

change they underwent invloved loss of the vowel melody, but

not of the core slot.
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Footnotes

1. The A-->I rule i
the infinitival
we get yiktob vi
for the /i in t
from underlying
the same rule is
vowel in words I

s responsible for the alternation in the vowel of
and inflectional prefixes. So from ya+ktob
a A-->I. The same rule is supposed to account
he first syllable of all pi9el perfects, so that
gabber, we get ibber via A-->I. Finally,
responsible for the alternation of the first stem

ike dibreehem from dabareehem.

2. Words are in "close contact" when they are joined
tive accent in the accentual system, in the sense
(1381a). The Rhythm Rule operates also only when a
between two words in close contact.

a conjunc-
Dresher

lash arises
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